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Dedicated to the anons of /k/ and /wrol/ - godspeed, brothers. 
 

Contents: 
 
☼ Chapter 1 - The Collapse (The problem) 
 
☼ Chapter 2 - The Goal is to Not Die (Analysing your situation) 
 
☼ Chapter 3 - Choosing A Survival Location 
 
☼ Chapter 4 - Long-Term Post-Collapse Survival 
 
☼ Chapter 5 - Selecting Personal Equipment 
 
☼ Chapter 6 - Tips And Tricks 
 
☼ Bibliography and Suggested Reading 
 
Author's note: I apologize for the rambling and poorly-(self)edited nature of this 

booklet. I never originally planned to write it - it started out as a mere packing list 

and list of handy tips with different pieces written at different times, and grew and 

grew as over time as I continued to witness our society going from bad to worse. 
 

This book is published under a copyleft licence. You're encouraged to distribute 

this book without modification, and are welcome to expand upon the information 

within - as long as the previous material in it including the title and dedication are 

left unchanged. I ask that if possible you edit the version number if you do this. 
 

This book is intended for academic and entertainment purposes only. All content and information published 

in this book is provided to the reader "as is" and without any warranties. The situations and activities 

described in the book carry inherent risks and hazards. The reader must evaluate and bear all risks 

associated with use of any information provided in this book, including those risks associated with reliance 

on the accuracy, thoroughness, utility, or appropriateness of the information for any particular situation The 

author specifically disclaims all responsibility for any liability, loss, or risk, personal or otherwise, which is 

incurred as a consequence of the use, misuse, or application of any of the contents of this book. 
 

This book is intended for reading and discussion by mature and rational adults. No time was 

wasted on genuflecting to the idiotic unwashed rabble over the controversial and politically-

incorrect statements contained within. If you're offended by any of the contents, stop reading it. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

TEOTWAWKI - The End Of The World As We Know It 

SHTF - Shit Hits The Fan, also see: TEOTWAWKI 

EMP - Electro-Magnetic Pulse - fries electronics by overloading the circuits 

CME - Coronal Mass Ejection (essentially, a solar fart acting as giant EMP) 

Team - in this document means a like-minded post-TEOTWAWKI group of 5+ people. 

Group - in this document means a like-minded post-TEOTWAWKI group of 5+ people. 

Raiders - members of a violent hostile gang, intent on robbing or harming your group. 

AO - Area of Operations - the location your actions take place in, after SHTF. 
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Chapter 1 - The Collapse 
 

In one of the more memorable film scenes from the Matrix, Morpheus pauses before offering Neo 

the red pill and he says to him;  

"You're here because you know something. What you know, you can't explain, but you 

feel it. You've felt it your entire life - that there's something wrong with the world. You 

don't know what it is, but it's there, like a splinter in your mind, driving you mad."  
 

Based on the fact you're reading this, I assume you have this feeling too, that something is wrong 

with the world you live in, and it bothers you. As John Mosby puts it in the introduction to his 

excellent book Forging The Hero; "shit just ain't right" - very few if any of our institutions work 

the way we know they ought to. They are grossly inefficient, pathetically incompetent or have 

strayed so far from their initial purposes they have forgotten their true mission. There are a 

number of reasons for this. 
 

The first of course, is that entities will decay over time. The initial founder or founders are 

replaced by individuals who are lacking in those ineffable qualities, because the traits and abilities 

necessary to create a successful operation or entity are different than the traits and abilities 

selected for when climbing a corporate or organizational ladder. Founders tend to be highly driven 

but somewhat awkward introverts, but CEO's tend to be more of smart but average guys who get 

along with most people and know how to organize a party. 
 

In America and Europe, institutional decay has also veered politically due to the left's "long march 

through the institutions" - leftists discarded pure meritocracy to turn every possible entity into 

patronage programs, rewarding members of their coalition with comfortable positions in order to 

gain greater power. This did no serious harm when decision-marginal positions such as the labor 

force unionized, but not when the entire organization is in the same position.  
 

For example, the maintenance department of the Washington DC metro resembles a Democrat 

Party electoral soirée more than anything else- passengers' lives have been put at risk, and trains 

almost derailed, due to their "tick the box" attitude regarding maintenance. Similarly, anyone who 

served in the US military can testify the same attitudes have taken over training, with more time 

spent on sexual harassment awareness training each year than at the firing range. Similar attitudes 

and outcomes can be seen in African nations, where business or political positions are a reward 

for being a member of the right tribe or family rather than owed to individual ability and skill. 
 

There is also a cultural element- the days of pioneers and explorers are long gone, the last corners 

of the world are mapped out. If you watch a documentary on the scientists stationed in Antarctica, 

it resembles a reddit forum for quirky upper-class losers with fancy degrees. Medicine, NASA, the 

State Department, more... they are staffed with the nerdy section of the upper middle class, now 

reaching middle age and middle management. The education system first, and the bureaucratic 

system after, spent decades beating this crowd of well-certified NPCs in suits into always 

following the rules and deferring to authority to solve all problems or disputes.  
 

Modern industrial-era schooling systematically destroys masculine traits like risk-taking, 

adventurism, vitality and good judgement, creating adults frightened by deviations from the 

status quo and with a constant desperate need to defer to expert opinion whatever the topic. 
 

People are primed to look for certain signs indicating collapse, despite them not being remotely 

close to the way things actually happen. This is partly due to depictions in media, and may partly 

be due to intentional miseducation, in order to make the real collapse seem less obvious. Collapses 

are rarely sudden and they don't tend to make the headline news, being gradual processes. 
 

Since ordinary people are still largely unaffected by riots and still have some money (even if just 

unemployment benefits) they don't take action to improve the situation. It's the same reason the 

Roman Empire failed to reform and act coherently when the barbarians started invading- bread 
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and circuses is nothing new and it's even more prevalent today, with people having more luxuries 

than ever. Until rioters start dragging people from their homes, things continue to escalate.  
 

You will find that you rapidly adapt to the new normal- you may have less than you used to, but 

you put on a brave face and ignore the problems that weren't there a decade or two ago. You 

reinterpret as your own decision something forced upon you by economic or social conditions. 

You're punished or mocked if you speak out, so you learn to comply and stay silent instead. You 

can't rationalize something, so you don't acknowledge it happens - you may reinterpret it as a 

voluntary, even fashionable, return to simplicity. We see this time and time again in history.  
 

 
 

It seems as if roughly every 1500 years or so, civilization forms a powerful, cosmopolitan and 

interlinked globalized world-system, and then it collapses. The first we know of was the Late 

Bronze Age Collapse*, the second, smaller one, was the fall of the Roman Empire (whose knock-

on effects still hit as far as China), and it seems that unfortunately, the third shall be ours. After 

the fall of Rome much of its former Empire became damn near uninhabited – essentially no cities, 

only low-intensity agriculture, and wide swaths of former agricultural land reverted to forest. 

Technological levels collapsed to well below pre-Roman levels.  

(*see: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=bRcu-ysocX4) 
 

Which brings me onto our next point: Collapsing civilizations have several symptoms in common: 

> breakdown of the rule of law 

> the tribalization of social elements 

> collapse of the main ethnic group's birth-rate  

> normalization/acceptance of sexual dysfunctions including homosexuality and transgenderism  

> mass migration of non-native groups into the central areas of the host civilization 

> self-deprecation of the dominant ethnicity and its traditions 

> anti-violence becoming an end unto itself 

I feel I must emphasise that these are not causes of the collapse- they are merely the symptoms.  
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With a little intelligence, you should be able to see these effects in the world around you. As an 

example of the first, one can see that he USA isn't a nation of laws anymore. It's rules are 

arbitrarily concocted, applied and disregarded based on whatever flavor of the month the media 

circus is peddling, alternating between unnecessary brutality on the one hand and limp-wristed 

anti-violence on the other. Everywhere in the West, elite civility is collapsing, and our rulers are 

playing with tactics that bring us closer to civil war. In many places in the American hegemony 

the elite are maneuvering to start arresting each other, everywhere political events are deviating 

further and further from established precedent and established legality. 
 

As an example of the second, just look at the riots and violence whenever a black citizen is killed 

at the hands of US police (justified or not), and the deathly silence when the same happens to a 

white person. One leads to rioting and public outrage (with government doing little to stop it), the 

other one to... nothing at all, and even crackdowns on the handful that complain. The same with 

the mutual distrust and hyperbolic hatred between political groups, and so on and so forth.... 

anyway, you can see such things for yourself. 
 

If you wish to see more examples regarding similar trends in the past, I would hint that you read a 

very short book by Sir John Glubb called "The Fate of Empires and the Search for Survival", 

which you should easily find online - it contains a plethora of historical examples. 
 

"But what can I do" you ask? Well, you cannot halt the collapse at this point; Cultural Marxism 

has broken western society apart into many disunited competing groups, and at best you could 

hasten it or slightly slow it. But you and your family CAN survive, with just a little forethought. 
 

 

The intent of this book is to help you, dear reader, create fertile soil in which to plant the seed of 

the next great civilization, while helping you with some knowledge to avoid the worst effects of 

the collapse as best you can. I assume dear reader, that you live in the USA. Regardless, don't 

worry- wherever you live the same base principles will apply, though some aspects may be easier 

or harder depending on your local laws, conditions, and customs. 
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As an aside I want to point out that quite ironically, for all its major faults, having already 

survived one social collapse and being focused on their national interest and largely being 

economically self-sufficient, Russia may actually withstand the fall of what I could call the 

Anglo-centric world economic empire (hereafter, ACWE) better than anyone else. 
 

During the first collapse noted above, the Bronze age Collapse which is sometimes called the 

Greek Dark Ages, the very art of writing was lost - it only survived in Egypt due to hieroglyphics 

being used by the priestly caste for religious inscriptions, and due to Egypt's pyrrhic victory over 

the invading migrants, the ones they called the "Sea Peoples". During the second collapse 

mentioned, writing in the western world survived only due to the Christian monasteries preserving 

what books they could find from earlier times, and much was lost. Nowadays, with most of our 

knowledge being stored electronically, we risk losing even more, and there are fewer powerful 

religious groups to preserve and keep safe the light of 

knowledge - muslims certainly won't be doing it with 

anything that isn't profitable, or which contradicts islam. 
 

In an interconnected world, the ripples from an event in 

one location can rapidly go around the globe- this also 

holds true for disasters. A drought or earthquake in one 

nation can have knock-on effects all out of proportion if 

they occur in a key location. Imagine, for example, what 

might happen to the internet if Silicon Valley happened to 

be the epicentre for an high-magnitude earthquake. This 

type of collapse is known as a Systems Collapse.  
 

The features of a Systems Collapse are: 

1) collapse of the central administrative organization 

2) disappearance of the traditional elite class 

3) collapse of the centralized economy 

4) settlement shifts and population decline 

Note that these are usually not sequential. 
 

Believe it or not, #2 has already happened - the traditional elite class was eliminated in most of the 

world and replaced by ACWE's current leadership between the 1700's and 1900, and is now 

mostly composed of elected officials or the nepotistically uplifted members of ethnic power clans, 

this phase was finalised in continental Europe in the decade after World War one.  
 

We lurch ever closer to #3 with every financial crisis, and to #1 with every instance of major 

social unrest. We are also currently seeing #4 take place in Western, ethnic-European majority 

countries. In regards to no.4 - as military historian Van Creveld's research indicates, when the 

immigrant population of a country reaches ~30%, war inevitably follows with a death toll 

matching the amount of migrants that entered - not a pleasant thought.  

(https://www.unauthorized.tv/programs/voxiversity-001-immigration-and-war-b24206) 
 

If you choose to study the mentioned books and links in this book, you may realize the causes of 

collapse are internal to ACWE and its economic system; events like the present mass migrations 

into western nations (the heart of ACWE) -though they should certainly be resisted- are just 

symptoms and in some aspects, are accelerating the collapse by fraying the bonds that allowed 

world-spanning societies of such disparate peoples in the first place. You may see that it's 

extremely unlikely that collapse can be reversed without taking unpopular decisions and actions 

that would be violently resisted by most citizens, decisions such as: the expulsion and deliberate 

persecution of ethnic minorities, the removal of race and gender equality laws, and disbandment 

of universities where such ideologies are fermented and spread (and elimination of the professor-

priesthood that spreads it). Changing attitudes amongst the young are unlikely to become the 

majority view among the population until demographic changes cause ethnic Europeans to 
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become minorities in their own nations (including the USA). For simplicity this book assumes the 

collapse is inevitable. 
 

It will focus on the worst-case-scenario end of the scale: a slow and gradual TEOTWAWKI 

collapse taking years or decades, resulting in the US and EU fragmenting with loss of the rule of 

law, extended periods of civil disorder and chaos, and massive social unrest, all gradually 

worsening, but without any sort of sudden shock that would enable one to say "this is where 

things started going to shit" - should the collapse be less severe or complete than expected, then 

good: over-preparation generally has better survival outcomes than under-preparing. 
 

 
 

 

In the future we shall see more cases of non-state actors (like ISIS, BLM, 
organized drug/crime cartels, communist groups, etc.) warring on behalf of 
racial/ethnic/tribal, religious or cultural causes, rather than traditional 
country X vs. country Y conflicts. People from places where disorders 
based on such causes exist leave their shit-holes, but not their grievances 
and attitudes - they move to orderly "advanced" nations bringing their 
causes with them, finding enemies in their new environment, and turning 
them into the same shit-holes they hated enough to leave in the first place. 
This also happens with disaffected people from failing areas - just look at 
the actions of UK and California expats in the areas they move to. When the 
USA (or really, any western nation) inevitably breaks up along social/ethnic 
lines later this century, imagine Yugoslavia or Lebanon all over again, only 
much fatter and bloodier. 
One of the keys to survival will be to have a strong enough in-group identity 
to withstand the group identity of these non-state actors; either you build a 
strong tribe/community that can hold together during such events, or you 

will go under when they come to your area and dish out violence. 
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"Collapse" is quite simply the de-legitimization of government to the point where each cohesive 

community becomes its own independent government. In such situations, communities are able to 

reject the government's authority over them and instead exert their own authority against it and 

others for their own interests. In today's multicultural world, with mass immigration having forced 

wildly dissimilar cultures in close proximity, this inevitably causes ethno-centric wars. 

Fortunately consideration of extreme political futures is becoming somewhat common among the 

public, compared to the ubiquitous "it can't happen here" paradigm thinking that not only treats 

such scenarios as unthinkable, but even considers contemplation of them a sort of social treason! 
 

We have a wealth of information on how such things happen, though the real causes are often 

ignored. Most adults have watched several take place, usually from the comfort of their living 

rooms. Whether it was the Lebanese Civil War in the 1980's, the fall of the USSR in 1991, the 

Yugoslav Civil War of the 1990's, the Sudanese Civil War in the 2000's, or even Ukraine's ethnic-

Russian majority break away states of Donetsk and Luhansk - these are all real-world examples of 

the establishment of separatist ethnostates and every step of their births was filmed or documented 

in some way, and often televised. 
 

Militias, armies and insurgencies do not spring out of nowhere. They organise via workplaces, 

churches and communities. Organising is tougher in civilized societies because despite the 

obvious decay, the majority of citizens are conditioned from birth to ignore the decay and despair 

unless its right in front of them, and as such, will stick with whatever meager comforts they have 

presently since it would be 'tiresome' to sacrifice those comforts in the short term to prevent long-

term harm. Even with their access to bread and circuses reduced (thanks, COVID), they're still too 

diverted by what remains to resist the subversion and degradation of their homelands. 
 

No sane person who has studied modern civil wars from Spain to Lebanon to the Balkans and so 

forth would ever wish to see a second civil war in the United States, I for one certainly dread the 

probability of such an event. But since it seems that all political, cultural and demographic trends 

are pushing us toward that unhappy destiny, it would be wise to cast a critical eye over the socio-

political terrain. 
 

We can begin by analyzing the CW2 Square: Draw a square and label one axis Poorer to Richer. 

Label the other axis Darker to Lighter. Darker, for brevity in a US context, includes African-

Americans, etc. with Hispanics located somewhere in the middle. In Europe, it includes Africans, 

Arabs, etc. Lighter refers to people of European or East 

Asian ancestry. The two opposed meta-groups are the 

poorer and darker vs. the richer and lighter, (or if you 

want to be blunt, whiter). The richer/whiter have the 

advantage of relative wealth, but counterbalancing it is 

that the poorer/darker have succeeded in wresting 

control of most government power. This despite their 

elected leaders mostly being anything but poor or dark. 
 

Yes, there are exceptions: rich black cattle ranchers and 

poor whites living in impoverished areas etc. However, 

focusing on them ignores the critical centers of gravity 

of a potential Civil War by over-emphasizing 

interesting but statistically insignificant exceptions.  
 

Filling one corner of the CW2 Square will be the 

poorer and darker, who primarily are progressive 

leftists who believe in a malleable system of law where the outcome must depend on your 

ethnicity, and the other corner will be the richer and whiter, who mainly are conservative or 

libertarian people who believe laws should be interpreted as literally as possible based on their 

original intent. Keep your eyes on the centers of gravity, not on the outliers. 
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We can expand the CW2 square to become the CW2 cube invented by Matt Bracken, by adding 

the third dimension with another axis, Urban vs. Rural, or City vs. Country if you'd rather.  

 
Adding this axis gives us a geographical dimension to the meta-terrain, but unlike America's first 

civil war, there will be no convenient geopolitical dividing line between the opposing sides. In the 

USA, it's been often observed that today's red-blue political map is better understood at the county 

than the state level. Even the states that consistently elect Democrats to Congress, (like Illinois, 

California and New York) solidly vote Republican outside the urban areas. Obviously the urban 

areas are heavily populated but geographically small, with all that means to the electoral process 

now and to a possible civil war later. 
 

The opposing corners of the CW2 Cube can thus be seen as the poorer/darker urbanites vs. the 

richer/whiter rural areas (hence all those "inbred redneck" slurs by the urbanites). Again, don't 

lose yourself in outliers- yes, there's a few rich, conservative blacks living in Wyoming, plenty of 

poor white liberal Democrats in rural West Virginia, some rich conservatives in San Francisco and 

every other exceptional case imaginable, but they are exceptions not the majority. Most 

Americans live in the mongrelized middle, far from the simplicity of the opposite corners, but any 

future war's center of gravity shall be the relatively richer, whiter and more rural against the 

poorer, darker and urban.  
 

Notice that this is an average - the urban areas are overall richer, but they have many more poor 

than the rural areas, whereas the rural areas are poorer overall, but the wealth is more evenly 

distributed. Naturally, many more conflict axes are possible than shown, like religious vs. non-

believers, socialists vs. capitalists, statists vs. individualists etc. However, you'll find most of them 

parallel one of the axes already mentioned.  
 

One repeated lesson of modern civil wars is that there is predictably and inherently dangerous, 

often fatal terrain - much of it is highly desirable and even advantageous before war's outbreak. A 

clear lesson of modern civil wars is that while they may often begin on purely political grounds, 

they generally rapidly devolve into something worse. Minority persons who escape as refugees 

are often lucky compared to the ones who horribly lost their lives during the escalating violence.  

 

(In this context, minority is defined as "the minority ethnicity within a given group or area". 

Blacks are the majority in some areas, whites are the minorities in others, etc.)  
 

Frequently in modern civil wars, the roaming armed groups (in or out of uniform) that spring up 

intentionally target minority individuals who remain in their areas of control, forcing local people 
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to kill their own friends and neighbors as a test of loyalty, and punishing any who refuse with 

death for being "traitors" to their cause. Besides pre-conflict racists and radicals, there will be an 

ever-increasing pool of persons attempting to expel local minorities from their homes. They may 

have been admired, respected and even loved for many years by their majority-population 

neighbors but it will not protect them. Those who have been ethnically cleansed themselves will 

seek out new residences, and any property belonging to "enemy" minorities will be the first on the 

chopping block. (Not the auction-block, for payment will be in blood.) The process of minority 

eviction is self-perpetuating, for examples just look at former Yugoslavia. 
 

Another lesson is that religious affiliation and political leanings can also be hidden, at least for 

awhile, and the well-off can sometimes hide their wealth - but things like cultural, racial or ethnic 

identity are almost impossible to hide long-term. The lessons of modern civil wars should not be 

ignored, though it is up to you to figure out what to do while tensions escalate. 
 

While we are on this topic, consider these exacerbating factors:  
 

The first is the concept of multiple embedded minorities. Once conflict begins, locals who are 

living as a trapped and cut-off minority in what becomes "enemy territory" will be in mortal 

danger even if your immediate neighbors know, love and respect you. While your people might 

locally be the majority right now, always consider the multiple levels above your immediate 

neighborhood also. You've heard the saying "there's always a bigger fish", now picture a white 

family, living in a mostly black suburb, in a mostly white town, in a mostly black state when a 

white-vs.-black civil war breaks out.....  
 

The second is the intrinsic instability of multilateral ethnic composition. The Serbs, Croats and 

Muslims of Bosnia provide a textbook example. Whenever local disadvantages are noted, or a 

tactical advantage foreseen, each side backstabs yesterday's ally. In the United States the main 

sides might consist of blacks, whites and hispanics, but in many areas asians, middle-easterners, 

native-americans and other groups will either pick a side or flit between them based on the 

advantage to their own group, compounding the instability. By comparison, the old black and 

white social dichotomy was astonishingly stable, albeit lop-sided. 
 

And finally, urban settings are disastrous during a modern civil wars, even if they offer excellent 

quality of life during peacetime. The highest-risk locales are high-rise buildings located near 

potential civil war flashpoints or fault lines. Living in a cluster of high-rises divided by a "green 

line" during a guerrilla war is a nightmare-level worst-case scenario; just ask the citizens of 

Sarajevo. Not to mention the misery attendant to life in a tall building without running water, 

electricity, sewage service, working elevators, heating or air-conditioning. This while subjected to 

intermittent sniper fire for months on end. 
 

If you disagree and don't believe that a general collapse or civil war in America and/or Europe is 

possible, then simply disregard this book. But if you think that a second civil war could happen 

picture the CW2 Cube and your location within it. If you realize that you're living near a probable 

ethno-social fault line, especially if you're a local minority, please - consider relocating. 
 

A common sentiment heard from urbane, secular Bosnians living in the city of Sarajevo was of 

having had an utter disbelief that brutal, bloody, civil war could come to their modern European 

city in a modern, secular nation and tear their lives apart... until it did. 
 

The battle lines have already been drawn, unseen, and you gain no benefit trying to actually 

conform to the elites' idea of a "good guy". Noam Chomsky once gave a talk at the Z Media 

Institute in June of 1997 titled "What Makes Mainstream Media Mainstream" - it was reprinted as 

an article by disinfo.com a year or two later (well before they were infiltrated by rabid leftists) and 

can still be found on the internet. You should read it to better understand the effect of what was 

called propaganda in a more honest era. As Gerd Schultze-Rhonhof stated: "The forces that 

caused the First World War also caused the second one … they are on the edge of starting a third 

one and are always finding idiots that will obey them." 
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HOW DID WE LET IT GET THIS WRONG? 
Author's note: This is my attempt at a summary of how the situation has developed to the current 

point, and is by necessity incomplete. If it strikes you as too conspiratorial, feel free to skip past it 

to the more practical information in Chapter 2 onwards - it is not strictly necessary for you to read 

it to apply the rest of the information to safeguard your future. 
 

"The attempt made in recent decades by secularist thinkers to disengage the moral principles of 

western civilization from their scripturally based religious context, in the assurance that they 

could live a life of their own as "humanistic" ethics, has resulted in our "cut flower culture." Cut 

flowers retain their original beauty and fragrance, but only so long as they retain the vitality that 

they have drawn from their now-severed roots; after that is exhausted, they wither and die. So 

with freedom, brotherhood, justice, and personal dignity - the values that form the moral 

foundation of our civilization. Without the life-giving power of the faith out of which they have 

sprung, they possess neither meaning nor vitality." - William Herberg writing in "Judaism and 

Modern Man" (b. June 30, 1901 – d. March 26, 1977) 
 

To understand how we can get ourselves out of the current mess, we must comprehend how we 

got into it, that we may better extricate ourselves and avoid the same pitfalls the next time around. 

A major point of our situation is the corruption of social values, and that is not limited to religion. 
 

Every society has dominant values, and values don't exist in a vacuum. They grew out of 

geographically-based queries and traditions and suchlike. The conglomeration of these traditions 

is national religion. The only thing that can keep a society moving forward is the contrast between 

its present self-image as opposed to what it believes it should look like, continually bolstered with 

more imaginative dreams based on proportionally increasing resources. What is the full 

aggregation of said teleology and hopes and dreams? The zeitgeist of the time. What is the full 

aggregation of every zeitgeist? Consistent and strong ideas. What is the full aggregation of such 

ideas? A national set of self-propagating values. To the individual, religion may be either hope or 

foolishness, but to the group, it is identity. It contains and absorbs tradition, which is a 

manifestation of the natural life of people. Its teachings comprise basic social guidelines and 

answers to the fundamental questions of existence for that group. It gives them a grounding and 

location for their existence, and room for their freedom to exist by showing the acceptable limits 

where one's freedom infringes on others. Thus as nations grow more secular, governments grow, 

and the liberty of the citizens shrinks. 
 

A few centuries ago Europe finally achieved a highly successful social technology for peace on 

earth, for avoiding excessively destructive wars. That social technology which was lost during the 

twentieth century was: "cuius regio, eius religio" - the Peace of Westphalia. Interpreting 

"religio" at its broadest, that meant every country is entitled to its own ways, and that the current 

ruler should be respected even if he is not following our ways. The Treaty of Westphalia aimed 

for a world of sovereign and independent nations who protected their citizens, respected their 

neighbors, and honored the differences that make each country special and unique. The Treaty of 

Westphalia was systematically weakened from 1900 onwards, and finally destroyed with the 

founding of the UN. 
 

Both "World Wars" were one conflict with a 20-year armistice between the two parts - the war of 

the established oligarchic empire against the emerging new ones, with the same incessant 

propaganda about the villainy of the latter. What religion is dominant within ACWE? Certainly 

not Christianity, for it is openly mocked. Not even Islam (yet), but rather the oligarchy's 

oikophobic secular religion of postmodernist humanism, which replaced its former and milder 

incarnation of humanist secularism in the 1940's. This is pushed by the elite's preferred educator-

elites, those forming what Moldbug called "the Cathedral". Oikophobia is "the felt need to 

denigrate the customs, culture and institutions that are identifiably ‘ours.'" - see if you can find 

examples of that around you.  
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This present dominant narrative views nature, including human nature, as something to be 

"improved" upon, and believes in the equal moral value of every human person. This leads to 

social progressivism, such as ideologies like feminism, gay liberation, pro-democracy movements, 

etc., and is used to justify much modern economic-industrial development, since this includes 

marginalized social groups in industrial life, it is portrayed as the path forward for everything 

from political structures to universal medicine, etc.  
 

The USA is the present political and military head of ACWE, just as the UK was until 1945. It's 

military performance parallels the Ottoman Empire in the 18th century (and the UK in the 20th) - 

a gigantic Empire with a huge state-of-the-art military still winning the majority of battles, but 

starting to lose battles it really shouldn't lose at all considering its power, and with its internal 

organization showing its age and bogged down by corruption. Meanwhile the foundation of the 

future world is happening elsewhere - this is also the main reason WW2 killed off the British 

Empire after Japan proved they could militarily defeat the UK in the Far East. 
 

ACWE's religion is postmodernism, synthesized from a century-plus of propaganda and rammed 

down our throats to control us "for our own good". Globalisation is but the newest form of 

predatory colonialism, bringing "enlightenment" to every culture whether they want it or not. The 

original progressive God complex - the elites have all the answers and you must accept them. 

When ACWE's elites call someone a "dictator" or their government a "regime" that means they 

are plotting to delegitimize, overthrow, and probably kill them, hardly a peaceful act. 
 

This faith of progressivist multiculturalist idealism which I have argued is the religion of ACWE 

was called by the writer Moldbug, "ultracalvinism/cryptocalvinism/Universalism" at various times 

- he considers it a strain of Protestantism which discarded everything supernatural (God, etc.) in 

its quest for power, retaining only some basic values:  

Equality - (the universal brotherhood of man),  

Peace  - (the futility of violence - in reality, victory through political conquest),  

Social Justice - (the fair distribution of goods- in reality, political violence), and  

Community - (the unquestioned leadership of "benevolent" public servants),  

... indeed this "secular religion" does very much resemble the totalitarian theocracy John Calvin 

installed in the city of Geneva in 1541, most especially the insistence on official "truth" - refer to 

the trend of online "fact-checkers" if you can't see why that applies already. 
 

The unknown person who shared this on 4chan got it broadly correct - the foundation myth for the 

postmodern world is the holocaust, which has been grievously destructive to the cultural and 

social order for nations under the thrall of ACWE; 
 

A foundation myth can be recognised because it fulfils three functions: 

> 1) It explains the origin and structure of the world (and society). 

> 2) It defines ultimate good and evil (from those definitions are derived the values used to justify holding power) 

> 3) It determines what is held sacred in and by that society. 
 

For modern Westerners the story of WWII has become the foundation myth. It fulfils all three functions:  

1) We live in the "post-war world". The lines on the map, the institutions, the sense of what era we live in, 

all arise from the start-point that is WWII. 

2) Ultimate evil is Nazis. Ultimate good is opposing Nazis. The values derived from these definitions are 

anti-racism, equality, diversity, anti-nationalism, non-aggression, and so on. 

3) The only thing held sacred, that cannot be denied or mocked in the postmodern West, is the Holocaust.  
 

The problem is that all three functions are backwards, or negative: 

1) Instead of the origin event bringing fertility & new life, it was a conflagration of death and destruction. 

2) Instead of ultimate good having the central position in the story, that slot is occupied by ultimate evil.  

 (Everyone knows that Adolf Hitler, the personification of evil, holds center-stage in the WWII tale) 

3) Instead of something mysterious and sublime being held sacred, it (the Holocaust) is an obscenity. 
 

Having a negative foundation myth means that the tree of life for Westerners is poisoned. 

> Having a negative foundation myth means that the tree of life for Westerners is poisoned. 
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In ACWE, things like single motherhood, the lazy, and 

low-IQ individuals have been subsidized at taxpayer 

expense for decades. Things such as productivity, 

childbirth, and civic-mindedness are taxed. This led us 

to have an abundance of the former, and too little of the 

latter. Moral relativity creates a downward spiral. 

Sexual freedom and child killing isn't new, nobody here 

is an original thinker. Rome had this idea, Babylon had 

it, Sodom had it, Assyria had it, Persia had it. Sexual 

freedom goes hand in hand with the destruction of a 

civilization. But who cares, right? Morals are just 

relative, so just let murder run rampant.  

 

(see: https://ethikapolitika.org/2014/08/19/civilizations-sex/) 

Such behavior parallels the Mouse Utopia Experiment, you can read about that here: 

(https://archive.is/49aQf) you can also read the paper based on the research here: 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1644264/pdf/procrsmed00338-0007.pdf) 

essentially, once societies achieve a certain level of size and complexity, its members begin a 

mental, moral, and even physical decline. 
 

Within ACWE, the political Right (historically the bastion of social conservation) has constantly 

sacrificed its own to appease Leftist faux-outrage, but when it's the other way around the Left 

orders the Right to be silent. Western "conservatives" have conserved nothing, because they're too 

frightened to fight for anything. They parrot the idiot mantra "we must act better than them," and 

pat themselves on the back for their "principles" while their countries burn down around them.  
 

To a degree, extreme individualism as seen in libertarianism as rooted in Judeo-Protestant 

thinking (which places disproportionate value on profit and self-interest) is also to blame as it has 

caused them to adopt an attitude of not caring about society- who cares about society when it's all 

about the individual? Libertarianism is classical liberalism, the cerebral offspring of an English 

Puritan sub-sect known as the Levelers, who opposed hierarchy such as aristocracy, Kings, and 

Bishops, but supported private property (in the sense of the means of production), supported 

natural inequality, opposed socialism and what we now call communism. The Levelers opposed 

them for a mixture of religious reasons (God ordained private property and capitalism in the fall) 

and economic ones (price controls and debasing currency have bad results, thus wrecking the 

market won't work). 
 

The issue with the various Leveller/Classical-Liberal/Libertarian theories that sprang up during 

the enlightenment is that if everyone is equal before the law you have to give everyone a vote, and 

then someone comes along and says "Vote for me - I'll kill all these guys that use big words and 

you can have their stuff". The libertarians/classic liberals were unable to realize the problem of 

keeping low-trust peoples away or under control, because of their universalism. Friedrich Hayek 

was quite correct when he stated "socialism has never and nowhere been at first a working-class 

movement." In every historical case, it began in the minds of the intellectuals then spread to the 

politicians, only entering working-class verbiage once politicians could present it as policy. 
 

Similarly, the issue with the modern inclusiveness mantra is that not all people will cooperate with 

others; many will seek to preferentially benefit only themselves and their immediate family or 

social circle, rather than helping their national community as a whole. Such people are the ones 

who are most violently opposed to nationalism, as they seem to know, either instinctively or 

otherwise, that their actions and behaviour place them outside of the national identity. They are 

often very patriotic to compensate for that lack of nationalism, as patriotism is loyalty to the State 

(that is to say, to a government), whereas nationalism is loyalty to a nation (or if you prefer, to a 

People - with a capital "P", if you understand the difference). Sadly, the meanings of these two 

words have been changed for ideological reasons over the years, greatly confusing the matter. 
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It's cultural marxism - marxist communists infiltrated feminism at its earliest stages. This is a 

matter of historical fact. The similarities in feminist dogma and marxist philosophy are no 

coincidence. Pure marxism is about fomenting dissension between economic classes so as to 

destroy capitalist society and remake it into a "perfect utopia". The problem is that economic class 

is not immutable like marxism says it is; it's hard to get the working classes to hate the 

bourgeoisie when the working classes can become the bourgeoisie with hard work and good 

planning. Biological differences however are immutable, so marxists shifted over to man-vs.-

woman, black-vs.-white, gay-vs.-straight, etc., as their preferred lever to disrupt society. 
 

When the baby boomers came of age in the 1960s, they attended western universities (especially 

taught by ACWE's indoctrinated "establishment", full of heady excess from winning the war 

against their non-universalist enemies (Nazis and the Japanese) which proceeded to indoctrinate 

boomers with cultural marxism. The young boomers were (and often remain even now) utterly 

unaware that serious and intelligent people could and did disagree with ACWE's religious tenets. 

Over time, this educational echo-chamber resulted in an increasingly extreme doctrine, which for 

reasons unknown, spiralled into sheer insanity in the early 2000's, and continues to do so today 
 

University students are incredibly obedient and worship those that can bestow them with 

academic credentials, believing it will lead them to good lives and let them do fun things and that 

they will have real power ...all lies. Most graduates are just useful idiots or cannon fodder. The 

really brilliant ones are rats in mazes publishing research on some super specific 

compartmentalized aspect of research that is completely unimportant and meaningless on its own. 

These geniuses never get to see what their research is actually part of or doing, and if they do see 

any small bit they're brought under national security restrictions etc. They will never rebel because 

they worship their credentials and, like doctors, they've already committed their entire life to their 

work. The cognitive dissonance involved in keeping them convinced this is their meaning in life 

will never let them see how they are enslaved tools of nightmarish people. This is why university 

education encourages the malleable brains and morals of college kids to involve themselves in 

sterile casual sex and in drug abuse. 
 

As Ted Kazinkski put it: "University intellectuals also play an important role in carrying out the 

System's trick. Though they like to fancy themselves independent thinkers, the intellectuals are 

(allowing for individual exceptions) the most oversocialized, the most conformist, the tamest and 

most domesticated, the most pampered, dependent, and spineless group in America today. As a 

result, their impulse to rebel is particularly strong. But, because they're incapable of independent 

thought, real rebellion is impossible for them. Consequently they're suckers for the System's trick, 

which allows them to irritate people and enjoy the illusion of rebelling without ever having to 

challenge the System's basic values. Because they're the teachers of young people, the university 

intellectuals are in a position to help the System play its trick on the young, which they do by 

steering young people's rebellious impulses toward the standard, stereotyped targets: racism, 

colonialism, women's issues, etc. Young people who are not college students learn through the 

media, or through personal contact, of the "social justice" issues for which students rebel, and 

they imitate the students. Thus a youth culture develops in which there is a stereotyped mode of 

rebellion that spreads through imitation of peers - just as hairstyles, clothing styles, and other 

fads spread through imitation." 
 

There's a concept known as the Overton Window, which is defined as the range of discourse 

considered socially acceptable in political affairs. The far-Left has already extended it enormously 

to their favor since the 1950's, with their embracing and normalization of homosexuality, 

transgenderism, leukophobia, and Marxist-Leninist ideology. We similarly need to extend it to our 

favor by helping people understand the dangers of socio-cultural bolshevization and need to get 

used to the idea that subjugation and genocide can be done subtly as well as blatantly - they 

instinctively understand this when non-White, non-Western cultures are targeted, they simply 

need to break through the mental barrier to realize that this also applies to our own European 

heritage. Of course, this requires overcoming decades of propaganda conditioning - well before 
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the NPC meme was a thing, westerners were programmed like cattle to be hostile to anything 

labelled 'racist' or 'fascist' by their social superiors.  
 

People who've been through college know the educational system is geared to rewarding 

conformity and obedience; if you don't do that, you're a troublemaker. It is a filtering device 

which ends up with people who really, honestly (they aren't lying) internalize the framework of 

belief and attitudes of the surrounding power system in society. Elite institutions like Harvard and 

Princeton and such upscale colleges, are very geared to a kind of socialization: teaching students 

how to behave like a member of the upper classes, to think the right thoughts, and so on. People 

within, who don't adjust to that structure, who don't accept and internalize it (and you can't really 

work within it unless you internalize and believe it) the people who don't do that, there's all sorts 

of filtering devices to weed out and get rid of people who are a pain in the neck and think 

independently, starting from kindergarten, all the way up. 
 

George Orwell's Animal Farm was a satire on the Soviet Union written in the mid-1940s. Orwell 

wrote an introduction to it which wasn't published at the time, and was found in his papers 30 

years later. It was called "Literary Censorship in England," and it says that even minus the KGB, 

"free" England was not so different - the end result comes out pretty much the same: people with 

independent ideas or who think the wrong kind of thoughts are cut out. In it he talks a little, just 

two sentences, about institutional structure: he asks, why does this happen? Well, one, because the 

press is owned by wealthy elites who only want certain things to reach the public. His second 

observation is that when you go through the education system, when you go through the proper 

schools (Oxford, etc.), you learn that there's certain things it's not proper to say and there are 

certain thoughts it's not proper to have. That is the socialization role of elite institutions, and if you 

don't adapt to that, you're pushed out into the cold.  
 

From about the age of six, children obsess over being accepted by the group and become 

hypersensitive to violations of group norms. This tyranny of belonging punishes perceptions 

which fail to coincide with those of the majority. Some people don't outgrow this even after 

reaching adulthood - this is especially common among women, who have this social conformity 

strengthened during their teen-age years thanks to the education system. 
 

Ironically, there is often more freedom of thought in a totalitarian state such as King Louis the 

XIV's France or Fredrick the Great's Prussia than in a modern democracy - you're unlikely to 

make it to the top in a modern western democracy unless you have been adequately socialized and 

trained by the education system to the point that there are thoughts you just don't have, because if 

you have those kinds of thoughts you never get allowed near those positions. It's like crabs in a 

bucket, but with ideas. 
 

It is amazing how fast radical leftist institutions and innovations unravel in the worst way 

possible. It happens regularly: you don't have to wait decades for the Russian revolution to 

become a nightmare, and the same happened everywhere: from China to Venezuela. Truly a 

universal achievement. Similarly amazing is the left's refusal to admit they are going against some 

natural or structural reality, hence their pleas that "communism would really have worked this 

time, honest" if America hadn't imposed sanctions. It seems that, since they paid so much and 

spent so much in order to get educated, now they pretend to have the right to be right. Sadly, the 

most predictable fruit of their higher education is that they will rationalize the failure as yet a 

deeper fault in the "system" they are fighting against. Aristotle was right in saying sophists are the 

worst and must be incessantly mocked and exposed; naturally, academic attempts to re-evaluate 

sophistry is a constant: https://tinyurl.com/yad4j8ne 
 

The attitude of the elite class, and that includes the journalists, is that the general population are 

"ignorant and meddlesome outsiders" (that's a quote, by the way) who have to be kept out of the 

arena of public decisions because they are too stupid to not cause trouble if they get involved - 

just witness journalists' hatred for "populism" since Trump's election in 2016 and the slow return 

of society's pendulum towards political conservatism. Commoners are expected by the elites to be 
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spectators, not participants - they are allowed an occasionally vote as long as they select one of 

the elites to run things, but then they're supposed to go home and watch sport or something. The 

participants are acclaimed as being "responsible men" and, of course, the journalists who report on 

them are members of that club too.  
 

So these smart guys are supposed to run the show and apparently they must not succumb to (I'm 

quoting from an academic article by Harold Lasswell here) "democratic dogmatisms about men 

being the best judges of their own interest" - because the elites just know that the common man is 

a terrible judge of his own best interests so the elites have do it for them for their own benefit. It's 

quite similar to Leninism and its emphasis on "scientific management" of production and control - 

the elites make decisions for you, and they are doing it in the best interest of everyone, so if you 

disagree with what the best decisions are, you're the one who is wrong, not them.  
 

It's probably part of the reason why it's been historically easy for people to shift back and forth 

rapidly between supporting the Soviet and American systems - it's basically the same system, the 

only change is the words that come out of the elites' mouths. So when you hear some elitist idiot 

say that "people who vote for X are voting against their own best interests", you mustn't get upset 

and argue with them - you should get tar and feathers handy, not to mention a gun or a noose. 
 

A newspaper, TV channel or website owned by a private individual is his or her own, and 

expresses only his or her point of view. Private individuals have the right to express only their 

own, and not anyone else's opinions. Similarly, this applies to corporate bodies or other groups. A 

journal issued by a professional sector, for example, is a means of expression of that particular 

social group. It presents their points of view and not that of the general public - for example, if 

medical professionals issue a journal, it must be purely medical, and cannot and must not be taken 

seriously if it should claim to express the views of any other segment of society. 
 

The same applies to corporate media - any claim that a newspaper or other media format 

represents "public opinion" is groundless because it actually expresses the viewpoint of the private 

individual or corporate body that publishes it. The internet has allowed a true democratization of 

the press, and we can see the reaction of the elites whereby they have been seeking to manipulate 

public opinion towards a distrust of non-corporate and non-mainstream media. If the press is to 

truly be considered a means of expression and information-sharing for society, its control cannot 

remain in the hands of a few elites, nor can elites be permitted to "fact-check" dissenting opinions 

and views into oblivion, no matter the content of those opinions. 
 

Both private individuals and corporate bodies should have the right to express themselves by any 

means to share their opinions and views, even irrational ones such as flat-Eartherism. It is the 

burden and responsibility of the viewer to use their own judgement to separate rational and 

irrational based on their own comprehension, experience, and understanding, and social elites 

should be resisted whenever they try to channel and harness information to manipulate the people. 
 

While localised censorship may be acceptable, (e.g. the suggested ban on pornography above) it is 

important, even vital, that such censorship be kept local - better to make and enforce laws at the 

town or county level than state or federal ones, so that they can both represent the actual beliefs 

and views of the people, and also so that they are not misused by groups or persons intent on 

power-grabbing through manipulating such means. 
 

I've tried to expand on this social conformism role that education has on people in this document. 

I hope you're beginning to realise the need to remove your children from the tentacles of the state 

education system as much as possible.  
 

Once you get to the point where rich families can raise their kids separately from problems and 

plebs you start to get politicians, senior officials, and officers who start their careers without an 

understanding of anything other than high society. At the start the smallish number of men can be 

taught/trained to act sensibly, but once you get a critical mass of idiot rich boys (and girls) in 

charge that changes the culture of your leadership and it's all downhill from there. It happened to 
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Rome, it happened to France, it happened to Britain, it's happening to America. In a century or so 

at most it will be happening to China. 
 

The "elite" seem to have utterly lost sight of the most important thing a society, any society, must 

achieve if it is to survive. That most important thing is reproduction. Without it a society has no 

future. Only women can actually do this, hence that should be their first priority. Sure they should 

also do other things if they can be fitted in. Those who can't have children should help out any 

way they can, including defense. But there is no point defending a society that is dying out 

anyway (this may possibly point to the underlying reasons for the antimilitarism pushed onto 

Europeans since 1945). 
 

French president Emmanuel Macron is childless. German chancellor Angela Merkel is childless. 

Recent British prime minister Theresa May and Italian prime minister Paolo Gentiloni are 

childless. Holland's prime minister, Mark Rutte, Sweden's Stefan Löfven, Luxembourg's Xavier 

Bettel, and Scotland's, first minster Nicola Sturgeon - all childless. Latvia's childless president is 

Raimonds Vējonis, Lithuania's is Dalia Grybauskaitė, and Romania's is Klaus Werner Iohannis. 

Jean-Claude Juncker, president of the European Commission also has no children.. the list goes 

on… To put it bluntly, a grossly disproportionate number of people making serious decisions 

about Europe's future have no stake in that future. They are not part of a family and their attention 

has focused on one dominant and all-powerful social unit to which they pay obeisance and give 

their complete and devoted attention: The State.  
 

This attitude among the ACWE-indoctrinated Elites has led to a collapse of fertility in countries 

under their direct control. A proof of this is the below-replacement birth-rates of every major 

western nation. The one exception is the westernised nation of Israel, which is perhaps the sole 

remaining ethnostate on Earth, and whose fertility rate is the only one above replacement levels.  
 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20210111123012/https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.DYN.TFRT.IN?contextual=

default&locations=US-EU-ZG-Z4-8S-IL 
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A society can afford some percentage of its fertile women failing to have children but not the 

majority. We need to get away from teaching girls that status comes from roles normally carried 

out by men, it's killing our society and too often results in unhappy women, after they've run their 

biological clock out too far in pursuit of a career as a financial helper.  
 

The fertility rate for societies not in free-fall is a minimum of 2.1 children per woman. 
 

What is essential to achieve a 2.1+ fertility rate:  

> ensuring fathers can support an entire family (husband, wife, and 2-3 children) 

> getting women out of the work-force to drive up wages and ensure good care of offspring 

> legally defining the family as the basic unit of society, rather than the individual  

> legislatively supporting the husband's authority as the head of the family 

> encouraging and supporting large families through incentives, loans, tax breaks, etc  

> encouraging men and women to marry and have children earlier in life 

> making divorce more difficult (esp. elimination of "no-fault" divorce) 

> banning pornography (too bad coomers) and de-incentivising sterile casual sex 
 

 
 

In the words of G.K. Chesterton: "The men whom the people ought to choose to represent them 

are too busy to take the jobs. But the politician is waiting for it. He's the pestilence of modern 

times. What we should try to do is make politics as local as possible. Keep the politicians near 

enough to kick them. The villagers who met under the village tree could also hang their politicians 

to the tree. It's terrible to contemplate how few politicians are hung today." 
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Chapter 2 - The Goal is to Not Die 
 

Remember the classic story about the grasshopper and the ant? In the spring and summer months, 

the grasshopper sung and danced, enjoying the warm sunshine. However, the ant was hard at work 

gathering and storing food for the long, dark winter ahead. The grasshopper mocked the ant and 

its preparations - why not kick back and relax when there is such an abundance of food? But the 

ant ignores the carefree grasshopper and sticks to its hard work. Fast-forward to winter, and the 

once-carefree grasshopper is now cold and starving. The ant however is warm and well-fed in its 

nest, feasting on the food stores it prepared during a time of plenty.  
 

The moral of the story - Be prepared. The winter is almost here. 

 

How are you to carve out your own path towards the future, when you've been trained from birth 

to be no more than an observer, a consumer, a swine eating the slop poured out for you? When 

everything you know - or thought you knew - is being destroyed before your eyes? Your culture is 

being perverted, your nations subverted, and our perception of reality itself is being warped 

through the media's nonstop gaslighting. In a world where you can't trust governments, the police, 

or even your own countrymen to take your side, you're the only man you can rely upon.  
 

In theory, surviving our civilization's inevitable collapse is simple- get yourself away from other 

people and be self-sufficient. There is plenty of information available on the matter these days. It's 

fairly clear that deprived of their industrial backbone, most of our cities, suburbs, and in some 

cases even nations would not support a fraction of their current population densities - and would 

become horrid death traps. Living off-grid, even only partially, should shield you from all but the 

very worst apocalyptic events. After all even if an all-out nuclear war came, it would not be the 

end of the world, but merely the end of our present civilization. 
 

It's perfectly ok to be afraid. It's not ok to 

give up. The way to be less afraid is to 

prepare. Get off your computer and go 

outside. Teach yourself to dig a concealed 

firing position in the woods where things 

like a SWAT team and vehicles are worth 

fuck-all. Plan your responses to various 

scenarios, and practice them. Find the 

nastiest, most inaccessible place within 5 

miles of your house and learn the fastest 

way to get there. Learn to live there for a 

whole weekend with only what you can 

bring in a backpack in the worst weather 

possible; the fucking Boy Scouts had a 

merit badge for knowing every inch of 

land in a 5 mile radius from your house, 

and fat fucks today can't even do half of 

what children were once capable of. If 

you live in the city, learn to disappear. 

Establish nearby points that you can 

escape to that are out of sight and from 

which you can plan your next move. Should the authorities decide to make an example of you 

they aren't planning anything past raiding your house. If you can be arsed to stop masturbating 

over your despair long enough to think of a quiet, out-of-the-way alley that you think you'd be 

able to get to before they get to your apartment, you're already a step ahead of them. 

 

If you're not willing to fight for your rights, you don't deserve to have them. 
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When it comes to emergency preparedness, it is important to prepare for the less severe yet more 

realistic situations that are likely to strike you and your location at any time - it's certainly more 

entertaining to speculate about a Chinese invasion or insurgency against a government suddenly 

turning totalitarian, it's far more realistic to seriously evaluate the consequences of sudden loss of 

employment, natural disaster such as flooding or landslides, the spread of a new pandemic, or 

even just the gradual and increasing disruption of access to water, food, energy, transportation and 

public safety due to the gradual societal collapse most of us can see creeping up all around. It is 

also important that a single localized event cannot take from you all that you have prepared.  

A few things to think about: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=uEYGeYLECzY 
 

Imagine having your SHTF supplies securely stored in your house, but you're forced to bail out in 

a hurry with your family when the house catches fire in the middle of the night. Suddenly, all your 

supplies have gone up in smoke! 

Instead of having multiple, 

redundant caches in various 

locations (oh, you didn't have a 

cache of supplies in a cheap storage 

unit on the edge of town, or laid up 

with friends or family at their farm, 

anon? Oops, too bad.) which may 

enable your family to go on living 

sort-of normally until the insurance 

pays out so you can rebuild, you're 

suddenly bereft not only of your 

home, but all your moveable 

property and your emergency 

stockpile as well.  
 
 

What if a major chemical 

plant on the edge of your 

city exploded, and 

citizens were told to 

evacuate because it was 

now leaking toxic 

chemicals all over? Sure, 

you could take your bug-

out bags, and drive off to 

your Aunt Sally's just 

outside the danger area, 

but now you've left some 

of your best supplies at 

home where they could 

be looted while you're 

away, or perhaps they're 

unreachable at your bug-out cabin a hundred miles away (why don't you live there?). 
 

It is important to remember that cities are artificial constructs formed as people came together to 

trade, interact socially, and benefit from scalar efficiency of public services (such as schools, 

sewers, water, etc.) and common defense. Yet cities cannot survive without resources from their 

surrounds; most notably, electricity, water and food. While electricity and water can sometimes be 

created or found within city limits, space requirements mean no city can possibly feed the people 

within it. By their nature cities depend on importing food as well as other resources.  
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The widespread availability of (relatively) cheap electricity is the engine that powers the modern 

city. Electricity makes practical things that modern people take for granted: fresh meat, fresh 

vegetables, frozen foods, climate control, effective and safe lighting in buildings and streets, and 

communications media ranging from the telegraph and telephone to HDTV and Internet.  
 

Electricity makes lighting, heating, powering elevators and pumps practical in large quantities, 

and electric controls and signals are far more efficient, easy to produce and to maintain than 

mechanical or pneumatic ones. The development of electrically powered motors, switches, relays, 

and other controls made the development of the modern factory practical, which in turn allowed 

for more employment in the city, which, in turn, encouraged population growth.  
 

A significant population limiter that electricity and the development of powered refrigeration 

eliminated was the need for the city to be located within a day's shipping time from the sources of 

fresh food. Meat, poultry, milk, butter, eggs, greens, all had to be produced in the immediate 

outskirts of the city. This limited the geographical area into which the population could expand, 

while the lack of electricity also limited vertical expansion as well. Lack of electricity meant that 

the largest non-electrified city in history, nineteenth-century London, only had a population of 

about 2 million. Electricity allows both for local storage of refrigerated goods, but also the 

shipping of refrigerated goods in trucks and railcars. 
 

We see the effects of poor electrical availability in nations such as Venezuela, where rolling 

brown-outs cause a cascade of compounding problems. Consider - power outages often 

accompany severe weather events, and electricity is usually the first thing to go when the weather 

gets violent. In many urban areas, power grids are antiquated and somewhat fragile. A typical 

outage may last a day or so and, though inconvenient and frustrating, isn't usually too much of a 

hardship. However, should the outage continue for several days, urbanites will face significant 

issues - many, if not most, city dwellers rely on electricity for heat and cooking, and nights get 

pretty dark without electric lights. This can lead to significant security concerns depending on the 

size and demographics of the city. 

 

+++++ 

 
 

In September 1859, the Earth was bathed in a coronal mass ejection (CME) from the sun when a 

powerful solar flare sent a gigantic pulse of electromagnetically charged ions hurtling towards our 

planet. It was called the Carrington Event after British astronomer Richard C. Carrington, who 

was among the first to observe and report it in the scientific literature of the time. You've heard of 

the aurora borealis, right? Typically, auroras can only be seen by people residing in the highest 

latitude regions of the world like Alaska or Norway, but during the Carrington Event especially 

spectacular auroras were seen as far south as Hawaii and Cuba. There were some negative aspects 

to those pretty lights, though: the event caused major problems with electrical systems, primitive 

though they were at the time - telegraph systems in particular went haywire, with wires melting, 

delivering shocks to the operators, and even catching on fire! This was way before electric devices 

became commonplace, of course- it wasn't until the early 1900s that cities began installing electric 

lights. If such an event repeated itself today, the impact would be catastrophic to the power grid, 

causing current surges to overload electrical grids and ruin any unshielded electronics. 

 

While bad enough that power circuits and such would be destroyed by an EMP or CME, even 

worse would be the damage to power transformers - both complex and expensive, there are 

thousands of power transformers in every major city, yet replacement transformers are rarely kept 

stocked in significant numbers as only a handful of replacements are needed in any given year, 

even in the biggest cities - replacements which cannot be manufactured except in factories 

themselves powered by electricity. Now consider if EVERY power transformer got fried, and the 

handful of replacements on hand also... what would you do, what would your family do, if the 

power went out, and stayed out, for years? 
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+++++ 

 

According to Maslow's well-known Hierarchy of Needs, a person can survive without air for 3 

minutes, without water for 3 days, and without food for 3 weeks. Sometimes, shelter gets thrown 

in (3 hours) but this is highly variable depending on climate, and includes the clothing you wear. 

To these, I've seen hope added (3 seconds), but I think a far more valuable inclusion would be 

"society" and/or "security", as you will find that without some sort of relatively safe and stable 

social structure, any large group of people would begin to fragment and fight among itself. 
 

To summarise, our needs to survive a societal collapse in the long term are: 

 Air 

 Water 

 Food 

 Society 

 Security (individual and collective) 
 

So with that in mind, let us go through our needs and find safeguards for them, bearing in mind 

that the first rule of survival is; if you find yourself in a panic, sit down and do nothing until the 

panic subsides. Rule number 2 is; refer back to rule one. Preparing for crisis situations is not about 

having lots of "stuff"- it requires mental preparation to resist the bad times that come to us all. 
 

SHTF is not just a solar coronal mass ejection, breakdown in government, foreign invasion or 

whatever, it's also things like another depression/recession that wipes out your job and savings, or 

a massive storm that wipes out the electrical supply and blocks roads in mid-winter, it could even 

be something like China's accidental 2019 bioweapon release (the coronavirus outbreak) turning 

from an epidemic to a full-blown pandemic. (I actually wrote that before it happened. - Author.) 
 

If you can survive the first 72h of an immediate crisis, your chances of making it alive increase 

dramatically. The more you understand an environment and the less you fight it, the kinder it will 

be to you. Remember also that failing to plan, is planning to fail. 
 

I don't want to crowd this section with too many videos, as there's so many, so I will only provide 

one fairly basic and somewhat boomerish one, but a search for the word "prepper" on youtube or 

equivalents will bring up a mass of videos, some good, some not. If they focus on a lot on guns 

and ignore things like medical care and growing vegetables, I suggest you move along to another. 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=QUEFV3XQd6Q 
 

Cities present serious risks during a crisis. The most serious are: 

1. collapse of social order (riots), 

2. failure of the water treatment and delivery systems, 

3. depletion of food supplies, and 

4. power grid failure. 

While not every situation will appear in every city, every situation will be found in cities. 
 

1. The Collapse of Social Order 

"Social order" is a delicate thing- it is a state of mind that easily collapses under the right 

conditions. Just consider the LA Riots after the Rodney King trial, the breakdown of society in 

New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, the rioting in London in [year it happened] or the 

widespread rioting in the US that began after the death of [name of the dumb nog who OD'd on 

fentanyl while being arrested]. Consider also that there are groups who will take advantage of 

such events to commit violence. Once people realized that police emergency services couldn't or 

wouldn't handle the situation, "Law and Order" ceased to exist as they reverted to barbarism- 

acting the way they always wanted to, but couldn't because of the police, looting and destroying 

other people's property and taking our their personal and social frustrations on innocent victims 

who happened to be in the area. Only the threat of immediate death stops looting and violence.  
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+ + + 

Under no circumstances whatsoever let yourself become 
a refugee under government control in some camp. 

People who get herded like this have statistically shown 
the lowest survival rates in every single conflict, disaster, 

or crisis since the dawn of time. 
+ + + 

 

AIR 
Other than suggesting you stock up a few gas masks or N100 masks and other air filtration units 

for your family "just in case", there's not that much I can say about air.  
 

Do make sure that any underground structure has adequate ventilation - late Cold War pamphlets 

on building nuclear shelters contain valuable information on how to build simple but effective 

ventilation methods and air pumps that might be suitable for your needs depending on specific 

events during the collapse, and may be useful for designing air filters and pump units for the 

vulnerable (eg. infants, old people) under other scenarios such as a super-volcanic eruption, or 

even to pump air for blacksmithing. 
 

I will counsel you to be sure to carefully disguise and protect any air intakes: while raiders may 

find it impossible to break down the door of your secret emergency bunker, there's nothing easier 

than lighting a smoky fire at the air inlet and shooting you as you crawl out gasping for oxygen. 

 

WATER 

On an individual or family level, your urine is the best indicator of how dehydrated you're, and 

your thirst the best indicator of your need to drink (when it's warm, at least). Water in your 

camelback or bottle isn't doing you any good if you're dehydrated, so drink it! You should be 

passing clear urine twice daily, it should not be yellow. Drink more water and when you stop, eat 

foods with some salt so you actually feel the thirst and don't become hyponatremic, a diet rich in 

leafy greens and low in carbs will also greatly help to maintain your body's electrolyte balance. 

Even when water is abundant, always carry at least 2L (64oz) in two or more bottles because it 

gives you more options. Drink one liter with dinner, and the other during the morning to hydrate, 

in addition to any you drink during the day when thirsty.  
 

Water purification tablets come in two versions: chlorine and iodine. Iodine takes about 45min, 

tastes strange, and isn't effective against Cryptosporidium. Chlorine dioxide is, but is slower 

taking up to 4 hours. Stock up and cache them, and also any filters your other systems use.  
 

Without technological infrastructure, boiling your water is one of the few ways to kill 

cryptosporidium (the other is chlorine dioxide such as in Aquamira, which takes 4 hours to kill it) 

but this leaves the water tasting flat and stale. To fix this, after boiling, half-fill a bottle with the 

boiled water and shake the crap out of it. You can also improve the flavour by leaving a fruity 

herbal teabag in the cold water for a short while so it gains a very weak taste. You can even reuse 

the teabag several times.  
 

Simply adhering to the basics of modern public health (especially regular hand-washing with 

soap) will have a huge impact on keeping infant mortality low, life-spans long, and reducing death 

from disease after a collapse. However, this by itself will not be enough.  
 

We take clean, safe drinking water for granted in the present day. Due to a variety of reasons, as 

the collapse worsens this will no longer be the case in many areas. While it can be relatively 

straightforward to catch rainwater off your roof in tanks, and to gravity-filter it using third-world 

level methods, the mass supply of safe drinking water will become a huge problem, one 

exacerbated by urban population densities and the nature of water supply to those areas: 
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Modern cities are built over a grid of water pipes divided into pressure zones. Pumps and elevated 

storage are used to maintain relatively constant pressure in all the pipes in each zone. Buildings in 

large cities throughout history have been low-rises, as historically there was no water supply to 

upper floors, no easy way to get water up there, and no way except stairs to bring stuff up.  
 

The reason the upper floors had no water is that it is impossible to use simple positive 

displacement pumps (like the old hand-pumps of the Wild West era) to pump water higher than 

about 22 feet (6.5m), meaning all water had to be hand-carried up stairs. In some cases, it took the 

development of cast-iron pipes and high-pressure pumps to produce enough pressure to feed all 

the grid and enable modern urban plumbing to be used - very few cities could rely on gravity-fed 

aqueducts as early Rome did. This also means such places are serious fire hazards after SHTF 

once replacement parts for pumps and other such devices start breaking down and their 

components become harder and harder to find. It will take quite some time before new pumps can 

be designed and built with available technology. For these reasons apartment complexes taller 

than about 5 floors and high-rise flats will be almost completely useless for living in once the 

power and water supply becomes unreliable, mostly due to issues of water supply. 
 

Another major issue will be waste removal- many buildings use septic tanks that allow sewage to 

collect in a storage tank during the day until a pump "blends" it into a liquid slurry and forces it 

into the sewer system. However, these systems require electrical power and water to function, and 

if either service is disrupted, sewage will build up to unhygienic levels. Should this sewage leak it 

will pollute groundwater, contaminating the soil you use to grow crops and causing outbreaks of 

things such as cholera and typhoid that are almost unheard-of today. Sewage removal will become 

a pressing issue, and plans must be made to collect and dispose of human wastes. This can be as 

simple as collecting them in carts and dumping the lot into a large pit such as a disused quarry, as 

long as someone such as a geologist can first ensure that any liquid will not flow into or 

contaminate groundwater. Such a sewage dump could also become an important source of nitrates 

for farming or explosives manufacture down the line. There are books available on the subject that 

may help you, and many include the words "latrine" or "humanure" in the titles. 
 

You will need a practical means of large-scale disinfection of both water and wastewater. It must 

be easy to produce, understand, and maintain. In addition, you must have the ability to make sure 

that any given amount of water is drinkable and safe. The first reliable means of disinfection of a 

public water supply was created when a typhoid epidemic struck Northern New Jersey in 1913, 

and the source was identified 

as a stream feeding into a 

reservoir in Boonton that 

supplied water to Jersey City. 

Charles Wallace and Martin 

Tiernan found a way to 

accurately inject measured 

amounts of chlorine gas into 

the water supply in a 

repeatable, measurable, way. 

Previous attempts to use 

chlorine, both as a gas and as 

calcium hypochlorite, had 

been tried but too little does 

nothing, and too much 

produces diarrhea and 

vomiting in victims. Why 

chlorine? It produces a residual, meaning you can ensure the water in which chlorine is present is 

disinfected. And this residual can be measured with relatively simple technology that can be found 

in high-school or university textbooks. 
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FOOD 

Once, stores had large stockrooms where they kept goods to replenish the shelves as needed. 

However, sometime in the late 1990's, something called Just in Time (JIT) inventory systems rose 

in popularity - computer programs were developed to keep much better track of the merchandise 

in the stores than could previously be done, and the re-ordering of goods was automated. 

Merchandise comes from the warehouse, off the truck, and immediately onto the shop floor. Thus 

stores use more of the available space to actually sell products. So, stores were remodelled and 

stockroom space drastically reduced. It's a good concept that makes perfect business sense when 

things are normal. But when resupply is disrupted, such as when roads are cut off or there's a 

sudden increase in sales due to panic-buying, stores rapidly run out of bread, milk, and other 

commodities. When that happens, it could easily be days before shipments arrive... providing 

trucks aren't delayed by the very event that caused people to panic buy goods in the first place. 
 

The omnipresent problem of starvation means humans have only ever been at peak population 

capacity. Earth can maintain a maximum of perhaps a billion hunter-gatherers on all continents. 

About four billion people are possible with crop rotation, dung for fertilizer, tilling, irrigation and 

agriculture. Seven or so billion with advanced chemistry to create bulk fertilizer and pesticides. 

About nine to ten billion with genetic engineering and all modern science. Basically all 

predictions say we will peak at about 10 billion before the population starts declining in 2150 or 

so*, this may mean mass famine in less developed areas if demand outstrips supply before then, 

and everywhere if SHTF at any point. This ignores the possibility that someone invents a new and 

better way to produce bulk food first. 

(*See this excellent documentary on population: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=-UbmG8gtBPM) 
 

But what about a vegetarian diet, you ask? While there's certainly some merit in a greater 

percentage of vegetables in one's diet, vegetarianism in general and veganism especially, relies on 

nutritionally-fortified processed foods often sourced from a global footprint. This is clearly 

unsustainable post-SHTF, and is unhealthy even now in the case of children - there have been 

numerous child abuse charges laid and even a few deaths due to vegans forcing such diets onto 

their offspring. In the long-term, total human veganism would require cutting down all forests and 

destroying all ecosystems, because a mixed diet has a lower geospatial footprint, no matter what 

veganism's proponents claim. 
 

The most important take-away from this is that due to excess human predation on large wild 

herbivores (such as deer, etc.), you will NOT be able to depend on hunting to supply food in the 

first few years after SHTF, and that you WILL have to defend your food supply, both crops and 

livestock, as you pursue food self-sufficiency through agriculture. Those living in coastal areas 

may be able to supplement their diets by fishing.  
  

Throughout the Middle Ages and right through the 

Renaissance two questions decided how poor you truly 

were. Firstly, could you buy a piglet in spring to fatten 

up and slaughter in autumn? Second, could you grow 

your own vegetables on a small plot? If the answer to 

both was yes, your household should be all right - 

unless the pig died or was stolen. If the answer to both 

was no, odds were you'd get so weak and malnourished 

over winter that any disease could kill you. 
 

That having a pig could literally mean life or death to a 

family may seem unbelievable today, but the average 

household would not have had cash to buy the 150-200 

pounds of meat-products a pig provides. As this was 

likely the only fat and animal protein available during 

winter, its production and preservation was vital. 
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With a small vegetable plot of your own, bought winter vegetables could be supplemented by 

fresh winter-hardy kale plus stored onions, roots, and garlic, thus adding not just variation, but 

also some sorely needed vitamins and minerals to the winter meals. 
 

During summer the danger of malnutrition or starvation was less for the poor, partly because the 

prospects of earning a wage were greater during the growth season, and partly because even the 

poorest family could supplement their meals by gathering wild plants such as young nettles, 

dandelions, wild onions, lovage, ground elder, and angelica. A surprisingly common emergency 

food that may be available to you is cattails. They don't seem to appreciably pick up 

environmental pollution, but any parts used do need to be well-washed. 
 

Aside from salt pork and fresh kale, winter food in a poor urban household was likely to consist of 

porridge made from bought grain, a few of the cheapest vegetables, plus the coarsest bread from 

the baker and the cheapest small beer from the brewer. If spices were bought they would likely be 

mustard and vinegar, other flavorings being whatever herbs and berries were gathered or grown. 
 

Which vegetables were the cheapest 

would naturally vary from area to 

area. Some foods such as beans, 

turnips, swedes, oats, and millet were 

considered too coarse for digestion by 

anyone but the coarsest laborers, and 

were thus found exclusively on the 

tables of the poor. Other items such as 

peas - and, in some areas, cabbage - 

were cheap but eaten by everyone. 

The peas weren't the fresh, green 

summer vegetables we think of today, 

but the hard yellow or green split-pea 

sort, which were fully matured on the 

plant before being dried for storage. 
 

Step one in securing your food supply 

is naturally, home caching additional food and consumables. A home cache is a supply of food 

and tools in your house (or other home) that permits you to live off stocked goods for a 

determined amount of time if all outside support ends. If the grid goes down, communications are 

jammed or dead, the water is cut off, and fuel sources are gone, our standard of living is built on a 

soap bubble, and a cache will delay the worst for you and your family. Realistically, you won't eat 

MREs for months on end post-SHTF, unless of course you really hate your colon and like to shit 

out rocks. Save MREs for infiltration ops and emergencies, and use rice, dried beans, canned 

goods, hunted small game, etc. as your usual daily foodstuffs. I do suggest placing one MRE and a 

jar of peanut butter in each of your bugout bags, in case travel takes longer than expected. 
 

In the present day, stockpiling preparedness supplies is surprisingly easy - there's no need to 

purchase special foods for this, your normal long-life products such as salt, sugar, flour, coffee, 

tea, spices, canned goods, bags of rice, dried beans, and dried split peas, etc. will all work well, as 

long as the foods have fairly low acidity. Things like wheat, dried corn, instant coffee, honey, and 

pasta all have an unlimited or at least decade+ shelf life if sealed in airtight containers and kept in 

a cool, dark place. Just buy a few extra items each time you go to the store for your normal 

groceries, especially when they are discounted. If you have a freezer, keep it well stocked, again 

just buy extras of the normal things you usually buy when you see they are on sale. If an 

emergency does come, be sure to use the frozen foods first if the power goes out, even if they will 

remain cold for a couple of days if the freezer was full and is kept shut - fill any empty gaps in 

your freezer with bottles of clean, frozen water to retain the cold should the power go out. 
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Consider a home cache as a back-up pantry in an odd place. Be sure to include some hygene 

products such as toilet paper, baby wipes, ladies' sanitary products, etc. If you're on a tight budget 

or living paycheck-to-paycheck, I urge you to look up Susan Gregersen's book, "Poverty 

Prepping: How to Stock Up for Tomorrow When You Can't Afford to Eat Today" to start breaking 

out of that vicious cycle. 
 

If you have the space, take it a step further and learn how to salt meat and fish and bottle or can 

veggies, it's not that difficult. You can find plans online for a dehydrators too- beef jerky can 

easily be made in bulk if you bother learning how and, if stored properly, can last for years. Do 

half of that, and before you know it, you'll have 6 months to a year's worth of food, and best of all 

- no one will be aware you're doing it. If you like history, start looking into how people preserved 

food before electricity was invented (in the 1700's). This will help if there's no electricity. 
 

There is plethora of information available both on- and off-line on traditional methods of canning 

and other food preservation and storage methods, and books can easily be ordered. I recommend 

getting some information and trying your hand at some small-scale food preservation as a hobby 

now, while the need is small, so that once the situation worsens you only need to scale up your 

efforts. Besides, home-made jams, pickles and preserves taste better and are healthier than any 

store-bought ones, and make handy and relatively cheap personal gifts for family. 
 

It is an excellent idea to stock some powdered skim milk and perhaps a tin or two of infant 

formula even if you do not have children. The former lasts far longer than whole powdered milk 

due to the lower fat content (sadly, the fat tends to go rancid over time as it reacts with residual 

oxygen in the bag) and can be used in the same way as normal milk once rehydrated, the latter 

will be a godsend if anyone has an infant during or after the collapse, as the mother's milk may 

dry up due to stress, poor nutrition, or hormonal issues. 
 

Even if you're an urban dweller with limited room, you should be able to grow some basic 

vegetables in pots, such as lettuce, carrots, cabbage or other "micro-greens", to supplement your 

diet. You will find that home-grown vegetables are not only tastier, but also more nutritious than 

store-bought products. If you're new to gardening, books can easily be found at libraries, 

bookstores, or online to start you on this journey. Look for headings that include words such as 

"mini-farming", "self-sufficiency", or even "vegetable gardening" - bear in mind many books on 

gardening will focus on decorative plants such as flowers, which are less useful for our needs.  
 

Be sure to reconnoitre and jot down which parks and yards in your area could be ploughed up and 

used for food production. The same again for warehouses that might hold food and for buildings 

that could house friends and family fleeing the disaster. 
 

In addition to storing heirloom seeds now and pre-planning to grow crops in the surrounding 

areas, it is an excellent idea to create edible gardens, so that the 99% of people who don't know 

what to look for would walk right through one without realizing the plants within are food at all. 

One of the best books for this is "The Edible Ornamental Garden" by John E. Bryan and Coralie 

Castle (101 Productions, 1974, 192p). 
 

Unlike at present, where obesity is the number one health issue plaguing Americans, fat will again 

be one of the most important parts of your diet- it is absorbed more slowly by the body than 

sugars and carbohydrates, meaning you will feel fuller for longer, and the energy it provides also 

lasts longer. Fatty food is also more dense than sweet food, meaning it takes up less space and 

weight in your pack for the same caloric value. Together with vitamins and minerals provided by 

leafy greens and other vegetables, and protein from legumes and the odd bit of meat, it will form 

part of a well-balanced post-SHTF diet. 
 

Your main source of meat protein after SHTF won't be beef- cattle will be too valuable as a source 

of milk and cheese for that because it will be near impossible to continue with modern high-

intensity agriculture, and anyhow they will probably need to be guarded against theft while they 

graze. Your protein will mostly come from rabbits, the occasional chicken (more useful for their 
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eggs), goats (again, more valuable as a source of milk and cheese, but year-old males will be good 

for the pot) and a pig or two for your winter meat. Again, don't expect to hunt for your meat - just 

as they were hunted to almost extinction by both armies during the US Civil War, deer and other 

wild creatures will take decades to recover from people's actions, and sport hunting is in any case 

an inefficient source (in fact usually an overall negative source) of calories in any SHTF scenario. 

Trapping and snaring are far more effective, though the catch may sometimes be odd. 
 

If you have no basement or other underground structure in your preferred location, consider 

building one. If you're renting, then I suggest having your home cache set up so you can easily 

move it into your bathroom at a moment's notice. Why the bathroom? Because partly due to their 

smaller size, the fact many do not have windows and the presence of pipes in the walls, bathrooms 

are considered to be the strongest above-ground room in most houses. 

 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING SUPPLIES AND STORAGE 

 

Slowly work your way up the "preparedness chain" - start by stocking for 72 hours, then a week, 

then a month's worth, etc. 
 

Dispersion of your supplies and equipment is extremely important- learn to cache. A sealed plastic 

44-gal drum, carefully packed with sealed, airtight bags of dried rice and beans (and a few 

waterproofed bags of ammo, etc.) and buried in a known but secret location (or rather, several 

such barrels in multiple locations) enables retrieval even if marauding bandits forced a family or 

team member to reveal the location of one such cache under duress.  
 

Spare weapons also should be cached, preferably a primary cache of rifles sealed in a bag filled 

with oil or grease, with a single full load-out of ammunition in a cheap set of webbing (a great use 

for ALICE gear or those cheap Chinese chest rigs, actually) each item separately vacuum-sealed 

into another, airtight Mylar bag and placed into a sealed 6- or 8-inch diameter plumbing pipe or 

other waterproof container and buried (preferably vertically, and at least a foot below the surface.) 

The same but using cosmoline (or at least, heavy marine grease) for secondary caches. If you 

manage to get out of Dodge with all your equipment during SHTF and don't need these weapons 

for yourself, they can be handed out to new members of your group as it grows in size. The reason 

I don't recommend using cosmoline for your primary weapon cache is because you might need the 

cached weapon(s) operational immediately after retrieval. If you intend to leave the cache 

undisturbed for over 5 years, I suggest you use the 8in plumber's PVC piping regardless of 

contents, and permanently seal it at both ends - retrieval will require cutting the pipe open with a 

hacksaw, but the contents will remain dry. 
 

Regarding long-term storage of gasoline- DON'T. Deal with it the same way you deal with your 

food storage, and rotate it regularly, using the oldest stuff you stored first. You're incorporating 

your stored foods into your normal weekly meals, aren't you? Replacing items as you use them, so 

they're always fresh? Well, do the same thing with your stock of gasoline. When your vehicle's 

tank gets low, transfer a 5-gallon can of gasoline into the vehicle's tank, then refill the can at the 

same time you top off your tank. There's hand-pumps available to make it a lot easier to transfer 

the gasoline than picking up a 5-gallon can and pouring it (surprisingly hard to do without spilling 

at least some). Do this and your gasoline will always be fresh, and you can more easily buy fuel 

when it's a little cheaper. 
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SECURITY  
 

Security is about defense, both individual and collective, and can be divided into the following 

concentric areas of interest: yourself, your family, and your group or tribe. I include a section on 

emergency planning as a separate component, as that straddles all these groups. Let's look at some 

steps you can take to safeguard each of those. 

 

ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT UNDERESTIMATING A POTENTIAL THREAT OR ENEMY 

WILL LEAD TO FAILURE OR DEATH FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY, AND YOUR GROUP. 

 

 Yourself: 

Apart from owning weaponry and the training to use it, the most important things to maintain your 

personal security are an awareness of your surroundings and a defensive identity profile, including 

but not limited to what is known as the "grey man" concept - plenty of information is available on 

the matter online. "Grey-manning" might be summarized as the sociological art of blending into 

the crowd and becoming forgettable by affecting a mask of dorky blue-collar harmlessness. It 

resembles the social doctrine of taqiya in Islam (basically, muslims present an outer air of 

conformity in non-islamic societies to allow them freedom of action, up to and including 

preparation for jihad against those societies). Such techniques are also used by undercover secret 

agents and military personnel who are attempting to evade capture, especially in POW situations, 

and it is known there under the non-indicative heading of "tradecraft". Consider that as I write this 

sentence (Sept/Oct 2020) wearing a BLM shirt will make you a grey man in most US cities. 
 

Start by not dressing to stand out - where possible dress in clothing that makes you blend into the 

crowd, or even that looks a little shabby - this will reduce criminal's view of you as a juicy target, 

and make you quite forgettable to anyone walking by. At most have one item of outer clothing 

that is immediately identifiable by pursuers and make sure it is something you're willing to throw 

into a bin if necessary to escape - for a visual example of this, in one of the Bourne spy movies, 

the main character wears a very distinctive sport jacket and is being chased. Once he turns the 

corner on his pursuers, he quickly removes the jacket and dumps it in the trash, and throws on a 

baseball cap. He reverses direction, and walks calmly past the men chasing him as they continue 

to run in the original direction, looking for signs of a man in that jacket.  
 

An extremely important point in implementing the concept is for you and anyone in your team is 

to avoid being a loud-mouthed braggart. Braggarts are not well-liked and draw undue attention to 

themselves, easily ending up in fights they should never have been involved in. Don't talk yourself 

up, don't brag - be modest, a quiet professional. You've heard of the movie Fight Club, right? 

What's the first rule of fight club? Exactly. Don't copy the attention-whores that are the Navy 

Seals, instead copy Delta, I've yet to see a movie made based on any of their factual exploits.  
 

The lower you keep your profile, the more likely that when you have no option left but fighting, 

that you will succeed - this also applies to other levels, but especially to your personal security. 

Speaking of fights- avoid getting into them. Should someone attack you and force you to fight, the 

only rule is to win. Once you win, what happened is whatever you say happened. To ensure you 

win, don't get into fights in the first place.  
 

If you do get into a fight, it's not going to look like a boxing match. Ever. You'll grapple for 

maybe a max of 30 seconds, then one or the other of you will be fucked for lack of oxygen. Don't 

believe me? Look at MMA cage matches. You're not going to be fighting to protect your pride or 

your honor, you're fighting to win and so you and your family survive.  
 

No matter how tough you think you're, if you're attacked your plan should be to, at most, shove 

them away long enough to get an arm free, draw a gun and shoot them until they stop moving. 

Then if they try getting up again, you should shoot them some more, until they stop permanently. 
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Turn up your perception - be aware of who and what is around you when out in public. Do not 

wear headphones when moving about in public, and when in cities use windows as mirrors to 

check what's behind you. Try to avoid setting patterns- doing the same thing the same way at the 

same time and place leaves you vulnerable to anyone who notices your pattern of behavior.  
 

EDC is an acronym you'll run across regularly if you frequent any "prepper" social media 

websites (you should browse a few, to gain insights on preparing for a potential TEOTWAWKI). 

It stands for Every Day Carry, and refers to items you ideally want to have on you whenever you 

leave the house. By always having some basic items with you, you're less likely to be caught off-

guard by any sudden emergency - items such as a folding knife or a multitool, a small ferro-

cerium fire-starter rod, some cordage, a phone, a light source, wallet with cash, and perhaps a 

handgun depending on the laws where you're, would be a good basic EDC. Remember that 

depending on where you live or work, you may not be allowed to have all these items with you 

every single day. For example an attorney would regularly visit courthouses; bringing even a tiny 

Swiss army knife would likely mean never seeing it again. 
 

The biggest advantage humans have is the use of tools. Therefore you should carry a folding knife 

or a multi-tool as part of your own EDC if possible. Nearly all multi-tools include a knife-blade, 

and though a multi-tool won't replace a toolbox, it is far easier to carry around. If you've never had 

one, you may be surprised at how often you end up using it. Regardless of which you decide to get 

and carry, don't cheap out - get a solid, good-quality one that will last and hold up to hard use. 

Look for reputable brands like SOG, Leatherman and Gerber - avoid the cheap knock-offs. 

There's key-chain-sized models, but full-sized ones are more effective and much easier to use. The 

most-used tools are generally the knife blade, pliers, wire cutters, scissors, and screwdriver heads 

(flat and Phillips). Inevitably, someone will ask if they can borrow it. When asked why they don't 

carry their own knife or multi-tool, they inevitably answer something like "I don't need one." 

Your response to that should be: "Then you don't need to borrow mine, either!" - Be sure to have a 

good fixed-blade knife when going out to the field as well as the smaller folding one. 

 

CASH AND CREDIT CARD  

Cash and a credit card are a necessary component of the urban EDC kit. Ideally, the credit card 

should be one with a zero balance and the only time you'll use it is in emergencies. This is not the 

card you'll use at Starbucks every morning. You want as much of an available balance as you can 

manage. While some disasters will end up negating the use of credit cards (e.g., major power 

outages cutting off computers), always try to use the card first if you find yourself needing to 

make a purchase or secure a motel room for the night. This frees up your available cash. Carry at 

least enough money to cover a motel room and a meal or two. This amount will vary, of course, 

based upon where you live. In the upper Midwest, maybe two hundred dollars would be enough. 

In New York City, that number might 150 have to double. Stick with small bills, nothing higher 

than a twenty. You may find it difficult for people to break larger bills. 

 

FLASHLIGHT  

 

NOTEBOOK  

A small notebook is great for jotting down notes, such as where you parked or the license plate 

number of the car that ran you off the road. Keep a pencil with it. Pens run out of ink or can freeze 

up whereas pencils can be sharpened with your pocketknife if need be. In the inside cover of the 

notebook, write down any important phone numbers. Today, many people rely on their cell phone 

speed dial, but if you lose the phone or the battery dies, will you know the numbers to call in an 

emergency?  

 

FIRE TINDER AND IGNITION SOURCE  
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No kit is complete without the means to light a fire. Therefore, keep a lighter as well as a small 

stash of tinder with you. The tinder could be as simple as some dryer lint held in one of those 

keychain fobs normally used for medications. 

 

PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION  

Make sure you always carry enough prescription medications to last you one or two days. Use one 

of the aforementioned keychain fobs to keep it in. 

 

EMERGENCY WHISTLE  

A whistle can be of great help if you need to signal for assistance. 

 

The sound from a whistle will carry much farther than a human voice. You'll want this with you in 

case you end up trapped in a building due to fire or some other emergency. 

 

SELF-DEFENSE WEAPON  

This one is a judgment call and each person needs to decide for him or herself if they want to 

carry something for self-defense and, if so, what it should be. For many, at least here in the United 

States, the weapon of choice is a handgun. Should you go that route, I implore you to seek out the 

proper training. You should also carry enough ammunition to fully reload your weapon at least 

twice, in magazines if possible. A gun without bullets is nothing more than an oddly shaped club. 

 

Other self-defense options include pepper spray, stun guns, Tasers, and expandable batons. Each 

has advantages and drawbacks, as well as issues of legality based upon where you live and work. 

 

I know it all sounds like a lot of stuff but, really, most of it will fit into your pockets without much 

bulk. You can also make a keychain EDC kit, where several of the items, such as the knife, 

whistle, and fobs, are looped onto a keychain, which then goes into your pocket. This keeps all 

those items together easily. Another option might be to purchase a belt pouch to keep it all in. 

 

EDC FOR CHILDREN 

Even at a rather young age, children are able to carry at least a few things to use in case of an 

emergency. You're not going to give a four-year-old a nifty pocketknife, but, they can certainly 

carry a whistle in their pocket. That's a great place to start, in fact. Teach them to use the whistle if 

they ever get lost. Another good item for a young child is a small torch. Choose one for them that 

is reasonably cheap but has a decent battery life. As they get older, add to their EDC gear as 

appropriate. While school rules will probably forbid the carrying of knives or multi-tools, they can 

certainly have flashlights and cell phones. When you feel they are mature enough, let them carry 

small folding knives or multi-tools when they aren't in school, taking care to teach them the proper 

use and maintenance of them. In return, maybe they can teach you how to use your cell phone to 

surf the Web or perhaps even make a phone call. 
 

Your house keys should be separate to your car keys - carjackers often use auto registrations to 

find the owner's house and enter using the garage door opener and keys. No cars are known to 

have been car-jacked while moving- slow down well before stop lights, and actively scan your 

mirrors, all of them, as most carjackers attack from blind spots in rear. Surveys of criminals 

indicate they are hesitant to rob when they are unsure of success- tinted windows help make them 

unsure of the number of people in a vehicle. If driving with family, let your wife drive when in 

towns, and use LIFO (Last In, First Out) to enhance security. Don't nose-in when parking, you 

should back in instead for a faster exit. 
 

Keep your cards in a separate sleeve to your wallet. Or keep your cash in a wad. Throwing the 

wallet or a wad of cash to a mugger may well distract them long enough to make a clean getaway 

or draw your weapon. Don't have ID that shows your residence in your wallet if you plan to throw 

it. Fences pay higher prices for stolen cards when the victim can't cancel them- that's why many 
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victims are shot, and why criminal organizations are moving away from physical theft of credit 

card information, and instead skimming the numbers with card readers and such. 
 

To protect your identity profile, you must start by protecting yourself from identity theft. Your 

social security number (or other country's ID number) belong to no one but you. Don't use 

cheques with SS#'s, don't give it out to credit agencies, etc. Opt-out means you forbid the credit 

agencies from selling your information - be sure to do it in writing. 
 

There's not that much need to worry about some FBI/CIA/NSA/007 secret cyber-agent guy 

hacking into your computer(s), but there is a need to pay more attention to basic PERSEC - I see 

people voluntarily give out a ton of personally-identifiable information on public forums, and it 

doesn't take the efforts of a government or a megacorp to ID them online- just some patient basic 

research and commonsense is enough.  
 

Remember when some guy was able to use Sarah Palin's Wikipedia info to answer the "personal" 

questions that allowed them to reset her email password? Thanks to Facebook and LinkedIn, the 

same kind of personal info is now out there for all the world to see. The term for this is "cognitive 

hacking", and those "post your birth month and day to get your stripper name" memes that 

circulate on FB and elsewhere are just as effective. If you get asked for those idiotically insecure 

security reset questions like "what is your mother's maiden name", the best thing to do is to input a 

random string of word salad like so: [ https://xkcd.com/936/ ], with some numbers and non-

alphanumeric characters (e.g. %, $, !, @) thrown into the mix as well. (Don't actually use the one 

in the link). 
 

Such passwords or reset answers should be written down on paper and kept physically secure 

somewhere - buy a small fireproof safe for such things, and put your passport, birth certificate, 

land deeds, and other such valuable paperwork in there also, preferably in a folder that you can 

simply grab and run in an emergency. 
 

Using the same browser with and without a VPN, destroys whatever privacy you gained from the 

VPN - for example, the idiots who log into Facebook on Google chrome, then close that tab and 

switch on their VPN to log into an electronic Korean haberdashery club, are the worst. Not only 

does Chrome constantly send data to Google on your browsing habits, but FB cookies are used by 

multiple sites to track you as an individual online. If you use the same browser through a VPN, 

they now know that you're using a VPN, and can ID each of the access points you use. There are 

plenty of web browsers that don't cost you a cent, and that don't backdoor your personal data, so 

spend the 10 minutes or so to look into them and use them, and use a separate one for your social 

browsing and for your private use.  
 

Buy an external drive to store your files - 2TB drives are pretty cheap these days, and you should 

have at least 2 to regularly backup anything on your PC or laptop - if your data isn't on hardware 

you control directly, it's not really your data. The same goes for cloud computing - everything you 

put in it can be browsed at leisure by the provider. Microsoft, in partnership with Google have 

managed to re-invent the mainframe: the default settings in Windows 10 hosts your "My 

Documents" on OneDrive, whereas previous Windows OS's always locally hosted them. Win10 

does store local copies of your data, but mirrors everything to OneDrive, meaning people are 

using cloud storage without even realizing it. It also occasionally sends Windows screenshots of 

whatever you were doing at the time, btw. 
 

Always assume that no matter what you say or do online or by phone, there is an illegally placed 

government agent looking over your shoulder and reading everything you write as if you were 

under the scrutiny of the Chinese Communist "Social Credit" system. And I'm sorry to say, there 

really is - the NSA's PRISM program does just that, automatically and globally, to build up an 

average "pattern of behavior" - if you as a citizen deviate too far from it, you're likely to get 

flagged as a potential subversive.  
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Remember the WW2 poster: "loose lips sink ships"! Consider: If someone was going to commit 

an act of violence why the fuck would they announce it online, if doing so was not actually a 

COINTELPRO-style attempt to get the host website shut down? It should go without saying that 

if someone hypothetically intended to do something unlawful they should never, ever, discuss it 

anywhere- just plan it out and do it, then keep your mouth shut about it. 
 

Slowly build up a supply of cash for emergencies. Large withdrawals of cash from the bank can 

trigger (and transactions over $5000 automatically trigger) a report to the government.  
 

Never put any sensitive documents in the garbage- burn or shred any sensitive materials, notes, 

and personal financial records to keep them a secret. 
 

The best way to avoid being blackmailed or extorted and used by potential enemies is to avoid 

excessive debt, adultery, alcohol, drugs, and crime. If you have done something wrong, let your 

group know so that your group can hopefully assist you out of trouble, and outsiders cannot use 

the information against you. 
 

If you own a vehicle, keep an emergency kit and small get-home bag in the trunk, even if your 

normal commute is just a few miles. This saves remembering to put one in there should you take a 

longer drive, and may allow you to assist someone else who is in trouble. Include jumper cables 

and a tow-strap, as well as a comfortable change of clothes, sturdy walking shoes, maps, a hat and 

some bottled water. Also keep a neon orange hi-vis vest or two - throwing one on over shabby-

looking work clothes will paradoxically reduce your social visibility in urban areas. 
 

Either in your wallet or in your vehicle, keep a credit-card-sized laminated list of phone numbers 

for emergencies. Be sure to include your own number, your home or spouse, next-of-kin, and 

other such important details. How many of us memorize people's phone numbers anymore? I 

know that many people are too used to the convenience of just being able to search through their 

phone for someone's number - what if your phone is dead? 
 

Physical fitness will help you to remain healthy despite stress and fatigue. See the "Fit to Fight" 

section for some basic but solid suggestions for individual physical training. Should you have the 

money and ability, martial arts may be a way to enhance your self-defense abilities. You want an 

art that teaches how to disable attackers quickly and minimizes your chance of injury, not one 

with flying kicks and other such nonsense. Things like Krav Maga, Jeet Kune-Do, Ninjutsu, and 

Eskrima are some useful ones I know of. These teach students practical self-defense skills without 

needing decades of learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Your family: 

You must get your family (at least your spouse) on-board with your preparations. Nothing spells 

doom more clearly than a spouse who considers your preparation to be a stupid waste of money. 

Be sure to introduce them to the concept slowly over time, by asking questions along the lines of: 

"I'm concerned by that rioting we saw on the TV, what do you think we could do to protect 

ourselves if it happened here?" and suchlike. Once they are on-board, however tentatively, 

include them in planning - start off small, with items such as: "what could we do if our house 

caught fire" and progressing with things like "what if there was widespread rioting in our city". 

Discuss the likelihood of such events and take small, gradual steps to prevent harm if they occur.  
 

If you have children, ALWAYS have at least three up-to-date 4in x 6in photos of each child in 

your bug-out kit, and if possible smaller copies in your wallet: 
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 The first needs to be a full face photo for identification, with hair away from the face and 

no smile. If possible, have them put on an "uncertain or scared" expression. 
 

 The second should be a full-body photo of them standing at a door next to a doorknob- 

describing the child as being 3'8" tells us very little, but we can instinctively understand 

their height when its compared to a common house door-knob. 
 

 The third should be a cheerful family group photo of yourself and the other parent with the 

children, to prove you're actually related (due to present social biases, this is especially 

important if you're their father, sadly.) 
 

If you can, get half-tone (or grayscale) copies made of the photos. It is much easier to photocopy a 

hundred copies of these to hand out and put up around the area if a child goes missing. Also when 

going somewhere with your children, take a picture before leaving with your phone of what they 

are wearing that day to make it easier to describe their appearance if they get lost. 
 

Also for your kid's safety, consider printing out a small list of important phone numbers such as 

parents' home, work, and cell numbers, plus numbers for at least one or two other trusted adults. 

Laminate it and keep it in your child's backpack, or make smaller, credit-card-size versions, and 

get them to keep it in a pocket when you go out. Teach younger children to seek out a police 

officer or trusted teacher and to present that person with the card if they get lost.  
 

Your home is your castle - if you can defend it. The most secure room in your house should be 

your bedroom. You're most vulnerable when sleeping so that makes sense, right? Make sure you 

have some sort of firearm where it can be gotten to reasonably quickly in your bedroom if 

anything goes bump in the night. If you have kids, get those pistol safes with the finger code 

entry, or something similar that doesn't need you to fumble with keys in the dark. We've all seen 

the stereotypical movie scene where the hero's love interest hides from the bad guys under a bed, 

only to be discovered and dragged out. Clearly, hiding under a bed while unarmed isn't going to 

provide much in the way of safety. Even if you're armed it's a dangerous location that provides 

little protection. But what if it could? The section on defense of a single building goes into some 

detail on how to harden your bedroom as a target and make it more secure against someone who 

has entered your home. 
 

One cheap and simple home protection step if you're not renting, is to replace the existing weak 

and short door-hinge screws on the front door and master bedroom with long deck screws, and to 

replace the door of the master bedroom with one that has a solid core. If you're renting, then you 

must carefully judge if you can at least replace the screws without the landlord becoming upset. It 

is a great idea to add extra hinges with for the front and master bedroom doors as well, and 

randomly space them to make ballistic or other forms of breaching more difficult.  
 

Governments around the world are usually quite open about sharing what they want you to know 

about current events, disaster preparedness, and other matters - the FEMA, CDC, and ready.gov 

sites are full of educational and media material, for example- FEMA’s Emergency Management 

Institute especially is a wonderful source of free, independent-study emergency training accessible 

to the public.  
 

On the other hand, there’s plenty of information governments worldwide at all levels don't want 

you knowing or thinking about. Censorship isn't dead, and government can and will withhold 

whatever they want from the public under the rationalization that sensitive sources and 

information must be protected: censorship is good for national security, and ignorance is bliss and 

prevents panic. The truth is much simpler: uncomfortable information is often politically 

dangerous, especially when it involves the government's embarrassing incompetence, waste, 

corruption, and procrastination. 
 

Where to turn for comprehensive information? Unfortunately the answer is internet and the media. 

The first is full of fanaticism and exaggeration, the latter partisan bias, political spin, and 

sensationalism. Most people now get their information from the internet because it’s easily 
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available, with smartphones putting it at our fingertips 24/7. Research, offline networking, and 

effective bullshit filtering skills are now just as essential (if not more essential) to survival in any 

crisis as a 72-hour kit gathering dust in your bedroom cupboard.  
 

Every household should definitely own at least one portable radio that can access shortwave 

frequencies. The biggest lesson to be learned today is how quickly and easily news media can be 

silenced whenever government sees fit. The great thing about foreign broadcasts, particularly 

from countries not on friendly terms with the USA (eg. Cuba's Radio Havana), is that their news 

about what happens in the US and other countries have a different slant than -and sometimes 

entirely contradicts- news broadcasts by US networks. Unfortunately these foreign broadcasts are 

often surprisingly correct regarding events, because no one would listen to a news station that 

constantly lies (unless they're a fan of CNN, heh heh heh). Foreign broadcasters may delight in 

revealing details the US.gov would rather keep quiet - details that may be critical to your own 

well-being and survival. In the event of a major catastrophe, who seriously thinks the official line 

will be anything other than: "Stay calm plebs, we have everything under control"? A metal 

garbage or paint can with the sides and bottom lined with clean, dry cardboard will protect 

electronics like your shortwave radio from events like an EMP or CME. 
 

Don't answer the door by opening it unless you have a locked heavy-duty safety screen door in 

place. Better yet, use an intercom, install a CCTV camera, or buy one of those door bells that 

make your phone ring (some even give you a video feed). Outside sensor lights at night make 

criminals avoid the area. Keep unbarred doors and windows closed and locked unless you're in the 

room, even in the day. It only takes an athletic person a minute to climb a fence to get to an upper 

floor window if they can't be seen from the road. 
 

Screen your phone calls and listen to who is calling before picking up. Make your phone number 

is not only unlisted, but also unpublished because intruders have been known to use reverse 

directories and call before burglarizing (Alternatively, don't have a landline and rely on a 

cellphone instead.) Your message should not mention your full name, but should be something 

like, "Hello it's John, I'm always here, but I'm probably working at my computer right now." 
 

Teach your kids to safely use a fire extinguisher to put out a fire - have a backyard fire sometime, 

cook some smores or marshmallows on it, and then teach your kid to operate a fire extinguisher. 

For the cost of a $30 extinguisher bottle including refill, you could teach your kid how save your 

whole family from a fiery, agonizing death. 
 

For other items you should probably get to ensure you and your family's continued well-being, see 

Chapter 5 - Selecting Personal Equipment. More information on home defense can be found in the 

section covering defense of a single building. 
 

 Split Families  

With roughly half of all marriages ending in divorce today, many children experience shared 

custody arrangements between the parents. This leads to some challenges regarding disaster 

planning, particularly if only one of the parents is on board. Uncomfortable though it may be, the 

parents need to have a conversation. Assuming you're the parent who is concerned about 

emergency planning, I encourage you to go easy and avoid any scare tactics - simply inform the 

other parent that you're putting together contingency plans for what to do if disaster should strike, 

such as a major power outage or some sort of weather event.  
 

One of the most important things to decide is who will pick up the kids from school if an 

emergency strikes during the school day. When deciding where the children should go following a 

disaster, safety comes first and it may make sense for the children to go to the home of the 

"prepper parent" - or it might not, or the other parent may object violently to this idea, especially 

if the prepper is the father and the "main" carer is the mother. In an emergency don't break out the 

calendar and argue over who had the kids last weekend and who cancelled at the last minute two 
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weeks ago - it may be necessary to make allowances in your plans to bring the other parent along 

to ensure the safety of the children, as much of a strain as that may be.  
 

 Your group/tribe: 

Consider that there is strength in numbers- better to have a dozen or so families bugging out (or 

in) together and working together to provide food and security post-SHTF than one family or 

worse, an individual, trying to stay alive with no help at all. I again recommend reading John 

Mosby's book "Forging The Hero" for guidelines on how to successfully turn your group of like-

minded individuals into a tribe.  

Also, watch this for some ideas: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=X4egUXFCtiY 
 

There is no need to preach to outsiders that the world is going to shit. There's no need to argue, to 

convince them- if they haven't come to a similar observation themselves, you'd waste time trying 

to lead them to the logical conclusion of the present situation. Just scrape together a few people, 

reliable people, politically-attuned people, and concentrate on them and their families. If they 

aren't fit or skilled to begin with, so what? Fitness can be gained, skills can be learned. But you, 

you need to be the one to show them the way. You need to be the rock they can rely upon during 

the storm. You need to be the guy (or gal!) with the solutions, or to open the door and help them 

find the solutions, all without falling into the trap of being a tiny dictator. 
 

"Why the big secret? People are smart, they can handle it." - J 

"A person is smart. People are dumb, panicky, dangerous animals and you know it." - K 

- Men in Black 
 

One of the first things to be done once your team forms is to learn who's smart and who's not, 

learn the intrinsic motivation of the members, learn about their character - this can be done during 

the training on the basic stuff. Once you really know your people you can really work with them 

to exploit whatever time and hardware budget you have to the fullest. 
 

We live in a rather unique point in social development. We are more globally connected than at 

any other point in history. Yet, at the same time, we are more disconnected on a personal level 

than ever before. On a daily basis, we might chat with a friend on another continent, yet we don't 

know the names of the people who live right next door. It is important to get to know your 

neighbors, particularly in an urban or suburban setting.  

 

You need not become best buddies with everyone in your building, but you should do what you 

can to at least learn their faces and names. If nothing else, this will help you notice strangers in the 

area after a disaster strikes. If the opportunity presents itself, encourage your neighbors to engage 

in some prepping themselves. I'm not suggesting you invite them over for a tour of your disaster 

supply closet, but every person who has his or her own extra supplies is one less person who is 

likely to knock on your door looking for a handout.  

 

There is safety in numbers, of course. By networking with your neighbors and getting to know 

them, you can begin to recognize strengths they have which you may lack. For example, you may 

be fearful of firearms and hesitant about owning one, but your neighbor is a lifetime member of 

the NRA and has expressed numerous times his or her strong dislike of thieves. On top of that 

aspect, despite what the media likes to portray, many human beings do tend to try and help one 

another during a crisis. Not all, of course, but quite a few will do whatever they can to help their 

fellow man or woman. This is helped dramatically if the people actually know one another.  

 

You could also go a step further and look toward setting up a Mutual Assistance Group (MAG). 

This is a group of people who have committed to working together in the event of a disaster or 

other emergency. A MAG is not something that is formed overnight, but takes time and effort to 

create and maintain. An excellent resource for creating a MAG is MAGS: The People Part of 

Prepping by Charley Hogwood. Not all members of your MAG will necessarily live in your 
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building or even on your block. But, most if not all of them will reside close enough that you can 

rely on them for help, just as they will rely upon you.  

 

In the book "Emergency: This Book Will Save Your Life", the author becomes a hard-core prepper 

– but by the end of the book he's contributing his new-found expertise as a paramedic to his local 

CERT (Community Emergency Response Team). In the book, the fire chief who taught the CERT 

course emphasizes that in a large-scale emergency, help doesn't start flowing until it's all 

coordinated, which means it might not come for 5 days to a week. 
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Emergency Planning Is a Team Effort 

For both your family and your group, you should get together and generate a small selection of 

plans to guide you in case of emergencies. Your emergency plans should be uniquely tailored to 

meet your needs, whether you're an individual, have a family, or are part of a multi-family group. 

However, regardless of your numbers, there are a few general principles common to all plans.  
 

Everyone involved in or affected by the plan should ideally be part of its creation - Mom, Dad, the 

kids, even your uncle or grandparents, if they live with you. Sure, your four-year-old probably 

isn't going to help in the planning process, but older children should definitely be a part of the 

conversation. Perhaps it's because of the popularity of zombie movies and post-

apocalyptic/disaster movies, but many teenagers today will have given at least a little thought as 

to what they'd do in a disaster, and will contribute some great ideas to the plan. 
 

Not every single step of each of your emergency plans needs to be meticulously written out in 

detail, but you should at least have an outline for each scenario, hitting the main points for 

members of your family or group to refer to, and so that everyone knows what the main intent is.  
 

Avoid including information that could pose a security risk if an outsider finds a copy of the plan - 

this includes things like the addresses of your bug-out location(s) or where someone would find 

your firearms or other valuables. Consider utilizing some sort of code-names for your bug-out 

locations (BOL), eg. you could refer to them as London, Paris, Berlin, and so on. Naturally this 

implies everyone is absolutely crystal clear on which codename refers to what location.  

 

 Communication Is Key  

Planning for communication is a key element of any disaster plan. While we live in a day and age 

where we routinely chat with people all across the globe using handheld devices, it is important to 

realize the use of those devices hinges upon their ability to function properly. If any element of 

the equation is taken away, such as power for the device, the transmission signal reaching the 

satellite, or the signal reaching the other device, the system falls apart. Plan ahead for backup 

means of communication. For starters, each family member should carry a wallet card or some 

other list of important phone numbers. If the cell phone runs out of juice, you won't be able to 

access the contacts list. Should you need to call a family member, knowing they are number six on 

your speed-dial isn't going to be of much help.  

 

 Timed Check-Ins 

It is also wise, as part of your written disaster plans, to set up a specific time interval for calls 

home or to other family members. What this does is help prevent unnecessary worry on the part of 

folks at home as they anxiously wonder when you'll be calling. If the plan says you will call every 

hour, or every half hour, they know when to expect the phone to ring. They can spend the time in 

between listening to news broadcasts or otherwise trying to gather information to help those 

family members who are away from home. This sort of arrangement is also good for preserving 

the battery in the cell phone. You can turn the phone off when not in use, confident that family 

members know you won't be calling for another hour. As has been found time and again during 

and immediately following disasters, cell phone towers can quickly become overwhelmed. While 

you might see four full bars of signal strength on your phone, there may be so many people trying 

to make calls at the same time that few of the calls actually get through. Worth noting is the fact 

that text messages will often still get through during those times, as they are routed through a 

different system. If you can't get a voice call to go through, try texting. This is something to keep 

in mind when it comes to communicating with children who may be stranded at school. While 

school rules often forbid the use of cell phones during class time, in an emergency I doubt many 

teachers are going to be handing out detentions to the kids who are trying to get in touch with 

parents.  
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 Communication Tree.  

A communication tree is also advisable - in very simple terms, assign a person to be the start of 

the tree and they call two or three people on the list. Each of those people call two or three people, 

and so on down the line. This is quite an old system and works very well for spreading 

information quickly, even if you're limited to face-to-face conversation or the written word: Paul 

Revere's ride anyone? However you set your communication system up, everyone involved with 

your plans needs to be on the same page with regards to communications. Who contacts whom 

and how will the contact happen?  

 

 Get Safely To Safety, Together 

One especially crucial planning aspect for guys like you is to select gather-up locations or 

waypoints (in military parlance, a form-up point or FUP) with team members and your families 

once SHTF or disaster hits. Perhaps the team could rendezvous at the home of one of the 

members, which could then be used as a base of operations. 
 

It sounds easy, but the process and procedures need to be finalized, shared, learned, and, yes, 

practiced occasionally by all parties. Communication is critical when preparing to survive any 

type of disaster event.  
 

Consider Rick Rescorla - he was the security chief for the firm of Morgan Stanley in the Twin 

Towers during the terrorist attacks on 9/11. For years prior to the attacks, Rescorla insisted on 

conducting regular evacuation drills for employees, despite the management disliking the drills 

because they disrupted the workday. When the attacks occurred, nearly 3000 Morgan Stanley 

employees began evacuating in an orderly fashion. Rick's insistence on practicing evacuation 

procedures saved all but thirteen employees from a horrible death. 
 

Part of the considerations for FUPs is understanding that there's different types, the main 

difference being distance from your primary residence. However, other situations may also factor 

in- e.g. adults at different work sites during the day, children at one or more schools, and even 

kids away from home at college or their own workplaces.  
 

These alternative situations must be planned for so everyone concerned rallies to the same FUP 

when it becomes necessary. Plans must be made for who and how communicates to the others that 

the plan is being activated. As with most disaster reactions, nothing is easy, and many a spanner 

ends up jammed in the works, hence the need for practice runs. 
 

Firstly you must identify an FUP relatively close to home. A number of events could cause you to 

evacuate, but the level of seriousness dictates how far to travel to meet up. If your people can't 

meet at a designated primary residence to bug in or lock down temporarily, then the first FUP 

needs to be relatively close to home. This could be a corner grocery store, gas station, or 

convenience store. The plan must detail how everyone gets there and each person's role.  
 

The next location is further away, such as a place at the edge of your town or city you can get to 

while avoiding high-congestion roads. Consider sites like shopping malls, a business park, area 

police station, or other well-known locations. Finally you must map distant gathering points up to 

100 miles or so from your residence(s), for severe incidents like a hurricane with time to evacuate 

to a safer zone. Each FUP needs an "open" date/time reference and a "closed" date/time reference. 

E.g. FUP1 is open from 15 minutes after the first warning of a SHTF event until 24 hours after the 

first warning. If someone misses that time window, they must proceed to FUP 2.  
 

Again, think this through. Pick safe spots. Know what you need to take. Calculate travel times for 

both best- and worst-case scenarios. Work out how to communicate the plan. Provide maps, 

addresses, contact numbers, text numbers, and supply lists. At some point practice a gather up 

scenario to see what works or fails. Make sure you can do it without relying on GPS.  
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Should your team have selected to "bug-in" before SHTF in an urban location, your team must be 

big enough to maintain a 24/7 watch over your perimeter, meaning it should number at least 10 

adults, and this also assumes you have access to say, solar-powered CCTV cameras with video 

feed to a central location, and you've prepared your base to minimize access points.  
 

In any case, every mature person (note: not "adult"- better a sensible teenager than a childish 

40yo.) should go armed at all times to respond at a moment's notice if someone attempts to 

infiltrate your retreat, which needs to be as low-profile as possible. Infiltration in all cases should 

be met with overwhelming lethal force if the rule of law has broken down, so that surviving 

attackers cannot return with more people whom they've enticed to help attack you with tales of 

your vast food supplies, etc.  
 

Above all, connect with other like-minded individuals and prepare yourselves - start small 

and be a founder. Take the initiative to take back your sovereignty. 

 
 

 

*** Additional Prepper info Here, maybe? [a page max.] 

 

 

 

 

 

SOCIETY 

 

People have been living in cities for nearly 4000 years. During all that time, countless disasters 

have struck those areas. Everything from volcanic eruptions to war, terrorist attacks to 

earthquakes. Time and again, urban residents have come out on the other side, perhaps a bit 

battered, but still holding strong - human beings are fairly resilient creatures, after all. 

 

This era's unprecedented urbanization is concentrated in the least developed areas of Asia, Latin 

America and Africa. The data shows that coastal cities are about to be swamped by a human tide 

that will force them to absorb - in less than 40 years - an equivalent of population growth equal to 

that absorbed by the whole planet in all of recorded human history up to 1960. Virtually all this 

urbanization will happen in the world's least developed areas, by definition the poorest equipped 

to handle it - a recipe for conflict, crises in health, education and governance, and food, energy 

and water scarcity. 

 

Rapid urbanization creates economic, social and governance challenges while simultaneously 

straining city infrastructure, making the most vulnerable cities less able to meet these challenges. 

The implications for future conflict are profound, with more people fighting over scarcer 

resources in crowded, under-serviced and under-governed urban areas. 

 

Sadly, forward-planning for disasters, especially for civilizational breakdown, seems to be 

somewhat of a taboo topic. Your local society must embrace or at least tolerate your planning for 

mega-scale disruptions or disaster events. Perhaps you and your group could set up a local civil-

defense NGO to act as a "think-tank" and to war-game solutions to various disaster scenarios. 

 

Be quick to listen, slow to speak. Folks tend to speak easy but scumbags are sly. watch the body 

language.. what they don't say speaks louder then what they do say 

 

There's a reason that the French Revolution started, rather than ended, with the storming of the 

Bastille on July 14, 1789. It wasn't considered complete until 10 years later. A revolution, by 

definition, is the replacement of one political system by a significantly different system. In the 
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case of an already authoritarian or totalitarian status quo, it has always required many phases of 

rebellion over a number of years, and much bloodshed. The only revolutions that end quickly are 

those that result in totalitarian or authoritarian regimes, as with the Cuban Revolution. Democratic 

revolutions are much, much messier.  

 

 

Behind the barricades, there are always thousands of people working together to support the front 

lines. It's an important lesson that logistics is what ultimately wins battles. 

 

 

Something to consider - H. John Poole mentions in his book "Militant Tricks: Battlefield Ruses of 

the Islamic Insurgent", that Iraqi Sunni insurgents would target Sunni civilians in order to gain the 

support and sympathy of the occupying US political and military forces. They did so by 

presenting a narrative of the attack that falsely indicated it been performed by Shia insurgent 

groups hostile to them. This sort of cynical false-flag incident is something you may need to guard 

against when dealing with other groups after a SHTF event. 
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Here's the above advice in a fictional generalized scenario;  

 

You previously made plans to head for your bug-out location at your buddy Frank's farm due 

to constant reports of increasing rioting and violence in your city, but the day before 

departure, police go door-to-door "temporarily" confiscating firearms from citizens in the 

name of "public safety" after the start of the Event (whatever might be the cause).  

 

You're not going to have a shoot-out with the police with your wife and kids there (are you?), 

because even though the police's circle of control keeps shrinking, you're still inside it and 

know they have a habit of shooting people at the least sign of resistance, and then shooting 

some more, so you hand over the shotgun and pistol you have in your home quietly and 

without causing a fuss or drawing attention, even asking for a receipt and advice on when 

you might be able to collect them again, something you're well aware will never happen.  

 

Afterwards, you quickly ring your work to let them know you're not coming in next week 

because you "caught the flu", then you turn off your cellphone, wrap it in two layers of foil 

and drop it in a drawer to maintain OPSEC before loading up your car with everyone's bug-

out bags and extra spare food. You top up the fuel tank from a jerry can you keep stored in 

the garage and you sit an extra one in the boot as well.  

 

As you pass the last gas station on the edge of town, you notice that rioters are turning cars 

away based on the driver's race, so you stop briefly on a side street and use a virgin burner 

cellphone for the first time, to send coded warnings to the rest of the team about the 

confiscations and escalating violence, urging them to get to the primary bug-out location at 

Frank's farm (e.g.- "Just checking to see if we're still on for Grandma's birthday party next 

week?" = get out of town right now, stop for nothing, meet up at Frank's.). You also had a 

couple of spare smartphones with no chip in (and that also have never been used) full of apps 

and reference ebooks, which had been carefully stored to protect them against EMP, etc. 

 

On your drive to Frank, you stop by a nondescript patch of woodland, go for a walk with a 

shovel, and return with a three-foot long piece of 8in PVC pipe sealed at both ends. Inside 

are two ARs, two cheap sets of webbing, two pistols, and enough magazines and rounds to 

hopefully arrive safely at your destination. You also replace the number plates on your car 

with some you got from an old wrecker's yard, so that the CCTV camera's that seem to be 

popping up on roads all over these days can't confirm that it's really you travelling. 

 

When you get to the farm a couple of hours later, you see you're not the first to arrive- three 

other team members and their families arrived earlier, with similar stories to yours.  

 

Together, you prepare the barn so that it can be used to live in, and bury additional caches of 

spare supplies, weapons and ammunition in the woods a few miles from Frank's farm, as well 

as preparing a roster to supervise the CCTVs that keep watch on the farm's perimeter. . . .  

 

Now, most of that scenario could have been used in exactly the same way if you had to leave your 

house because of flooding, fire, etc. etc. 
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Chapter 3 - Choosing A Survival Location 
 

INTRODUCTION 

If you grew up in a small town and moved away, you really should seriously consider moving 

back to the area, or at least keep a holiday/bugout home there and visit regularly to maintain 

bonds with the locals, including your relatives. In other cases, depending on the local political 

climate, you may be able to do the same in your current town or city suburb, but either way, this 

requires, even demands, strong interpersonal bonds. There is no way in hell that you will survive 

for long as a lone wolf. 
 

Remember that every urban dweller will attempt to exit the cities once the situation deteriorates 

sufficiently, and that as the saying goes "civilization is three missed meals from anarchy at all 

times" - you must expect the idiot masses to escape the cities through major travel arteries, and for 

the smaller "feeder" cities to be swamped by desperate, violent and helpless (and basically 

useless) refugees- the sort you couldn't even offer to pay in food for digging some crops into the 

ground, because they'd stab you first.  
 

The actual location of the town or village is more important than what is built on your land there 

currently- even if the house on the land you choose needs significant work, or if you must use 

some sort of temporary housing such as an RV, tent, or the liveable portion of an already standing 

structure such as a barn, that is still better than a mansion in a vulnerable location such as a city.  
 

When living ceases being easy, society's dregs will become predatory earlier and to a greater 

degree than the working- and middle-class ethnic Europeans who had a stake in the system. 

Consider that many of them just sat around without doing anything but sucking at the teats of 

society. How many were a part of the problem? How many actively contribute to the instability 

with crime, political tribalism and street violence?  
 

Societies in harsh environments with scarce resources and societies in collapse tend to care a lot 

about ethics but also devolve into tribalism with a very, very different set of ethics applied to the 

in-group and the out-group. Consider: a zombie apocalypse won't happen because of some weird 

virus - it will happen because there's no other sources of food, and the zombies will be as well-

armed as you, as smart as you, and working as a team to hunt you down and cut off and eat pieces 

of you. Every time food got scarce humans turned on each other and created weird religions about 

it, it's not an exception it's practically a rule. Most people will choose not to die. Think to yourself: 

"under such conditions where would it be safe for my family and I to live, permanently?" 
 

A useful guide to assist you would be Ragnar Benson's 1998 book "The Modern Survival Retreat - 

a new and vital approach to retreat theory and practice", and also watch 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=ljUQqUOQBsg for some pointers and ideas.  
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A POTENTIAL ISSUE 

Be aware that if you have no relatives in a small town, you will probably suffer from the effects of 

regionalism. Regionalism is similar to nationalism or to racism, only it involves xenophobia by 

people living in an area against anyone from outside, especially new people moving to the area. In 

essence, the locals are the in-group or tribe, and being the new people, you're the out-group. In 

many cases this divide is deeper than race or creed. Ironically, the very thing that would work for 

you if you become part of the in-group, works against you becoming part of it in the first place.  
 

City people will encounter regionalism if they move into the countryside and it can be difficult for 

family members to endure it. There are some villages or small towns where your family could live 

for a generation and yet their children will still count as the "newcomers" (in especially severe 

cases, someone from New York moving to the Deep South might always be regarded as "that 

damn yankee" by the locals, and that person's children will be known as "the yankee's brats" all 

their lives. Possibly the grandchildren may escape the moniker. There are villages in Europe 

where families that have lived there for over two centuries are still only almost one of the locals - 

yes, these are extreme cases, but they illustrate that you must select your location with care.) 
 

This has major repercussions for the political aspects of bugging out to an isolated area as it can 

easily lead to conflict with the long term residents of that village/small town when the 

"newcomers" try to change or influence local politics to prepare for SHTF scenarios. The locals 

have a higher chance of having more wealth and status than the "newcomers" and can make life 

really difficult for them. Even if they are not especially wealthy, they can easily sabotage your 

plans through nonviolent means, and many a bug-outer has purchased a farm in some small town 

only to find that the locals consider the present title holder to be an irrelevant nuisance to their 

traditional hunting on land their ancestors owned long before the Civil War. 
 

The rich amongst them may even be in alliance with, or favor the politics of, those that that 

caused the collapse of the civilisation - the town the author originally grew up in is definitely one 

such place, being politically controlled by the nepotistic members of the local freemason's chapter. 

This must be taken into account during your planning, and is a big part of the reason I suggest to 

move or bug-out to the small town you grew up in, if it is suitable.  
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REAL ESTATE - LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION. 

A small rural town or village, suitably selected 

for remoteness and limited access would make a 

fine bastion of civilization for you and other like-

minded inhabitants to shelter from the fall of the 

rotting corpse of globalized ''western'' 

civilization, especially if the inhabitants 

deliberately cultivate a separate identity from the 

mainstream national population starting before 

TEOTWAWKI hits. Eventually after a 

generation or more, your descendants will 

achieve a point where you can "reboot" and form 

a new nation, eventually spreading out from your 

location. 
 

In North and South America, your best chances 

of doing that are by moving to as remote a rural 

location as possible. In Europe, you should try 

moving to an offshore island if at all possible, 

otherwise by selecting a suitable village in a 

hard-to-get-to valley where you can cut off road 

access for an extended period. Isolation improves 

your safety, and will help create separation of 

identity, on which more later. Proximity to mass 

movement corridors like highways or mountain passes bring attention to homes and towns, eg. in 

Yugoslavia these suffered repeated looting and violence by soldiers from both sides. 
 

Everyone that has successfully moved off-grid as you must do, did so in steps. The specifics were 

naturally different, but all of them addressed a few things before they made their move. Step one 

in your plan to survive must be to find a town or village that you and like-minded individuals can 

move to, with the intent of building a self-reliant community.  
 

Any location you select to bug-in or bug-out to must have the following, in order of importance: 
 

> Low population density, low ethnic diversity, and low crime rate,  

> a reliable, secure, year-round supply of clean drinkable water,  

> land of sufficient expanse and quality to be able to achieve food self-reliance  

> limited access and ability to further limit it e.g. by blocking roads, to ensure physical security 

> a reasonably temperate climate, enabling one to grow everything but luxury foods locally 

> enough of a sense of community to withstand raiders and external pressure 

 

High mountain areas are unsuitable for several reasons- altitude means a short growing season 

forcing locals to import most food. Winters are long and cold, leading to high prices and low 

availability of fuels, including wood. Desert and arid areas are just as bad - lack of water will 

doom any area with significant populations. This same lack prevents food self-sufficiency. 
 

In the USA, Northern California, Oregon and Washington state were long touted as survivalist 

havens- mild climate ensures long growing seasons and means one can even sleep outdoors much 

of the year. But these otherwise excellent areas would soon be swamped with urban refugees. The 

climate and modern road net ensures that millions of Californian urbanites would soon swarm 

there like a horde of locusts, consuming everything they can and destroying everything they can't. 
 

A good book on selecting the location (with a somewhat different and more individualistic take on 

it) is "Prepper's Survival Retreats" by Charley Hogwood (ISBN 978-1-61243-749-1). 
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SETTLING IN TO YOUR DIGS 

Once you find a suitable location, and purchase some property there, you will need a trade or 

business you can perform in that location. Some roles, such as medical personnel, mechanics, etc., 

will be welcome everywhere. Others will find it harder to be gainfully employed in an isolated 

village (there is not much call for say, a stockbroker in a town whose economy is centred around 

farming), so you must select a trade you can perform in the place you selected. The last thing to 

completely break down will probably be postal and delivery services, so if you have a mail-order 

business, perhaps run via an online store, that would be perfect - as long as you have stock to sell 

you'll still be in good shape. This might be a good backup to running a local business, though 

unlikely to be enough on its own. 
 

To further prepare for the collapse, you and your fellow settlers must prepare. You can expect a 

return to an average level of technology similar to the late 1800's once the electricity finally goes 

out and the limited supplies of spare parts run empty.  
 

Do so by building up yourself and your town to prepare for a self-sufficient existence beforehand. 

Once the gasoline and diesel run out, alternative energy systems will have to be constructed or 

adapted to supply power to critical buildings and homes. Machine tools can be run by steam 

power, mills by water and wind, and so on and so forth. Why not simply prepare so that all you 

have to do is whip a tarpaulin off such equipment that you laid aside beforehand?  
 

Of all the things set in the 1632 universe* there are many reader-contributed nonfiction articles in 

the Grantville Gazette that give insights into many of the technological problems you might face 

after a collapse, from glass-blowing to medicine (see: https://grantvillegazette.com/ ). You 

would be wise to download and print off any useful articles, as well as reading some of the books 

for some hints regarding post-collapse reconstruction of society and technological civilization.  
 

Let's say you're the town mechanic, well then- as funds permit, buy equipment that expands your 

abilities - a welding machine to fix farming equipment, a diesel generator to keep it going even if 

you have to run it off cooking oil, some blacksmithing gear to build new basic parts, lathes and 

grinders to turn them into more advanced parts, etc. Each purchase should expand your abilities, 

and reduce your need for external help and support. Second-hand equipment, built in earlier times, 

is often far more reliable and durable than items made in the last 40 years or so, and cheaper too. 
 

Whatever your role in the community, applying similar principles will not only enable your 

business to grow, it will ensure that the state of the rest of the world will be less important to your 

chances of success. Other local metalworking shops and businesses should also have machine 

tools of type and kind sufficient to manufacture basically everything that might be needed to 

restart civilization. The same goes for carpenters, etc.  

 

Other considerations for your town once you're settled in, will be to ensure it is stocked with an 

ample library of hard-copy reference materials on any and all useful technical and non-technical 

subjects. Older books are especially good, as they came from a time people were more self reliant 

and actually made things with their hands. Do not allow your local public library to discard their 

older books when they acquire newer ones without first having some members of your group go 

through and retain in storage anything that contains any type of potentially useful information. 

Old encyclopaedias from before WW2 are especially valuable in this regard. 
 

Another good target for the long-term will be the ability to print and bind books the old-fashioned 

way without electricity so that you can copy and disseminate information you already have. It 

may be wise to invest in and refurbish an older hand-printing press or a binding machine for that 

purpose. A good run-down of the kinds of information to seek out and learn, and useful guidelines 

on the kinds of books to seek out and stockpile, can be found within Lewis Dartnell's 2014 book, 

"The Knowledge: How to Rebuild our World from Scratch" - rather an appropriate title 

considering our goals, don't you think? 
 

*  a series of stories by far-left union-boss-turned-author Eric Flint and other contributors,  

 based on the premise that a small Appalachian mining town is sent back in time to 1632. 
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You should further ensure your town or village has excellent medical facilities of all kinds 

including the ability to perform surgical procedures. Your local hospital or clinic needs to be well-

equipped and funded so that locals can be treated there when SHTF and not need to rely on 

outside help which may by that point, no longer exist. The last thing you want is your people to 

die because of diseases and injuries that could have been cured with access to modern medical 

treatment - you will already have a high enough death toll after SHTF from natural causes and 

violence, and a local medical clinic that is kept well-stocked and staffed is a guard against such 

things. It may even be a source of income for the town if people begin taking their injured there 

for care, however be sure to carefully ration medication in such cases. An important aside is that 

once it becomes obvious that things will not return to the "old normal", your medical staff needs 

to take on young and willing people as apprentices, so their knowledge does not end up dying 

with them- much of modern medical knowledge is the type of thing that cannot be learned from 

reading, but must be picked up from an already-skilled practitioner. However I recommend 

getting the book "Where There is No Doctor - A Village Health Care Handbook", and getting at 

least a CERT and/or TCCC emergency medical qualification, or your nation's equivalent. 
 

In similar vein, it might be appropriate to ensure that once your people have significant control 

over the local Sheriff's department, you lay aside funds for arms and vehicles to resist attack of the 

town by large armed groups, such as fragments of the military who abandoned their posts but not 

their weapons. An armoured vehicle or two laid aside in a warehouse under the technical 

ownership of the Sheriff's department, and better yet a few (or ideally a dozen) belt-fed machine-

guns similarly sitting in the police armory, are good insurance against the worst-case scenarios 

after SHTF if your town can afford the purchase. Certainly, such purchases would massively 

bolster the effectiveness of a post-TEOTWAWKI citizen militia of the town's people. 

 

THE BONDS THAT BIND US 

From an individual standpoint, you could probably do worse than connecting with your immediate 

peers in your area and making sure you've got each other's backs in the event of a crisis, but that 

only goes so far. It's relatively ineffectual unless every community and clique does it, and it would 

probably require a near-mythical Black Swan event to make everyone commit to action.  
 

Remember that as society's collapse slowly worsens, the police won't be there to protect you from 

anything, but by golly, they'll be there to arrest you when you defend yourself or try to do 

anything actually sensible for yourself. As evidence- the 2020 riots in the USA, where police 

stood by as rioters and looters pillaged stores and set fire to them, yet still found the time to swoop 

in and arrest store owners who attempted to defend their businesses against the looters. 
 

Self-sufficiency is a laudable goal, and yet self-sufficiency as an individual is pointless and 

unattainable. While you can grow your own food, weave your own wool to make your own 

clothes, or forge your own steel, you're not simultaneously also going to be harvesting your own 

salt, making your own toothpaste, building your own house, etc. etc. It's not viable to stretch your 

skills that thin. You really need to network with neighbors, people you can exchange supplies with 

and whose skills complement yours and each others'. Maybe half of being a successful farmer/off-

grid homesteader, is to have a network of people around you whom you can depend on to cover 

your back when things go wrong, and vice versa. Having a dozen kids and a wife to lighten the 

workload goes a long way also. As the saying goes: it takes a village, and you my friend, will 

need to build yourself a tribe. 
 

Having tribe means that there are immediate concerns beyond our own safety and security. It 

means planning ahead for food, potable water, communications, guns and ammunition, and even 

in the short term electrical power (or a replacement for it). For some in your clan, that may make 

the difference between life and death for certain medical conditions. This is why Jim Rawles (of 

http://www.survivalblog.com/ ) expends so much effort to help others with medical issues and 

what may seem mundane to us. Medicine and even rudimentary medical care can save lives, while 

preparation for the mundane can affect the psychology of survival - being the go-to guy for 
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medical assistance will certainly give you status in a SHTF context, as well as encouraging 

bonding within your tribe and the feeling that you will be able to look after each other.  
 

In a post-TEOTWAWKI context, terrain is not merely some piece of dirt, though it may be 

tactically important due to for example your crops growing on it. Your most important terrain will 

be human terrain - your tribe, basically - the people who however much they may personally 

dislike you, will have your back when shit goes bad and the bullets fly. 
 

No one who lives off-grid exists entirely on what they can raise and grow. Even the most self-

sufficient supplement what they can produce by interacting with the local economy. Form a 

community with a team or group that shares your moral code somewhere, and look up the concept 

of Intentional Neighbors. See more good advice here: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=hPbfE9Bvu4g 
 

You may also want to ponder imitating religious groups such as the Mormons, the Amish, or the 

Mennonites - Almost every single one of their families are single-income, and nearly everyone in 

the latter two groups typically works in hard, dirty, or menial jobs. Yet they do well, even very 

well, financially. Why? Let's look at the Mennonites for clues to their success: 
 

Firstly, they have an internal system to share emergency financial burdens based around their 

religious principle of caring for each other - for example, healthcare and medical expenses are 

covered through mutual assistance within their brotherhood, rather than relying purely on 

conventional medical insurance.  
 

Further, they produce most of their own food - growing your own means a much smaller food 

budget, as does buying at farmers markets etc in season, and preserving the produce. All this is far 

cheaper than continually buying your produce and meat at supermarkets out of season etc.  
 

Another place they share and thus reduce their cost burden is their kids' education - they don't 

send their children to public schools, and even Mennonite private schools which are ~50% 

cheaper than any other are still expensive, so instead they home-school. One stay-at-home mother 

teaches her and her neighbor's children one season while the other looks after the home, and the 

other the next, and so on. 
 

College debt in such communities is basically nonexistent - men in these groups tend to be self-

employed tradesmen. For example, an average hard-working plumber who keeps busy, will easily 

bring in $150,000 a year. Electricians, carpenters, welder/fitters, all will earn six figures annually 

if they keep themselves busy. Couple that with self-employment where you can reduce your tax 

outlay to about 20% using legal accounting measures such as trusts and corporate ownership, and 

they end up with far more in their pockets at the end of the year than someone earning the same 

amount on a salary but losing 50% of it in various taxes.  
 

Consider and contrast:  

 1) A typical college grad who hits the job market at 22-25 for their first job earns 50k per 

year while paying income 15-20% tax, they need to buy a car, pay rent, pay for a cell-phone, pay 

for health insurance, and also have to pay off student loans of say 30-40k which accrue interest. 
 

 2) A Mennonite lad hits the workforce at 18. He apprentices to learn a trade, earning trade 

certification by age 20. Between the ages of 20-25 he earns 50k/year with no student loans, and 

lawfully claims his work expenses as tax write-offs. At 25-30, he starts his own business and his 

income immediately doubles, and he keeps more of it due to the self-employment tax structure.  
 

By the time he takes on the significant household expenses of supporting a wife, kids, healthcare 

premiums, and education, the Mennonite man is in a much better position financially than his 

college grad counterpart.  
 

Real estate or their own profitable businesses are the anchors of Mennonite wealth. Couple that 

structure of trade and self-employment with tax savings, generational support for entrepreneurship 

(or at least church networks that help young men start and run their own business), sprinkle with a 
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little diligence and thrift through good parenting, and it's no wonder these communities barely 

notice when the plebeian herd suffers from a poor economy - they are a wealth building machine! 

That's how things should be- with low taxation and careful investment, inflation works in your 

favour. Getting on the right side of the tax burden and inflation will by default make you wealthy, 

even if you spend the rest of your money. By and large those two issues define financial success.  
 

There is nothing Mennonites do that others can't - trade jobs cannot be outsourced to China, cost 

much less to become certified in, and wages are higher. College never produced the financial 

results society thinks it does. Throw in divorce and child support for much of the population, and 

you soon realise that the modern financial system is designed to keep you a poor, broke, debt-

slave your whole life.  
 

You will need to emulate and internalise similar tribal attitudes if you wish to survive the collapse 

of your country's centralized government and the globalized economy. These are the things you 

need to be considering now if you want to rely less on government and less on globalized fiat 

currency, which would also hide your earnings better from the greedy claws of the tax man.  
 

Taxation is the biggest detriment to your wealth. You must become flexible enough to get it as 

low as possible. That generally means self-employment, entrepreneurship, and owning a business. 

Inflation protection includes assets that are indexed to inflation, such as real estate, gold or silver, 

and inflation-proof businesses - these are where you should direct your attention. The typical 

lower or middle class citizen of a medium sized city pays little to no attention to such issues. He 

wants a secure job with benefits, which puts him dead-centre as a target in the tax-man's sights. 

He may or may not own a house. If not, inflation always outstrips his earning power - exactly as it 

is intentionally designed to do by the banks.  
 

Even if your wage increases over your lifetime, higher taxes always take a bite before it can be 

spent. Also, by the time that increased pay hits the real world, inflation takes its toll, raising prices 

on everything. The reason the 1950's were the high point for America was only partly due to the 

post-war boom - the other, bigger reason is because inflation was yet to take its toll on the value 

of the dollar, thus wages went much farther than they do now, hence single-income households 

being the norm then. (Also remember that when women entered the labour market, household 

income doubled, causing prices to adjust and leading to the drop in wage monetary value.) 
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THE LORE OF THE LAND 

"Dying societies accumulate laws like dying men accumulate remedies." - Nicolás Gómez Dávila 

 

According to anthropology, tribes are exclusivist social groups linked by bonds of kinship, 

tradition, and mutual responsibilities that unite for common purposes, such as marriages, trade, 

and warfare. Tribes are built on three intricately-linked pillars: Trust, Loyalty, and Identity. 
 

Take the example of the Mennonites above: they Trust each other, due to their shared faith and 

values. They are Loyal to each other, because of their shared values and traditions. They have a 

common Identity based on their faith and culture.  
 

Tribes must be recognizable to their citizens as a product of their exclusivity- you cannot simply 

just all dress alike and call yourselves a tribe. The military does that but they are not a tribe, the 

police likewise. A better example of a tribe is a criminal gang. To be a member, one has to 

demonstrate they share the gang's values and morals (eg. no snitching, one must show and defend 

respect, defend the gang's turf from competing gangs), they are exclusive (eg. to enter, one must 

pass and survive a hazardous initiation ritual- in some cases, one is not a full member until after 

being witnessed in the act of killing an enemy of the gang by an existing member).  
 

Tribal groups operating within ACWE deliberately separate themselves from mainstream society, 

even if only partially, to preserve their in-group identity. Other, non-religious groups that do the 

same include Gypsies, Jews, etc. - in each case they deliberately give preference to their own 

group of people and where possible, exclude other groups, even going so far as to isolate 

themselves from the mainstream culture of the place they live in, each to a greater or lesser 

degree. Why am I saying this you ask? Why that's easy- because your tribal nucleus will likewise 

have to form a distinct separate identity from the mainstream culture.  
 

We see yet another example in racial identity politics - this is a search for tribe as a reaction to 

"diversity". In Barack Obama’s book "Dreams from My Father", there is a strong sense that he’s 

trying to find his true identity and figure out where he 'belongs', if he is authentically 'black' after 

he lost touch with his father - in it he relates that he sought out blacks to associate with despite 

growing up in a white household in a 'diverse' region (Hawaii). It is intriguing to read that the 

blacks with whom Obama associated at college were demanding black-only dormitories. So while 

whites were seeking to diversify, the blacks sought spaces where there would be only people 

superficially like themselves - tribalistic exclusiveness in action. 
 

It is your shared and lived cultural and moral values (your foundational ethics) that provide your 

tribe's guidelines to living, and which create the place for a person among the tribe's other 

members, who likewise recognize and adhere to the shared cultural values and customs. (Hence 

the regionalism mentioned earlier). 
 

Written laws are rarely to be found in tight-knit communities and tribes. Native Americans rarely 

had any laws, usually there was but one fundamental, unwritten law: "do not harm the tribe". 

Sleep with another man's wife? Harms the tribe. Take someone else's food? Harms the tribe. 

Being excessively selfish? Harms the tribe. As long as a member was loyal to the tribe, and 

followed its basic customs, they were otherwise free to do as they liked. Once we understand this, 

the honor- (or in the present parlance "respect"-) based behavior of criminal gangs can also be 

seen to be tribal in its nature.  
 

Internalizing a unifying ideology also allows the coordination of intricate behavior without 

requiring overt ties. This is known as a "stand alone complex" and is the only truly interesting new 

behavior pattern to be described by sociology in the last 50 years.  
 

Building a sense of comradeship - that your group is a sort of extended family, is key. We see 

such bonds forming during emergency or disaster situations when people who previously were 

complete strangers spontaneously group together in response to the shared experience of the 

disaster - you will probably have to initially operate without such voluntary instinctive 
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cooperative collectivism, which makes it harder, but at least enables you to initially exclude sub-

optimal members from the nucleus of your tribe. 
\ 

The strengthening of the family is essential for the future, especially the bonds within extended 

family. Bonds between families create strong communities. Bonds between communities create 

strong nations. Thus, effective familial relations are the root of both community and nation. 

Families are the ultimate source and basis of political order. A truly strong nation needs strong 

families, strong local communities and finally a strong and capable national leadership with strict 

limits and boundaries on political power. Weakness in any of the three is harmful for the others.  
 

Atomized individuals and broken families are symptoms of a sick and degenerating society which 

has grown top-heavy. Individuals in such societies find themselves facing the state with no 

intermediary associations - an unnatural state of being. Humans don’t mind hardship - history 

shows that we thrive on it; what humans mind is not feeling needed. Modern society has 

perversely perfected the art of making people feel unnecessary and isolated.  
 

Such straightforward simplicity is also seen in what is perhaps the oldest surviving set of written 

laws, the Biblical Ten Commandments. From "thou shalt not murder" onwards, they are little 

more than the basic unwritten rules of tribal life set in stone. Even the staunchest atheist would 

have to admit that ignoring the theistic elements, the majority of them are useful rules for a 

society. How different from our own world, where there is a secular regulation for almost every 

waking action we perform! 
 

Generally, written laws became necessary only when a tribe received an influx of immigrant 

persons who lacked the shared bonds and traditions of the tribe, forcing the tribe to write down it's 

unwritten rules. One can see this in the biblical story of Moses during the desert wanderings in the 

story of the Ten Commandments- having left Egyptian rule, the Hebrews brought with them 

slaves and wives, likely even whole families, who did not share the traditions and customs, 

enraging Moses to break the first set of tablets and re-write new ones (I will gloss over the fact 

that the whole story is archaeologically impossible).  
 

The USA and EU show us the disadvantages of formal written law- the unfortunate habit of 

politicians and judges to ignore any innate sense of justice and fairness to create "interpretations" 

of laws that ignores and often clashes violently with the mores and customs of society, all too 

often in pursuit of partisan agendas and disguised under the banners of "free trade" and "human 

rights". But people's rights (something that the political Right was fundamental in establishing, 

way back in antiquity) are not protected by laws, but by the willingness of citizens to use violence 

against authorities when the rights are not respected. 
 

We see the weakened and impotent remnants of tribal customs and laws today in the codified 

form of local by-laws and rules, including in things such as unions, guilds and fraternities.  
 

Groups such as yours, that are trying to intentionally create a tribe to survive the collapse of 

ACWE, may need to actively create a small set of mutually accepted written laws defining your 

basic shared customs and values to get the ball rolling, and to form a basis of your tribal custom 

and tradition. These must be based in the actual morals and values that the members hold. 
 

These should identify how collective decisions are to be made, as well as the basics of acceptable 

and unacceptable behavior. They need to clearly explain the obligations of tribal membership, and 

how to differentiate between someone who is a tribal kin-member, and who is a stranger or is cast 

out. This is a separate matter to religion, but works similarly to Catholic dogma- the points are not 

a matter to be debated, either you abide by them or you're simply not a member of the tribe, 

period. 
 

Even in tribes with a shared religious focus, specific details of how that faith is practiced between 

families may be different enough to cause issues unless an agreed-on and standard form of 

observation is applied. 
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Like the early Romans, your tribal laws may need to specify what specific events are tribally 

recognized and celebrated - many of their early ceremonies were identity-affirming rituals that 

strengthened their bonds, such as the Roman tradition of a returning general being awarded with a 

triumph: a symbolic march at the head of the army through the center of Rome, wearing a crown 

of laurel leaves and ending in a ritual ceremonial sacrifice at the temples.  
 

The attempt by you and any other founders to hammer out the foundational ethics of your tribe 

may turn out to be quite a heart-warming bonding experience, worthy of a corny Hollywood 

movie, or it may turn out to be a catastrophic event, luridly demonstrating the incompatibility of 

the various cultural and moral values of the would-be founders. Nevertheless, you're better off 

getting it done as early as possible before disaster strikes, rather than trying to hash out such 

things after the collapse while raiders are trying to kick down the door. 

 

 

 To build your own tribe 

Building tribe starts with selecting a small (up to maybe 5) group of people you would implicitly 

trust with your life- the kind of friends who would rock up at your door, no questions asked, at 

3am if you called them and told them you needed help getting rid of a body (but seriously, don't 

ever mention anything like that over a phone) - this group will form the nucleus of your tribe, and 

from there, you will need to slowly and gradually expand it by integrating their immediate 

families and then, after SHTF, their extended families and eventually, more people from their 

close friends and relatives as time goes on. However, initially you will have your hands full just 

juggling the interactions with your core buddies and their wives and kids. 

 

 

Need to include a section how to find, attract, and filter for people that can be trusted - can't 

just write a "gunfags wanted" advert on social media and expect anyone decent to rock up. 

 

People shouldn't be given voting rights or allowed to hold public office simply for surviving 

long enough to reach an arbitrary date in their life after being born on your people's lands. 

Something given has no value, which is why citizenship should be EARNED. 

 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

For examples, leftists in the USA and Europe don't truly believe in freedom for everyone, even 

though they claim that. They believe in freedom for everyone in their group. The same goes for 

blacks in the USA - they care very much about blacks, even individuals they don't know and 

might even personally hate, but when a black person is arrested for a crime they actually did, they 

unquestioningly rise up to defend them no matter what. That is tribalism in action. 
 

The best and simplest way to start cultivating a separate identity is to limit or reduce access to 

television and the internet - no need to go as far as the Amish, but certainly avoid leaving your 

kids in front of the TV every evening to have Hollywood's mental filth forced into their minds. If 

and when your children ask questions about what they might see, frame your answers to 

emphasise that your ways are different, and better. Be a people of doers, not watchers.  
 

Find ways to link your present with the past, even if the links are fictional. Cultivate a healthy 

founding myth, perhaps the town already has one that you can expand and even embellish on a 

little. Look at the founding myth of the USA itself- brave men resisting British injustice, or what 

the LDS has done with the mythos of their John Smith, or even look at ancient ones such as the 

founding mythos of Rome or other nations. Instil pride in your town's tribal identity, encourage 

children to grow up to imitate your tribe's hero-figures, to be larger than life.  
 

If you successfully build and thereafter protect your tribe during the initial stages of the crisis, 

there is the longer term, or intermediate stage with which to contend. The government or it's 
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remnants will no doubt be a player, and they may even be now studying Dave Kilcullen's recipe 

for twenty first century stability operations. 

(http://gt2030.com/2012/07/18/the-city-as-a-system-future-conflict-and-urban-resilience/) 
 

When the time comes (probably after the collapse makes copyright law irrelevant) rewrite history 

books to give emphasis to aspects that will benefit your tribe, discarding the poisonous guilt-

instilling trappings of postmodernism. You should already have rejected or edited any history 

book that clashes with your tribal identity and morals by that point- for example, rejecting 

anything that generates "white guilt" or similar things if you're of European background, etc. 
 

However, a caution - be very careful your group does not enter into a purity spiral. Cambodia's 

Khmer Rouge started off full of very smart western-educated intellectuals, and the blueprint for 

the new socialist nation of Cambodia was initially a PhD thesis. In the end its cadre members 

were illiterate and innumerate, unable to count except on their fingers, due to constant purges of 

all dissenters. This same dynamic happens often among left-leaning groups, and would likely also 

happen in right-leaning groups, depending on their specific political beliefs.  
 

Basically, get together, form a community in an isolated small town, get the locals on-side, and 

isolate as much as possible while playing the poor dumb peasants whenever the government's 

jackbooted thugs roll around to loot. John Mosby's book, "Forging The Hero" goes into far more 

detail about to actively build tribe, with plenty of historical examples to follow.  

 

SOCIETY WHEN THE PENNY DROPS 

Following the collapse of every civilization, when governments fail, or are too weak to control 

outlying areas, warlords have sprung up to take over those lawless regions, and to fend off 

neighboring warlords who wanted to seize control over more land. After the fall of the Roman 

Empire, men little better than bandit chieftains established their rule over leaderless populations 

too weak to effectively protect themselves. In other cases, local strongmen gathered family and 

friends to defend and rule over their areas. Oftentimes these groups clashed until a fragile stability 

formed which we now call early feudalism. 
 

Warlords will not just be inevitable, but in many cases even necessary to keep peace and order. 

They will arise from the local people, often elected on their own merits or otherwise achieving 

their position as an ad-hoc solution to local needs. They must be administrators, judges, tacticians 

and sincere protectors of the citizens. This is why I emphasize the need to be a local and accepted 

member of the community, so that the warlord is either you or one of your tribe.  
 

Politicians have no goal in life but to gain and hold a place at the public trough by appealing to the 

lowest common denominators in their constituency - the kind that believes the world owes them a 

living. A politician could never eliminate a societal parasite on whom he could later depend upon 

for votes, thus any existing elected official should be written off as a choice for warlord. 
 

Ancient Rome used to formally appoint a man to lead the nation in times of war or crisis with 

near-total power, calling this position the Dictatores, which literally means "speaker of orders", 

from this comes our word "dictator" to mean an authoritarian ruler. You will need a similar role 

for your town after SHTF, but ensure to select a man who will not want to continue in the position 

for long, lest they end up a king. Perhaps the chief of police may be an appropriate choice, their 

habit of deferring to political authority makes it easier to peacefully get them to step down once 

the worst passes. 
 

You and other members of your group should surreptitiously steer your nascent society towards 

good long-term choices that will ensure survival, preferably before collapse (maybe even averting 

it, if you're lucky). 
 

Avoid breaking small laws now- this avoids drawing attention if/when you need to break big ones 

later on. Whenever possible, LEAVE YOUR PHONE AT HOME. As people during the 2020 

riots in the USA discovered, during disturbances the authorities collect phone metadata to create a 
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backlog of actionable arrests they will work off over time. As the collapse worsens, power and 

communication grid failures will mean this will be increasingly more difficult for them to do, but 

you must protect yourself while it is still a potential issue. 
 

In the same vein, get on good terms NOW with the movers and shakers of your community. 

Attend council meetings, chat up the local sheriff, volunteer for the local civic clubs, attend public 

town hall meetings, join community organizations and assisting other members of your group to 

do so (and gain positions of power within them if possible at any point), etc. However, always 

try to avoid being overly partisan when talking politics with people outside your tribe - get 

the other people's viewpoints before explaining your own (regardless of the political party 

involved) and avoid sounding like a conspiracy theorist at all costs - it is best to emphasize and 

encourage local self-determination with something like: "both sides are pretty useless, we should 

just do things for ourselves and for our community".  
 

The "revolution/civil war/boogaloo" scenarios touted by some will never happen until areas 

become politically autonomous to the point they can resist the state. Groups like the IRA and 

UDA weren't created by loner outcasts lashing out, they came from the will and support of their 

people, who were able to exert power as a group against the state and shield the militants. Random 

acts of violence are meaningless and counterproductive if your communities are not united and 

organised enough to exert power. The most revolutionary act you can do is to gain social capital 

and organise your community as well as gain social ties in preparation for the absence of the state. 
 

Many political militants (on the right AND left) believe that when government collapses, they will 

seize power. This is not so - any remotely sensible leaders will take the sensible first step of 

sending their local police and deputized militia to wipe them out. The trouble, of course, is in 

ensuring you have sensible leaders. The antifa types I use as an example are unlikely to actually 

seize power themselves, but are easily manoeuvred by the left-leaning to take on a brownshirt role 

for someone who knows what they're doing, just as has happened time and time again through 

history, such as Lenin did in Russia, Mao in China, Pol Pot in Cambodia, etc. - there is good 

reason for Stalin calling the likes of them "useful idiots". 
 

When police are told to "stand down" and not arrest people committing street violence, you can be 

certain that those issuing the orders to police, are the same issuing orders to the rioters, and that 

the destruction and any conflict between police and rioters has been scripted and choreographed, 

usually by someone who loathes and despises rank and file cops. 
 

The left does not win, and NEVER HAS won, by fighting in the streets - that is leftwing 

propaganda and leftist history. The left faction of government (whether it's the Bolsheviks in the 

Russian Empire in 1918 or the Democrats in the USA today) use this myth to seize power from 

the traditional and legitimate government - first they fill the streets with violent rioters, second 

they forbid the army and the police from dealing with the riff-raff, and then finally cry out while 

the adults are away; "Oh no! We have been overwhelmed by the mighty, powerful and justifiably 

enraged masses and must bow to their every whim, which we shall interpret for the rest of you." 
 

The violent rabble in the streets are used by the left faction of government to legitimize the 

government bureaucracy doing illegal things, such as suppressing the actual grassroots opposition 

and judges legislating, budgeting, and administering from the bench. But crushing the rabble does 

not remove the left faction of permanent government. Doing that requires installing a Commodus, 

an Augustus, a Sulla or a Pinochet. 
 

The ruling elites (and yes, there is a disproportionate percentage that is Jewish) have a long 

history of hiring Jews to do the dirty work, then discarding them when things get rough. The low 

Jewish empathy for the gentile out-group encourages this - consider that when Medieval peasants 

got pissed off with their Jewish tax collectors, the elites would allow a pogrom or two, but the 

taxes ultimately remained - this system has not changed now that the elite is 40% Jewish, other 

than the mob being pointed in the direction of Whites instead of Jews. I say this not so that you 

sympathise with Jews, but so that you understand the process that is being applied. 
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If you were to "gas the Jews", then antifa and their ilk would be mildly inconvenienced for awhile 

and government would calmly continue implementing left-authoritarianism. On the other hand, if 

you seized all progressives in government and in official institutions (especially academia) and 

gave them all one-way helicopter rides out to sea, then while there would indeed be a lot of wet 

Jews, there would most importantly be an end to the government's slithering crawl towards left-

authoritarianism (the rabble having to seek legitimate work is just the cherry on top). 
 

Communism in Russia and China proved that you can destroy the system by killing officials, there 

just has to be more people doing it. The only context where assassination is useful to whoever 

commits it is if there is a sympathetic replacement waiting, and in such cases it's usually an 

organization doing it while fully aware of the consequences, not some lone autist lashing out at 

whatever target he can reach. Look at Vietnam and the JFK assassination, Kennedy stood in the 

way of the bureaucracy and they had LBJ ready to take over. They killed JFK, let the autist take 

the fall, and took the US to war just as they had planned. 
 

Look at antifa in Europe and the US - they aren't actually that well-armed, but they are radical and 

they are organized thanks to their neoliberal puppetmasters, the US right is at most only armed 

thanks to the neoliberal establishment crushing organisation via propaganda and state violence. In 

a post-SHTF situation, antifa types will rock up to town hall meetings set up to decide what to do, 

and will simply out-shout everyone sensible and push them aside, by stepping into the political 

vacuum by being organized and politically active.  
 

Meanwhile, if you're just sitting there polishing your AR, you'll become one of the voiceless 

servile laborers under the dictatorial "leadership" of their puppetmasters, and any resistance when 

they come to take your guns and supplies will become propaganda to justify their actions, eg: -  
 

"Comrades, watch as we punish this eeeevil fasheest terrorist who dared to resist the will of 

the community by refusing to hand in his babykilling guns for the greater good! Why, he hurt 

one of our gentle and loving antifa volunteers when we politely asked him to turn it in by 

kicking his door down at 3am. He even had food that he had kept hidden during this crisis, 

clearly he is an enemy of the People! Anyone who disagrees clearly sides with nahtzees!".....  
 

Radical types such as antifa today will be the ones with the personal & political connections to 

provide the local community with a stable form of government that can provide supplies and food 

while protecting from outside forces, meaning people who don't give a shit about their idiotic 

ideology will join them simply because it means their kids get fed. (During the Russian Civil War, 

most of the people who joined the Red Army had no idea what Communism even was, they 

simply wanted to eat and avoid dying.) They have sympathetic people embedded in government 

right now, you probably don't. So make those connections, and make them now.  
 

You don't need hundreds of people who are politically on-side, a literal handful of right-minded 

folks with good connections built-up over time may well be enough to prod your town to good 

choices when disaster strikes and it becomes obvious help will never come. If you're there at the 

center of things during minor local crises giving out level-headed advice, you will be looked to for 

advice and guidance when bigger disasters happen. Presence is key - you must show sensible 

leadership and enough compassion to be accepted now, in order to make the hard decisions later. 
 

 

Read the book "MAGS: the People part of Prepping" by C. Hogwood for some more ideas. 

 

Post-collapse, austerity would be a fact of life for some time, so the local societal parasites would 

have to be removed if they refused to clean up their act. This would entail rounding up all the 

habitual criminals, pimps, whores, sex offenders, long-term able-bodied welfare recipients, winos 

and drug addicts, etc. and then either forcibly expelling them, putting them to forced labor, or if 

necessary, permanent elimination. Cruel, yes, but under the circumstances so will everything be. 
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FIT TO FIGHT, FIT TO SURVIVE: 

It will be important for you and your fellows to be physically fit to withstand the stresses that life 

will bring you. This will also ensure you remain healthy and can withstand fatigue and hard work 

(farming without machine tools is hard work as well). There is no need to be as fit as say, an 

Olympic-level athlete, but you should at least be able to do the following prior to SHTF:  

 

> Run for 2miles (3km) in 20 minutes (max) without being completely out of breath at the end. 
 

> Depending on age, be able to perform the following amount of push-ups within two minutes: 

anyone between 18 and 25 should be able to do at least 35 push-ups. Between 25-35, at least 30, 

between 35-45 25, 45-55 20, etc. These are minimums. 
 

> Carry a person of roughly your own body-weight to safety at a run for a hundred yards/metres. 
 

> With weapon, full gear and loaded pack, speed-march for 10 miles (16km), taking no more than 

a quarter-hour per mile, and arrive fit to fight at the end of it. That's about 11min per km. 
 

> Be able to physically push an aggressive person of roughly your own body-weight off yourself 

so you can draw a concealed weapon if they are trying to grapple you. 

 

To achieve these minimum standards as laid out above, you will need to work out. 
 

There are two main ways to work out -  

1) Strength training, which uses low rep/high weight - you won't look fancy, but you may end up 

able to throw someone across a room (this is the one we will focus on, for obvious reasons.) 

VS 

2) "Looks" training, which uses high rep/low weight - makes you look good, does build some 

endurance, but can't actually do shit unless you keep adding weight. Needs expensive equipment. 

 

To start improving your strength and fitness, find out your max reps to failure (MRTF) of push-

ups, sit-ups, chin-ups, and squats. For some of you that will be 1, for others a few more.  
 

Record this initial number for each exercise, then subtract two, up to a minimum of one rep. (eg. if 

you can do 2 push-ups before your arms give out, that would be 1 push-up. If you can do 5, it 

would be 3, etc.) We will call this number "MRTF-2", it is obviously going to be a different value 

for each exercise type. 
 

Ensure you can perform the movements correctly and safely - see how to perform PROPER push-

ups here so that you don't waste your time and risk injury:  

https://www.t-nation.com/training/push-ups-youre-doing-them-wrong 

If you're extremely unfit or obese, then it may be best to initially do your push-ups pivoting on 

your knees instead of your toes, until you lose a little weight and gain more strength. See the 

paragraph on exercise diet at the end of this section. 
 

To correctly perform a sit-up, lie on your back on the floor. Bend your knees at a 90 degree angle 

and hook your feet under a secure brace or overhang - the lower edge of a bed is perfect for this. 

Then, lightly put your hands flat on your thighs, arms slightly bent, keeping your neck straight so 

that you can breathe easily- don't lean your head forward otherwise you won't breathe right. 

Bend at the hips to raise your body. As soon as your fingertips hit your kneecaps, drop back down 

immediately. It is best to do this to a timed cadence like the British Royal Marines do. Refer to 

this video, you may wish to download it. Raise your body at the beep. It is quite a punishing pace 

for a beginner, but will very rapidly build your core strength as you progress: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=ZpZHcExCIY4 
 

I suggest that after waking up, brushing your teeth and shaving, on weekdays (Monday to Friday), 

you perform your MRTF-2 of push-ups, sit-ups, and chin-ups. Then, after a 5-10 minute rest (if 

you actually need it), do a one-mile (1.6km) run at the fastest speed that does not force you to stop 
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and catch your breath (be sure to time your runs to track your improvement). When you get back, 

do your MRTF-2 of squats, then stretch thoroughly before showering. 
 

This whole exercise process including the run, should not take you more than an hour at most. It 

takes me less than 30min. After this, stretch out your muscles, shower, have your breakfast, and 

go on about your normal day. (Refer to the stretches shown in the link here: 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/fitness/multimedia/stretching/sls-20076840) 
 

When you reach the point where you find this easy to do, then run the same distance aiming for a 

faster time, and add ONE push-up, TWO sit-ups, ONE chin-up, and ONE squat. Do this each time 

you get to the point you find the exercises easy. You should add sit-ups slightly faster than the 

other exercises, as this strengthens your core muscles, and the exercise is somewhat less intense 

on the musculoskeletal structure. 
 

Do keep careful track of your progress as you go - it will take some time to build up your ability if 

you start out unfit. Keeping track of your improvement will help you avoid getting discouraged. 
 

Saturday should be your rest day, and Sunday should be a double-length run (2miles/~3km) 

followed by a series of weight exercises to develop upper-body strength, such as one-arm front 

and lateral kettle-bell raises (these develop the muscles that enable you to push away an 

opponent.)  
 

To perform kettle-bell raises, hold your arm straight down holding the kettle-bell, then swing it 

smoothly in a controlled fashion through a 180 degree arc until your arm is pointing straight up. 

Then lower it through the same arc under control - don't just let it drop down. The raise and the 

lower should each take one full second to perform, count it by thinking "one mississippi" on the 

upswing, hold it for a half-second ("ah-two") and then count "three mississippi" on the 

downswing. Do your personal MRTF-2 for both front and lateral raises.  
 

Again, start with your own personal MRTF-2 for that exercise and build up over time as you start 

finding it easy, eventually adding a weighted pack to your run and gradually increasing the 

weight.  
 

Notice that so far, the only piece of equipment needed to perform all the exercises described is a 

kettle-bell, easily improvised by filling a 50-cal ammunition box or some other durable container 

or bag with sand or dirt until it weighs about 16lbs (~8kg) if you're broke. Once you get strong 

enough to require more weight, look into a professional kettle-bell of around 24lbs (~12kg) 

(depending on your ability), or fill the ammo can with something heavier than sand. I make no 

concessions for the ladies - they need to keep up or else. 
 

On top of this, you should regularly perform the regimen suggested in the backpack section, at the 

very least once a month, to ensure you can perform the 10-mile speed-march. If you're able to 

safely bear the weight, you can gradually increase your carried load while practicing your ruck-

marching to beyond the actual tactical weight by following the suggestions seen here: 

https://3vgear.com/blogs/adventure-log/how-to-get-fit-while-rucking 

https://alldayruckoff.com/articles/creating-sandbag-pills/ 
 

Once you start getting to the point you can comfortably perform more than the minimums for each 

exercise category I've described, I suggest looking into the training methods developed by former 

SPETSNAZ fitness instructor Pavel Tsatsouline. His methods emphasize kettle-bell, barbell, and 

bodyweight strength training. In a nutshell, his method focuses on picking 5 different overall-body 

exercises, (Say...dips, pull-ups, squats, dumbbell side bends, and barbell curls) and performing 

them 5 days each week (M-F), stopping each training session a couple of reps short of failure, 

similar to the training regimen I suggested above. By the time you get to this point, your Sunday 

2-mile run time should be well under 20 minutes. 
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A Simple But Effective Exercise Diet - I was hesitant to recommend an exercise diet initially, 

but then realised that some readers might try using a useless fad diet if I didn't say something, so 

here goes with a bit of basic dietary advice:  
 

You do not need to have a special diet to lose weight and build strength, you will merely need to 

change the proportions a little to take in more of what you need and less of what you don't.  
 

Good things to eat are things like lean meat, lots of leafy greens (eg. spinach, cabbage, kale, 

lettuce, broccoli, and other collard greens) and fresh fruit.  
 

Bad things include shit like processed, fatty foods (eg. McDonalds) and sugary crap such as sodas 

and candy. At most, have one meal of such stuff a month to reward improvement, maximum. 
 

You should somewhat reduce but not eliminate the amount of carbs (eg. bread, rice, pasta), and 

fats (eg. butter, oil, lard) you eat.  
 

Especially if you're trying to lose that spare tyre of fat around your gut, limit yourself to just one 

small portion of whatever you're eating, but fill up with salad to stop the hunger, and don't use 

anything other than plain vinegar (balsamic vinegar for flavor) on the salad.  
 

You don't need to waste your money on protein powders or bars if you're eating enough lean red 

meat or chicken - always trim off the fat and discard it.  
 

Avoid stuff like gatorade and drink plain water to hydrate instead - the sugar content is harmful to 

your diet, and as long as you're eating a healthy mixed diet daily, you will be getting quite enough 

electrolytes from your food. 
 

If you need anything more specific than this regarding your diet, go and see a nutritionist, not a 

personal trainer. 
 

On a lighter and humorous note, apart from making you more credible when discussing survival 

under dire circumstances and improving your chances of survival, being fit and trim will also 

make you look better and improve your chances of success with the opposite sex, as well as 

making for a more impressive statue when your great-grandchildren eventually immortalize the 

founders of their future nation. 
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Chapter 4 - Long-Term Post-Collapse Survival 
 

This chapter will be divided as follows: 

> Defense of a single building. 

> Defense of a single town. 

> Defense of surrounding areas and farmland/crops. 

> General/political post-SHTF considerations. 

> Post-collapse financial information (funding reconstruction) 

 

DEFENSE OF A SINGLE BUILDING 

There will come times after the collapse when a building will be attacked by raiders or looters. 

You should know how to prepare a building for defense and how to go about fighting them off. 

Isolated buildings such as outlying farmhouses, and urban buildings on the outer edges of your 

area of control will require the ability to withstand close-range assault by hostile raiders while 

awaiting the cavalry's arrival in the form of the local militia. Such relatively extensive defensive 

preparations will be less critical in the center of your areas of influence. 
 

Take a few minutes to view this video that draws from lessons learned in Rhodesia and Malaya, to 

present you with some principles relevant to defending a single isolated building: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=Q1rgVupHp-s 
 

If every time raiders attempt to enter a home they take severe casualties, they will rapidly become 

discouraged and decide it's best to look elsewhere. To encourage this, it is good practice to wound 

the enemy by shooting them in the upper right of the torso (or in the pelvis if they are wearing 

armor). This is a roughly 6x6in square area, and a man (or woman) shot in this area becomes 

incapable of firing a weapon from that shoulder and needs medical treatment. Since 90% of 

people are right-handed, practicing this ensures that you will be able to put 90% of people 

attempting to raid your home out of action, and demoralize their buddies as you do so. If you were 

to kill them, it may have the effect of angering the rest of their buddies, who might decide to turn 

up the violence against you- but wounding them not only takes one person out of action, it also 

takes at least two more who are needed to carry them away and treat them. You should be able to 

easily make such a shot from at least 200yds/200m away with a little practice at a firing range, 

and if the hostile group is mixed-gender, be sure to target any females first, so the men 

instinctively stop to render assistance to them. 
 

As best you can, you should adapt existing buildings to allow for all round defense against attack. 

Strong stone or brick buildings are preferred, with barricades built between buildings (eg: between 

house, barn and garage build crude fencing, then strengthen it with sandbags and walls of 

reinforced earth, forming an enclosed space between them.)  
 

Unfortunately, most houses in the USA are built of little more than a wood frame covered with 

plaster and plastic siding, or similarly weak materials. Removing the plaster from the inside will 

enable you to line the exposed hollows of the frame with bags of gravel or sand, and then these 

bags can be held in place by nailing plywood sheets in place where the plaster was. This method 

reduces but does not eliminate the risk that the wall's interior will catch fire. Alternatively, walls 

can be lined with sandbags or boxes of dirt or gravel (either inside or outside), however this leaves 

a risk of fire. Carpet that can't be removed should be soaked in borax or dirt to reduce fire risk 

where possible. Borax can also be liberally sprinkled into wall cavities to slow the spread of fire.  
 

Most exterior doors are what is called "pre-hung" - this means the manufacturer provides the door, 

jamb, hinges, and sometimes the surrounding trim plus locks all assembled and ready to go. Pre-

hung doors cost more, but they save construction time, which is often better than relying on an 

overworked carpenter subcontractor who is in a hurry to finish installing your door and move on 

to the next jobsite. Carpenters attach the door assembly in the opening with shims (pieces of 

angled wood shingles) and a few nails. Some use a series of shims on the sides and a couple 
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across the top, others leave the assembly supported in only a few spots. Either way, the average 

modern door and jamb are about as strong as a cardboard box - what's the point of installing 

elaborate locks on a door attached to a jamb held with shims and a few finishing nails? None. 
 

Now, without ripping off the trim on your exterior and interior walls, there are ways to make your 

external doors stronger and safer. Firstly, pry off the doorstop – that's the trim on the jamb that the 

door closes against. Find where the jamb has been tacked through the shims and drive a long deck 

screw (about 3-4in long) in each location. This will go through the 3/4-inch jamb, the ~1/4-inch 

shim and about two inches into the wall stud. Don't over-tighten the screws, or you could jam your 

door by bending the frame. Drive them flush, then reinstall the stop. This secures the doorjamb to 

the house-frame, which requires far more force to knock down. Improve the door hinges by 

replacing at least one screw in the jamb-side leaf of each hinge (usually it's a short screw), with 

deck screws that will reach well into the wall studs. Finally, we reinforce the keepers - this is a 

piece of hardware opposite the hinges, where the latch and lock-bolt from the door hook into. 

These too are normally mounted with puny screws that should be replaced with more deck screws. 

If you can only add two long screws in the entire door, use them here.  
 

If power is available to pump water, garden sprinklers can be mounted high on the walls or at the 

edge of the roof and feeding from a tank or local water source to put out any attempt to set fire to 

the building. Suitable plumbing and valves would make it possible to selectively switch on only 

the sprinklers that were needed to douse flames (such as those created by a thrown molotov.) In 

any case, one should have suitable fire extinguishers on hand, ideally one per room, but at least 

two per outlying house. Additionally, be sure to have containers filled with sand to smother fires 

wherever might be at risk - this will also serve when all the extinguishers have been used up. 
 

Again, if power is available, have discreet CCTV cameras observing the approaches to the land 

and buildings, with video feed funnelled to a central room so a single person can keep watch over 

the area. In time of crisis, residents can take turns keeping watch over the perimeter, and 

immediately use handheld radios and a hard-wired land line to contact the militia headquarters 

both in town and on-site. A low-voltage capacitive alarm fitted to your perimeter fences can easily 

be powered from a solar-

recharged battery, and will set 

off an alarm if the fence is cut. 
 

Inside each house should be a 

fortified room (usually built 

into the main bedroom or other 

central location), with sandbag-

lined walls, an underground 

strongpoint/bunker with firing 

loops possibly dug under the 

floor or built beneath the 

overhead protection of a 

reinforced and sandbagged 

table or bed (see image), and 

hard-wired communications to 

the town's central defense HQ - 

this will most likely be set up in 

the Police station after SHTF.  
 

If/when enemy infiltrators 

attack your home, you would 

retreat to this room and hold the 

enemy off (if necessary install a 

firing hole into the door if it is 

reinforced) while your town's 
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quick reaction force (QRF) comes 

to your aid. Pick-ups converted 

into technicals would be ideal for 

this use, held in standby at the 

defense HQ or other pre-

positioned areas near the people 

who'll operate them.  
 

Houses and other buildings used 

as strong-points on the edge of 

your town's area of control should 

be fortified, and trenches, covered 

trenches or tunnels leading out to 

outposts (fighting bunkers) added 

much like the Japanese used on 

Iwo Jima and other islands they 

defended- see the diagram. The 

fortified house takes the place of 

the pillbox, the individual dugouts 

become one- or two-man fighting 

positions, mainly firing to the sides, enabling flanking fire on approaching enemies.  
 

Be sure to camouflage all the positions so your foes don't expect to be fired on as they sneak up. 

Trenches should be at least 30 yards long (27m) but usually no more than 60yd (55m), they don't 

need to zigzag as they do in the diagram as long as they are fully covered. The only visible part of 

the dugouts are the well-camouflaged firing slots, only 4-5in high and a foot or two wide. Careful 

landscaping disguises the whole thing from observation. 
 

Don't forget some barbed wire lanes to funnel any enemies into your fields of fire. Even better, let 

thorny bushes grow over the wire, as barbed wire may tell them they are entering a trap. With 

thorny bushes hiding your wire you can have them follow a clear lane right into a firing line 

without them noticing, then mow them down like grass before they suspect a thing. 
 

In urban areas, walls canalize enemy personnel - hallways and alleys with strong walls should 

have lateral doorways blocked off forcing the enemy to assault directly into fortified positions at 

the far end of the hall to proceed. In attempting to do so, they will take mass casualties. Should 

positions become untenable, friendly troops should withdraw at right-angles to the enemy axis of 

advance, leaving the enemy to assault further friendly locations arranged as defense in depth. This 

will minimize friendly casualties, and maximize enemy ones. Entry hallways in apartment blocks 

are especially suited to such methods.  
 

Remember always that room clearing is a law enforcement tactic, not a military one - it relies on 

having both the element of surprise and severely outnumbering and outgunning whoever's inside. 

These assumptions don't hold in military action- you rarely, if ever, are going to have the element 

of surprise to the degree swat teams do when they're raiding a house in the middle of the night on 

people that don't have the slightest clue anybody is coming for them. It simply DOES NOT 

WORK in other contexts- you CANNOT get inside an opponent's OODA loop, and using 

dynamic room entry DOUBLES the time-to-fire for the person(s) entering the room: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=GgcfApgk0ps 
 

Learn how to use limited entry CQB tactics instead, they're something that can be used even by a 

person working alone, as demonstrated here by Former Green Beret Mike Glover: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=BIz_DhJH7eg 

No seriously, people pay hundreds to learn what he covers in this video in just 30min. 
 

Of course, , if an enemy is located within a building or room and you know they're there, the best 

option of all is to use explosives to blow the damn thing up with them in it. This includes baiting 
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them into occupying a decoy house that was rigged to blow (just saying, after all that worked well 

for the jihadists in Fallujah until the Marines got wise to that trick...). 
 

If your home is built on a concrete slab, you can drill a hole through this under your safe room and 

build an underground bunker/storage space that way. If you can tunnel under an adjacent building 

with a cement slab you can quickly build a large and effective bunker. Should you hit any pipes or 

other underground structures, the best solution is to dig under or around, not to cut through them. 
 

Generally speaking, tunnelling is your friend- a tunnel joining multiple buildings enables people 

to move between them safely even if enemies with artillery fire on your town. If your house is on 

stilts dig a trench under your house and shore up the sides with wood or panelling, leading from 

an escape hatch in the floor of your most secure room (usually your main bedroom) to the 

perimeter for escape and use the excavated dirt to fill sandbags. Use the sandbags to build walls 

along the edges of the house, and along the top edges of your trench. Roof the trench with more 

sandbags if possible. This way you will have a safe way to escape even if raiders come and attack 

your home with heavy equipment. To tunnel easily, first dig down, and then dig across. It is a 

good idea to put two right-angle bends, one sideways along it, and the other upwards at the exit. 

This prevents explosions being funneled down into your tunnel, and disguises the source of the 

tunnel somewhat, making it more defensible. Tunnel mouths need to have grenade sumps and 

sumps that will control liquid - both water and any flammable fuel that an enemy might pour into 

the tunnel if they discover it. Imitate the VietCong in this- their tunnel complexes were marvels of 

defensive engineering. 
 

An UHMWPE panel an inch or more thick, or a Lumagard AG-5 panel, will stop bullets up to 

5.56mm or 7.62mm as long as they aren't AP rounds. These can be used where bulk or weight 

considerations prevent using sandbags or boxes of gravel to stop bullets, such as over windows, 

over car doors, or on a bed under the mattress. A layer of plywood or other material should be 

used to disguise and protect the panels if it is visible. You could also make laminate armor plates 

as linked to elsewhere in this book.  
 

The purpose of effective use of camouflage techniques is not only to become undetectable to the 

enemy, but also into tricking them into believing that you're somewhere you'ren't with the help of 

decoys. If something sticks out in one spot, it is easy to use it to mislead your enemy to think 

you're there, and not where you actually are. 
 

Use salvaged building materials to save money whenever you build defensive structures of any 

kind - remember you need two sandbag thicknesses (or one length) to stop a 7.62mm round, or 

better one sandbag of sand/dirt to slow the bullet and another of gravel to stop it. 
 

A good basic primer for urban fortification is to get a copy of the book Elite 168: World War II 

Street-Fighting Tactics by Osprey publishing. Another handy little book of theirs that may come 

in useful for TEOTWAWKI needs is Elite 100: World War II Axis Booby Traps and Sabotage 

Tactics - interestingly, except for the ignition triggers being mostly electronic these days and the 

modern use of EFPs (go look the details of constructing that up on a VPN or through Tor, even 

though the info is not classified), almost 

all the information within is still 

relevant to what today's soldiers have 

faced with IEDs in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. 
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DEFENSE OF A SINGLE TOWN 
 

Reconnoitre your area now and prepare rough plans for the defense of your neighborhood or town 

against raiders. I strongly advise that you investigate the "total defense" concept pioneered by 

Switzerland, Finland and Sweden, and imitating it on a smaller scale.  
 

Total defense is a concept of territorial defense based on the use of guerrilla warfare tactics by 

regular military forces and full societal support to military efforts. The aim is to deter aggression 

by creating a situation where the country becomes indigestible to aggressors, not least due to the 

ability of local forces to conduct guerrilla warfare in enemy occupied territory, and the support of 

those forces by the local population and the government in hiding - "a rifle behind every blade of 

grass". The necessary wartime resilience requires a strong sense of shared identity and values. 
 

It also requires robust physical and psychological foundations that create a will to resist in the 

population and willingness to accept the inevitable sacrifices involved in a war fought on home 

turf. Total defense policies seek to build the necessary resilience through whole-of-government 

and society approaches that institutionalize collaboration between government ministries, civic 

organizations and the general public. It is cheaper overall in terms of both money and personnel 

than other defense strategies, but requires more careful thought and planning during preparation.  
 

It's effects can most starkly be seen during the November 1939 Soviet invasion of Finland: the 

Soviet Union invaded with 600,000 men backed by thousands of tanks, aircraft and artillery. By 

comparison, the Finnish army was less than half the size, had few tanks and aircraft and suffered 

chronic ammunition shortages. Nevertheless, the Finns inflicted up to ten times as many casualties 

on the attacking forces than they suffered- indeed one man, sniper Sïmo Haäyaä, killed over 700 

Russians during the course of the war. 
 

Finland's use of guerrilla warfare was a major factor in its operational success. They exploited the 

forested, marshy terrain and intense cold to which its troops were acclimatized to target 

weaknesses in Russian military 

leadership, logistics and tactics. 

Lightly armed and mobile 

Finnish units using what they 

called "Motti Tactics", severed 

Soviet lines of communication 

and destroyed supplies, splitting 

Soviet columns into isolated 

groups that could be defeated 

piecemeal by the numerically-

inferior Finns. The invading 

Soviet forces suffered enormous 

casualties and consequently a 

crisis of leadership and morale. 
 

Recent campaigns by non-state 

groups such as Hezbollah, Chechen guerillas in Grozny, Islamic State fighters in Mosul, and all 

sides during the Syrian civil war highlighted the ability of well-trained and highly motivated 

irregular fighters to confront powerful militaries with superior fire power and technology and 

deny them victory. Modern weapons technology seems to favour resilient, small, highly mobile, 

dispersed, and guerilla-like combat teams. 
 

Industrial garbage bins are possibly the fastest way to create pill-boxes to protect the perimeter of 

your town, by placing them upside-down over a trench dug to provide an entry-hole and covering 

them with earth and gravel, then cutting firing ports into the sides and revetting them with logs 

and sandbags. Shipping containers and logistics pallets are also excellent building materials for 

defensive structures. Obviously, wash them out thoroughly to avoid disease first: 

Part 1 - https://yewtu.be/watch?v=xEA8ct7t5E0 

Part 2 - https://yewtu.be/watch?v=lFfGHW9xVSg 
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Low-tech weapons such as a machine-gun or explosives can be combined with tactical deception 

to effect the enemy to your liking. Sun Tzu's "The Art of War", and "The 36 Stratagems", must be 

integral reference books for your planning. 
 

As stated elsewhere, you should read up on WW2 street-fighting tactics and look for online copies 

of the old British Home Guard manuals for ideas. Also useful is "FM-90-10-1 Infantrymans 

Guide to Combat in Built Up Areas", though the language is aimed more for officers than the 

man on the ground. The Yugoslav civil wars provide a plethora of material for post-SHTF defense 

which you would do well to study and take notes from, for future use.  

 

When you win a battle, don't become too optimistic. If you lose one, do not be too disappointed. 

When you lose (and you will) learn from the experience and find out what caused you to lose, so 

you're able to do better the next time. For the tribal guerrilla as you shall be, there is no shame in 

running from a more powerful foe in order to ambush them as they pursue. At the slightest sign of 

enemy presence, troops in the advance should halt and set up to ambush anyone approaching. 

Never ambush from only one direction- this gives enemies a clear direction to assault and fire 

towards. Rather, always open up on enemies from at least two and even three sides, forcing them 

to split their forces under fire and make mistakes that will cost them the fight. 
 

Whether you're a latter-day minuteman, a raiding tribal warrior, a guerrilla fighter, a local 

volunteer- militiaman, or a post SHTF survivalist, you have only two basic tactical operations in 

combat: the raid¹ and the ambush². Practice them until they flow naturally, and of course, your 

own defenses against them, and you will survive when others won't. 

(¹ see: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=L57tKVJQcQM , and XXXXX.) 

(²see: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=rYfhBxCckXo , https://yewtu.be/watch?v=UOiHGIHtPE0 

and "Ambush!" in the bibliography) 

 

Be well aware that without any 

means to really identify anyone, 

fratricide is a constant concern. 

 

Buildings on the edge of your 

town, or on farms, will need 

more protection work than 

buildings in the middle of town. 

Conceal your fortifications. 

Deceit is the best path to 

security. Learn the Russian 

concept of "masirovska" and 

apply it. Likewise; a secret is not 

secret if someone else knows 

about it. If you live in a solid, 

double-brick home, the strength 

of the structure will make it a 

desirable target, so disguise the 

outside eg. with what looks like 

shitty plaster or sideboards. Plant hedges over berms and covered trenches, plaster over concrete, 

build bunkers concealed into the corners of warehouses, etc. The difference between this and 

military concealment, is that military concealment rarely needs to last for years.  
 

If you build your bugout home, consider designing it for fire resistance by choosing non-

flammable materials such as double-brick construction or cinder blocks, build it to resist collapse 

with metal-framed roofs, have sturdy tables to create safe areas even if the roof collapses, and 

design concealed hiding holes in cupboards, and under stairs and floors. An underground cellar 
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with an additional hidden external entrance that can't be buried will save your life from almost 

anything that can be thrown or shot your way. Your home's front door is a natural kill-zone, 

instead of wasting effort fortifying the door, block up any doorways leading out of the hall and 

sandbag a pillbox at the opposite end facing the front door- anyone who breaks in will end up 

stuck in a hallway with a pillbox at one end, and be forced to move down the hallway past your 

pillbox to enter the rest of the house. Remember always to have a covered, secure escape route to 

enable you to rapidly leave the area after causing the enemy severe casualties. 
 

You need to be prepared 

to barricade roads on the 

edge of town, and to 

improve natural and 

artificial obstacles to 

movement. After SHTF, 

an infiltration by an 

enemy party intent on 

doing damage could strike 

at the heart of your 

preparations and stores, 

setting your work back by 

decades. Even the early 

Romans had issues with 

this in their earliest years, 

being saved on one 

occasion thanks to the 

noise of their geese, who 

had been disturbed by an 

enemy raiding party! 
 

Every time an attacking enemy crosses a street, he should be targeted by your marksmen, and his 

progress slowed by ankle-high tripwires, barricades, and booby-traps. Front and rear yards on the 

edge of town should have the fences strengthened with sandbags, or where possible, rebuilt from 

concrete, cinderblocks and brick. Each yard should become a kill-zone for any enemy that enters 

it, with windows and doors leading off them boarded up or sealed to entry with bars or mesh. 

You're basically creating an urban version of Normandy's bocage, circa 1944. 
 

Take example from the Japanese defense of Iwo Jima - let the enemy's force fall uselessly on 

decoys, while your men harry them 

from hidden firing positions at close 

range. Dummy positions encourage 

the enemy to waste ammo, time and 

effort in attacking them - something 

as simple as a twelve-inch-deep pit 

with the bottom lined with dark 

material appears to be a shoulder-

deep trench to observers at a 

distance, especially when you sit 

mannequins upright in them. Or, a 

mound of dirt can look like a bunker 

by burying cinder blocks on one 

side and darkening the bottom of the 

holes with paint or crushed charcoal 

so they look like firing ports. 
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Be aware that non-government groups will be able to build recon and armed UAVs or drones in a 

post-TEOTWAWKI environment, just as ISIS was able to. To protect against this danger, I 

suggest reading the following USMC document detailing camouflage and other protection against 

UAV threats (also an excellent how-to on individual camouflage): 

https://web.archive.org/web/20200903130931/http://www.2ndbn5thmar.com/camouflage/SI

GMAN%20Camouflage%20SOP.pdf 
 

Having drones able to provide live video feed would be excellent for your own reconnaissance. 
 

You must expect antagonists to eventually access thermal vision optics such as are used by civil 

engineering technicians to spot faulty electronics. Remember that thermal is defeated by screening 

heat emitters such as the human body by item/s that are opaque to heat (eg a Mylar space blanket, 

thick vegetation), but this will not work if the screen absorbs the heat, (eg. because you wrap the 

Mylar blanked tight against yourself, or your cooking-fire heats up the leaves of the tree you're 

using as overhead concealment). 
 

Also remember to minimize electronic emissions such as radio communications as much as 

possible if there is even the very slightest hint that your enemy has enough electronic know-how 

to track the signals using simple commercial components. Refer to this article to see why: 

http://archive.is/LSgw6  
 

Don't forget to protect your water supplies- no matter how good the pipes are, they can easily be 

broken under abnormal conditions, which will be the new normal if SHTF. Garden hoses can be 

used to supply water if pipes are damaged. For more defensive considerations, watch: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=tapH7d2EPp4 
 

If you're forced to attack an enemy attempting to muscle in on your town, the most important 

thing will be to have prepared and trained beforehand, as improvization often fails. You must 

become skilled at short-range infiltration the way the Vietcong were, learn to move silently and 

unseen through woods and streets by day or night as the American natives did, and to patiently 

deceive the enemy regarding your target and intentions. Skills such as the ability to sneak in at 

night past sentries and barbed wire needs to be practiced and learned, as do more traditional 

military skills like fire and manoeuver.  
 

When on the offence, your primary targets should be enemy economic infrastructure such as their 

power generation plants, water sources and economic hubs such as banks. Of secondary, but still 

significant importance, should be the enemy's political and security infrastructure such as their 

military, police and courts, and of course, the individuals who staff the leadership positions of 

those elements. Don't forget that leftists have gone after families of people they don't like, usually 

by doxxing their workplaces and leading to people getting fired. Similarly, after SHTF, you must 

hunt down and eliminate the families and friends of those who oppose you, not merely the 

enemies themselves. If your town is locked in a post-TEOTWAWKI struggle for survival with the 

neighboring town, their mayor's family becomes a perfectly legitimate target under such 

circumstances, and their deaths will provide a poignant reminder regarding why it was a terrible 

idea for them to attack your town in the first place. Of course, you might not need to eliminate 

enemy leaders if it is feasible to kidnap place them into involuntary protective custody.  
 

On the other hand, you should avoid targeting ordinary police or military personnel as individuals 

except perhaps the very topmost leaders - they will be loyal to whoever pays them, and it is 

therefore better to target the political leadership and then have their police and military to form a 

security force for whatever puppet you install to control their town- basically you should do the 

opposite of what the US did in Iraq.  
 

Treat surrendered enemies mercifully, and use the occasion for propaganda to show how merciful 

and magnanimous you're in victory. Perhaps let defeated foes join your cause as satellite states in 

the way Rome did, after a suitable ceremony. On the other hand, be brutal to them before they 

give up- leave them in no doubt that continuing to fight against you will cause their extermination. 

If they continue anyhow.... well, just remember what Rome did to Carthage. 
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DEFENSE OF SURROUNDING AREAS AND FARMLAND/CROPS  
 

If your community is tight-knit enough, there will be less need of this section as everyone will 

help each other and keep an eye out for unusual activity, and the problem then becomes one of 

how to rapidly call for the town quick-reaction force (QRF) when its needed. However, you may 

still suffer from the bystander effect in some circumstances, as people are used to deferring action 

to police or other authority figures rather than taking action themselves. This lack of a sense of 

personal responsibility or accountability could easily lead to people waiting around for someone 

else to "do something" when bad things happen, so it would be a very good idea for you to 

continue reading. 
 

Now, the focus of both counterinsurgency and insurgency is the people: provide for the people, 

protect the people, and convince the people of the legitimacy of your governance. Insurgents and 

governments both persist by controlling the passive cooperation of people under their area of 

control. Legitimacy is the objective: you need the people to accept your political power as being 

righteous and justified. This depends wholly on the local people, so political factors are primary 

and military action is secondary at best.  
 

It has been said that a king or dictator relies on the tolerance and love of the people far more so 

than an elected government, and you will soon see the truth of these words if you're forced into 

such a situation. 
 

Politically-contested terrain must be patrolled often, and at irregular intervals. 
 

 Short-range patrols. 

Regular patrols should be made in your town's local county or similar area to gather information 

and ensure that the people feel you will defend them if they are threatened. These patrols are not 

for imposing law from above in the way police do, but to be a friendly and approachable (but 

armed) mobile neighbourhood watch, dropping in on outlying houses and farms to share security 

information and maintain bonds between locals. The patrol must have a reliable, portable radio in 

case it needs to contact the security headquarters and call the QRF for assistance (eg., because the 

Johnson farm is under siege by a gang of cannibal raiders). 
 

Even without a fixed, hierarchical government, someone needs to collate and analyze what's 

happening around your town- in effect, they and any helpers will act as an intelligence cell, to 

maintain an up-to date picture of what is happening in the surrounding terrain (human and 

physical). A retired detective who still has a sharp mind and wants to help the local community 

might be ideal for the role, if they can accept that the law as it was no longer applies. 
 

The best way to perform short-range patrols is by having a respected element of the town's 

community (a "village elder" type of person) be tasked with regularly touring the areas that the 

town supposedly controls with a small security element for their protection. This can be as simple 

as getting grandpa George to tour the local farms on a weekly basis (with a couple-four guys 

tagging along to prevent him getting bushwhacked by raiders on the way).  
 

At each farm or outlying "satellite" village, ol' grandpa George steps out and chats to the locals 

about their worries and concerns, and shares information on current events, perhaps staying 

overnight and travelling at first light to a different place each day, much as kings and lords used to 

do in medieval England (only it took them much longer).  
 

When the short-range patrol returns to the central town, they hand their notebooks where they 

recorded anything they learned over to the intelligence guy (and his staff if he has one) and are 

debriefed before taking a break for a day or two. Then the cycle starts again.  
 

It would be best to have several such members, taking turns to travel to different local areas, so 

that they don't get complacent or worn out. 
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 Long-range patrols. 

These work similarly to the short-range patrols, only they operate in areas that your town does not 

fully control such as the surrounding counties or suburbs, or on farmland between habitations, and 

they last for periods of a week or two at a time before returning to base and being debriefed.  
 

Long range patrols should 

operate by stealth and ideally on 

foot or by animal, preferably 

moving at night. This requires 

terrain suitable for the purpose - a 

desert wouldn't suit personnel on 

foot nor animals, so they would 

have to be vehicle-mounted, and 

a city provides plenty of hiding 

places but at constant risk of 

discovery by locals, especially 

children, and risk of attack. 

Woodland or farmland would be 

good, depending on topography 

and population density - the more 

people, the harder it is to remain 

in an area unobserved. It 

shouldn't need saying, but such personnel must know how to actually live in the field - something 

infantry in conventional armies are actually pretty terrible at. 
 

While motor vehicles are excellent for long-distance overt movement, consider the use of animals 

(horses, mules, etc.) for short-distance covert movement, especially of supplies. Animals, like 

humans, don't make much noise, and in a rural environment will blend right in. To this day there 

are armies whose mountain units use pack mules, not to mention the Green Berets used them 

during Operation Anaconda. 
 

These patrols operating at longer range should be formed of a "platoon" type element numbering 

from 12 people up, and should break up into smaller "minisquads" of 4 to 6 people. One 

minisquad should remain at the platoon hide to safeguard the platoon's gear and equipment, and of 

course the hide location, and the other minisquads should proceed outwards to stealthily patrol the 

area and look for signs of enemy 

activity, building up an intelligence 

picture over time so your town has an 

idea what's going on.  
 

It is important to remember that these 

minisquads are not fighting elements - 

they are used to gather information, and 

if they are ever discovered by enemy 

personnel they should immediately and 

aggressively break contact and call for 

support. It would be the job of a 

(preferably vehicle-mounted) dedicated 

quick reaction force (QRF) held in 

standby to attack any enemy elements 

that the patrol bumps into. If long-

range-patrols go looking for fights, 

they'll end up like the SEAL patrol in 

the film "Lone Survivor", based on the 

disastrous Operation Red Wings. 
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 Structure of the QRF. 

QRFs can be either generic or dedicated for a specific task. A generic one might be simply be a 

group of technicals situated in your town's central security headquarters, or they could be 

dispersed to the homes of the minutemen who will operate them when called. A QRF should be 

vehicle-mounted on technicals or Vietnam-era-style guntrucks, or at least have plenty of horses 

kept ready to ride at a moment's notice. Members of a QRF should be expected to dismount as 

they approach the target, and assault it at close range under the covering fire by the vehicle crews. 
 

For ideas on providing a relatively low-cost ability to your town's defensive militia using armed 

vehicles, read: https://archive.is/1mcVt and also see the following paper;  

https://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/410-owen.pdf 
 

A dedicated QRF is no 

different, except it 

follows a specific militia 

group (eg. one of your 

long range patrols or a 

raiding party), and parks 

itself in concealment a 

reasonable distance away 

on standby to act as the 

"cavalry" if that group it 

is the QRF for gets itself 

into trouble. It is also 

already prepared for 

immediate action and 

living in the field rather 

than the members being 

"on call" as those of a 

generic QRF would be.  
 

You can easily see that dedicated QRFs are activated for limited periods and then the members 

return to their normal tasks, unlike a generic QRF, where the members act as minutemen. 
 

QRFs need to be heavily armed, and should be the first units to receive items such as machine-

guns, rocket launchers, etc. if available. They will also need to have reliable communications, 

especially long-range communications gear. CB radios or similar would be excellent when used 

with proper radio net security procedures and code-words, etc.  
 

Your QRF should be divided into 3-4 roughly-even-sized groups, and each group needs to be able 

to operate independently from the others. However, one of them should be armed with a slightly 

greater proportion of heavy weapons - this one will act as the 

"heavy weapons" unit if more than one QRF group is used for 

an attack, and will provide covering fire to the others.  
 

Anti-aircraft guns, light mortars, and more can all be fitted 

depending on the size of the vehicle and their technical 

details - several nations use technical-type vehicles with 

stabilizing outriggers to carry 105mm or even 155mm 

howitzers, even the US has tested similar mountings. 

 

If speed isn't a requirement - killdozer/technical, anyone? 

Some of the Syrian rebel groups tried some crazy get-ups like 

that, and a bulldozer is useful in any case for removing 

earthworks and obstacles and/or building them. 
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TACTICAL DRILLS  
 

Movement, or, the subtle art of getting around - the intricate tactical movements detailed in most 

military manuals will be of little use to you. Your people will perform their defensive pseudo-

military roles in addition to their normal jobs, not as their sole career - you're unlikely to have 

enough people to do so for decades in any case, and wouldn't it be better to have everyone 

involved in defending your society, just as America's founding fathers originally intended?  
 

So, with that out of the way, we can ignore most of the various formations the manuals propose 

for infantry to move cross-country ("diamond", "arrowhead", etc.) and we can stick with the most 

important ones that everyone can easily understand: column, line abreast, and box/diamond. 
 

Column - also known as single file, this is used when patrolling an area, or if you're approaching 

an enemy position, but are still more than about 1000yds/m away. Each person should be at least 

5yds/m apart or more, the leader should be roughly in the middle of the file and carry the portable 

radio. The first man should carry a weapon capable of rapid fire, ideally an automatic rifle but at 

least something semi-automatic. If you have a portable rocket-launcher of some sort that can be 

carried cocked and ready to fire like the RPG-7, this should be carried by the second man in the 

file. Launchers that can't be carried like that, such as the AT-4, the M-72 LAW, etc. should ideally 

be carried by the second-last guy. Your machine gunner, if you have one, should be slightly to the 

rear of the middle, just behind the leader, followed by his No. 2 man carrying a spare barrel and 

ammunition in addition to his own weapon. It's best to select short but muscular guys to run an 

MG to reduce the odds that they get wounded. If modern weapons are limited, the rear men should 

be the ones using your bolt-actions or similar.  
 

Movement while in file should generally be continuous but slow, so that the group does not end 

up with stragglers or with the point man wandering off alone. Conduct regular rest halts at least 

hourly and ensure people drink plenty of water. In both formations, it is extremely important that 

each man maintains visual contact with the people on either side. In file formation, this means 

individually pausing every dozen steps or so and looking behind you to check that the guy behind 

you is still there. Communication should be by hand signals as much as possible, or at arm's 

length - never shout to each other during movement unless there are weapons are being fired by 

someone. Likewise, don't chatter or gossip while moving, your energy should be used to observe 

the surroundings- many an ambush has been prevented because someone noticed a broken branch 

where it shouldn't be. You can chat and gossip in camp after the mission is over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Each team or squad-like group should be physically separated from the next 

by at least 100yds/m laterally when in open ground under normal 

conditions, and about 50yds/m from front to rear, to ensure that if one team 

is in contact with enemy forces the other(s) can attempt to flank them. If 

advancing along a road, alternate teams on opposite sides with at least 

50yds/m spacing along the road between them.  
 

It is natural for people to bunch up, especially when it is night or due to 

difficult terrain or fear caused by enemy action, but you must resist this and 

fight against it constantly, as otherwise you can take heavy casualties, 

especially from automatic weapons or explosive devices. 
 

 
 

Once the first shot rings out, or if enemy contact seems likely, your people 

must immediately move into a line abreast formation.  
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Line abreast is used when you do expect contact with an enemy, when you're closer to a known 

enemy location than 1000yds/m, or when you're searching an area for something. This doesn't 

need to be a perfect line either, it's perfectly ok if it is wavy or if the sides bow in or out 

somewhat. Spacing is still a minimum of 5yds/m, preferably more, and ideally your rapid fire 

weapons should be to each side, with the leader in the middle. Launchers and MGs should be 

close to the leader if possible to ensure he can direct their fire. This is unlikely to always be 

possible, especially if you're moving into line from file because you're being shot at. However, it 

isn't necessary to have perfect positioning as long as everyone understands their job. Movement 

should be in buddy pairs when possible, with one person moving while the other is observing and 

covering potential or known enemy positions. Choose where you will go to, before you move 

there. Moves should not be very long - no more than 10yds/m, but don't do something stupid like 

stopping in the middle of a street or a clearing! Line formation does have the disadvantage of 

being vulnerable to enemy fire from the sides, but allowing it to become misshapen will help 

protect you somewhat, as will moving in bounds using the buddy system.   

 

To move in bounds: once the first shot rings out, rather than walking along, you should move in 

bounds u 

 

 

Box or Diamond.  

 

These provide all-round protection and are readily adapted to contact from any direction. 
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Battle drills. The main battle drills your team should practice are React-to-Contact and Break 

Contact. They're mirror-image versions of each other, and the basis of every other drill and 

tactical task. Rigid textbook adherence to battle drills is counterproductive - they're like tools in a 

toolbox or a golfer's set of clubs: the user selects the most appropriate one for the task at hand and 

adapts it to the situation depending on circumstances. The basic concepts and techniques are 

what's important. 
 

Let's say your group divides into a pair of four-man teams. (Note: Numbers are indicative, this 

principle works with teams sized from 3 to about 7). Your teams conduct a foot-mobile patrol in 

the areas surrounding your town and makes a sudden and unexpected contact with a hostile enemy 

force. At that point, either your group or the enemy starts firing on the other with small-arms. 
 

For our needs, we can simplify doctrinal army contact drills a lot - if the enemy is closer than 

100yds/m, fire two or three hasty aimed shots at any visible muzzle-flashes or likely enemy 

position while taking cover. This is not blind fire, nor is it an "oh shit!" burst. Even if they don't 

hit, the rounds will land close enough for the enemy to flinch or take cover for a second or two.  
 

If the enemy is farther away, simply dive/run/roll to cover, and then fire into any visible or likely 

enemy position. Don't simply fire in the enemy's direction - every person in the friendly element 

in contact should use aimed fire to engage known or suspected enemy positions, while any 

elements not in contact should manoeuvre and approach the enemy position to attack its flank. 
 

Every single person should loudly verbally communicate to his buddies and the leader, where and 

what the contact is, e.g.: "Contact Right! 200 yards! Infantry in tree-line with MG in ditch!"  
 

You must ALWAYS maintain visual or at least audio contact with the guys both to your left and 

right, and you must stay as far away from your buddies as you can while still maintaining that 

visual contact. When the shooting starts, every man in the in-contact element should return a 

magazine-worth of well-aimed fire at known or suspected enemy positions, as quickly as can be 

shot accurately. Leaders can command the team to slow down the rate of fire if he perceives the 

need to conserve ammunition, eg.; "Slow fire! Slow fire! Take your time - aim your shots!" 
 

Team members must pass information to the leader(s) to provide an accurate picture of the fight. 

This then needs to be passed on to the leader of any follow-on elements, whether that is another 

team or even a QRF. This can be by radio, voice, hand signals, or any combination of these.  
 

Ideally, standard operating procedures should be the in-contact team leader simply turns and 

makes eye contact with the leader of the not-in-contact element, and signals which way he 

believes the follow-on team should maneuver, based on the best information he has of the 

battlefield, as well as verbally communicating the situation again. Eg., he yells: "Flank Right! 

Enemy infantry in tree-line, 200 yards! MG in ditch! Go up the creek-bed!" While passing on this 

information to the follow-up team verbally or by radio, he uses arm movements to indicate the 

direction he believes will provide the most-protected movement route. Remember the enemy will 

likely manoeuvre against you and will try to develop the tactical situation to their advantage.  
 

You won't be able to wait for help if you're pinned down - the team leader has maybe 10 seconds 

to decide if you can eliminate the threat. If you can, go straight into fire-and-manoeuvre and 

assault the enemy position. If you can't, go straight into your break-contact drills, and lay an 

ambush for the enemy if they chase you. During the Vietnam War, there were six-man MACV-

SOG recon teams who ended up assaulting all the way through whole companies and battalions of 

NVA unscathed, because the enemy was unable to react quickly enough to the situation.  
 

React-to-Contact videos:    https://yewtu.be/watch?v=eUgMWJISWYU  

      https://yewtu.be/watch?v=QlHi5_qQpTg 

Good example, but insufficient spacing: https://yewtu.be/watch?v=QYweVsarRio  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Break contact videos:   https://yewtu.be/watch?v=DGzqeyY9aeY 

      https://yewtu.be/watch?v=bkmD47ikUs4 

      https://yewtu.be/watch?v=q8FEtYjBYIs 
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REORG 

After any combat event you will perform a reorganisation, or RE-ORG. Let's assume your two 

teams just won the battle of whatzit against the enemy in the example given above. At this point 

the teams are sitting on top of the enemy position and they have a lot to think about.  

 

The overall leader goes around and positions the teams' members to establish all-round security. 

The his second-in-charge (aka 2IC) goes around to each member and gets what is known as an 

ACE report - updates on their remaining Ammunition, any Casualties (this includes injuries), 

Equipment and he also does any organizing that he needs to do, such as have casualties treated 

and cross-loading ammunition so that the team members all have roughly the same amount.  

 

Leaders and 2ICs must watch for many things, including but not limited to the following: 

> Enemy counter attack. 

> Surviving enemy on the objective. 

> Team members who are wounded but don’t realize it. 

 

Once the team leader and 2 I/C have done the rounds, they will have to organize: 

> Casualty treatment. 

> Ammo redistribution.  

> Prisoner handling. 

> Searching and clearing enemy dead. 

> Searching and clearing the objective. 

 

Once reorg is complete, the team can police themselves up and either continue the mission or 

return to base. 

 

 Casualties & Prisoners 

Just because it’s TEOTWAWKI doesn’t mean that we forget that we're human. You can’t murder 

prisoners and enemy casualties will require treatment. If you don't treat prisoners well, you will 

find they would rather fight to the death than surrender to you, causing you more casualties. 

 

Officially casualties are treated as equals in order of severity of wounds for triage purposes. You 

may not have the resources for this after SHTF but you should act humanely and do what you can 

even though your people will be a priority. You may have just violently assaulted the enemy in 

their position, but it’s just business, so don’t get over-excited about it. If you are forced to actually 

fight through an enemy position, then this can result in some serious operational and moral 

dilemmas. You can’t leave live enemy behind you, but you can’t murder prisoners.  

 

It is also an ineffective tactic by any enemy to wait till you are that close to try and surrender, 

because at that point you are fighting through and the battle is on. It is also hard to take the 

surrender of a group of enemy if other enemy positions continue to fire on you. If you are 

maneuvering onto an enemy position and the enemy does not flee or surrender before you actually 

fight through their position, then generally they are in for the whole deal; however, consider the 

situation and if they have an opportunity to flee. Did you trap them?  

 

When searching enemy dead, be aware of enemy shamming death. Search procedures will involve 

two people, one to cover and the other to search. As you approach and one covers, the searcher 

should give the body a hefty boot to the groin area: if they are shamming, you’ll know about it 

then. Then the searcher gets on top of the enemy body and rolls it away from the cover guy. If it’s 

clear, he says “clear” and the searcher can roll the body back down and conduct a search. If there 

is a grenade or booby trap, the coverer calls out and the searcher drops the body back on top of it, 

they then both dive away, and take cover in the prone position, feet towards the booby trap. 

Hopefully the enemy corpse absorbs most of the blast. 
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ROADBLOCKS AND REFUGEES  

During the final years of our present civilization, those who intend to survive must be able to 

make quick, local decisions. Remember that as I said in chapter two: 
 

"If you're there [...] during minor local crises giving out level-headed advice, you will be looked 

to [...] make hard decisions later." 
 

Regardless of your town's officials' present attitude towards roadblocks, they will be set up after 

the first wave of refugees hits. Most local politicians will be unprepared and will impose 

ineffective total roadblocks, causing refugees to build up until they escalate violence to 

uncontrollable levels, dooming your town. A less palatable but more effective solution might be to 

collapse bridges or bury roads with a landslide to cut off access, and then cover approaches with 

sharpshooters if they persist in approaching regardless.  
 

However, remaining access points will require checkpoints to be set up for screening in locations 

where travellers will come across them without warning. Similar locations are used by police as 

speed traps today. A checkpoint is essentially a (semi-) permanent nonviolent ambush. 
 

These should be operated along the lines of military checkpoints similar to those the US military 

set up around its bases in Iraq and elsewhere. They must be impenetrable, but as official and 

businesslike as possible. Individuals manning these checkpoints must wear uniforms and 

identifying markings to establish an air of authority and responsibility- many otherwise good and 

worthwhile people will be understandably distrustful of roadblocks of any kind.  
 

Refugees who simply want a chance for a new life will welcome signs of stable authority. 

Uniformed officers manning a proper way station will provide this- checkpoint staff should wear 

BDUs of a plain blue, gray, or green, with nametags and a visible armband bearing the Civil 

Defense logo. At the very least, clean proper clothing and a safety-orange Civil Defense armband 

should be worn. There should also be at least one uniformed police officer at each checkpoint, and 

it's a good idea for a woman to be present as well - this will comfort refugees who would 

otherwise fear being shot or robbed. Weapons must remain holstered or out of sight, and 

checkpoint operators must be clean-shaven and well-presented for as long as the supply of razors 

lasts. This encourages the well-intentioned to cooperate by presenting a professional air.  
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Unambiguous signs should be placed at the checkpoint, looking something like this: 

 

It is critical that roadblocks not be misused. Personal property, regardless of nature or origin (even 

if it was looted), must never be confiscated from any refugee, whether they are allowed to settle in 

town or encouraged to move on. Only if they are an obvious predator and gained their goods 

through obvious violence should their property be confiscated and used for the town's good. 

Persons whose goods are confiscated for such reasons need to be rapidly tried and yes, executed 

lest they return to get revenge- imagine if they returned with a whole gang of raiders! 
 

These videos contain more info on the kinds of security actions and other considerations for your 

future checkpoints, besides what I've just discussed here:  

http://yewtu.be/watch?v=PMljQPSbQOY 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=ZbJRBFci-V8 
 

It may be appropriate to offer persons who don't intend to settle but have bulk quantities of 

tradeable goods an opportunity to barter them under supervision in an area set aside for the 

purpose, a kind of scavver's market. Perhaps a refugee will appear with a carload of salvaged 

medication - this would be a boon for your town's doctor. 
 

The roadblocks at entrances around town serve to screen refugees to determine who should be 

absorbed into the population and who should be given water and a sandwich and told to move 

along. Many will only wish to pass through on their way to elsewhere, and these should be 

encouraged and suitably assisted to do so if safe. 
 

Excluding obvious criminals and similar dangerous types among the refugees, the majority would 

be ill-prepared and financially ruined but otherwise basically decent people. On the other hand, 

dangerous individuals should be quietly be taken aside and hanged ASAP. Individuals who 

attempt to evade and escape your roadblocks will likely be the kind of person who is the most 

dangerous type to your infant society, usually members of marauding gangs or career criminals. If 

they turn and try to escape immediately on seeing the checkpoint, they should not be allowed to 

survive, so establish a hidden blocking force to catch anyone who does so.  
 

Those with practical skills and those willing to do physical labor should be welcomed. There 

would be many displaced individuals which your town would do well to accept. Properly applied, 

this policy would not only protect your town from raiders, but may help rebuild civilization. In 

this way people like nurses, doctors, engineers, architects, chemists, scientists, etc., could be 

persuaded to settle in your town. Skilled people such as machinists, tool and die makers, chemists, 

plumbers and all kinds of skilled laborers will be needed in abundance. Local skilled workers will 

find they're swamped by demand for their skills due to risk of the infrastructure going to pieces. 
 

Such people should be allowed entry only on the understanding they 
will not be allowed a voice in any political decisions for a specified yet 
extended number of years, say, twenty at the very least. Better yet, the 
children of the refugees who are born in your town will one day have a 
say, lest your town's decisions be influenced in a way harmful to you. 

 

CHECKPOINT 
LOWER YOUR WEAPONS,  

KEEP HANDS VISIBLE. 
 

RELOCATION CENTER  

STOP AND REGISTER HERE 

+ FIRST AID + 
WATER & FOOD  
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Nearly every town is surrounded by large farms and rangeland. Present farming practices would 

be non-viable after a collapse, and even bulk food shipment as is done today will become 

impossible without easy access to oil-based fuels and safe long-distance transportation. 
 

Refugees will be necessary to provide the hand labor that will be in great demand once the heavy 

farm machinery starts to break down. Farms would reorganise around smaller plots of a few acres 

each farmed by a family, the owners remaining as technical owners of the land but recompensed 

by being entitled to a percentage of resident refugee/farmers produce, or some other agreement. 
 

The town itself will need to focus on cottage industries to manufacture everything from boots to 

buckles, and all skills will be in high demand. Few small towns will have the skilled workers to 

keep civilization going when long-distance trade grinds to a halt.  
 

While having 10,000 people in your small town of might seem crowded right now, that population 

would over time easily grow to double or even triple, a necessity if you want your tribe to 

eventually reboot civilization. Properly dispersed over unused land, citizens and refugees will 

create a city-state where every pair of hands and every mind will be gainfully employed.  
 

Of course, not everyone will be a welcome addition to your town, but many will be a source of 

skills and knowledge the locals will not be able to supply.  
 

Refugees absorbed by your community will also be a source of material supply to the town - 

without cheap and abundant fuel, vehicles would become sources of iron and steel for 

blacksmithing, being systematically stripped of their wiring, electrical components such as 

alternators, glass, sheet metal, etc., all of it useful for making other things. People will revert to 

travelling on foot, by bicycle, cart and horse. 
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GENERAL SOCIO-POLITICAL POST-SHTF CONSIDERATIONS. 

 

It is difficult to separate economics and politics, because each one shapes the other is ways that 

are pervasive yet subtle. You must always remember to adapt policies and decisions to local 

circumstances, and to allow local decision-making to ensure flexibility and responsiveness - you 

cannot solve general problems by ignoring them in favor of individuality, nor should you use 

individuality to judge generalities. 

 

 

Steadily rising productivity raised all boats for much of the 20th century, and many people, 

especially economists, jumped to the conclusion that was just how the world works, that if we 

took care of productivity, everything else would take care of itself. However this conclusion was 

proven wrong by the decoupling of productivity and wages caused by automation. 

 

 

 

As guidelines for organizing things, remember these useful maxims:  

 Whatever you subsidize, you get more of, and whatever you tax, you get less of.  

 The one you borrow from, owns you. 

 Protecting industry helps it to grow just as protecting children helps them grow. 
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 Money Money Money 

"Money, being naturally barren, to make it breed money is preposterous and a perversion from 

the end of its institution, which was only to serve the purpose of exchange and not of increase... 

Men called bankers we shall hate, for they enrich themselves while doing nothing." 

– Aristotle, Politics 

 

"If Congress can employ money indefinitely, for the general welfare, and are the sole and 

supreme judges of the general welfare, they may take the care of religion into their own hands; 

they may appoint teachers in every state, county, and parish, and pay them out of the public 

treasury; they may take into their own hands the education of children, the establishing in like 

manner schools throughout the union; they may assume the provision of the poor.... Were the 

power of Congress to be established in the latitude contended for, it would subvert the very 

foundations, and transmute the very nature of the limited government established by the people of 

America." - James Madison 
 

Powerful centralized banking organizations (and their allies in governments) have been the root 

cause of most, if not all, the various problems that western societies face today- debts that cannot 

possibly be paid off, expensive wars no-one wants, cultural shifts normalizing perversion, and 

more, all can ultimately be traced back to their choices. Those who control the money nearly 

always have the final say in what happens to a country, by deciding and influencing who succeeds 

and who fails. What influence would they hold without that strangle-hold on your money? None, 

and they know it. The history of such things is well-explained in Stephen Goodson's "A History of 

Central Banking".  
 

The global network of privately owned central banks and their system of managed wealth 

redistribution through the mechanism of inflation, credit, money supply, and the price of money, 

comes to mind. Not to mention the secondary partnership those banks have with various 

governments to further confiscate and redistribute wealth through deficit spending, debt to finance 

it, and taxation to pay for it (the interest at least), whereby the central banks are the largest 

purchasers earning the largest share of perpetual interest payments, with governments paying their 

debts from the sweat of the citizen's brows. 
 

The idea of punishing the "rich" through taxation and redistribution is an obvious sham, since the 

above-mentioned network is controlled by the richest of the rich to benefit the owners of shares in 

the private central banks in a positive and negative feedback loop designed to make everyone else 

pay them a portion of every monetary transaction indefinitely. And always remember that 

Communism is GREAT for bankers - the central banks loan money to the communist government, 

then the communist government steals people's labor to pay off the debt. Wall Street funded the 

Bolshevik revolution after all. 
 

The way exists to remove the central bankers' power, a way learned out long ago: a debt-free 

currency. While not an easy task, doing so would remove the roots of the poison tree. However, 

this is a way fraught with risk- why do you think so many people have been assassinated or have 

had attempts made on their lives in history once they tried to free their nations of the international 

bankers? Abraham Lincoln was one such person, as were Andrew Jackson and John F. Kennedy. 

Research on what they did to combat the US national debt. Even Hitler is a case- Britain was 

hostile to him for refusing to pay Germany's debts with gold right from 1933, not the ex-post-facto 

justification of aggression in 1939 or the Jewish holocaust later.  
 

Basically all the owners of central banks and their helpers now own private islands with their own 

militarised security forces. Now that they've looted everything of value from your countries, they 

almost don't need the police, except to apply civil asset forfeiture, just as banks foreclosed on 

people during the GFC - including people who owed the banks nothing!  
 

In future years you can expect to see bankrupt cities, states, and even nations removing crimes 

from criminal courts to place them under civil courts with the government as applicant. You have 
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no right to an attorney in civil court, meaning offenders will be dealt with faster and not paying 

fines becomes contempt of court, meaning instant jail. Those fines typically have fees which 

accrue while in jail, so as soon as you're finally let out, you can be placed back in jail. This tactic 

is already used in family courts in the US, milking fathers for their income in support of single 

mothers, who breed and produce more offspring to feed into the monster- a vicious cycle.  
 

This is the price of trust and alliances with usury, you will be refused assistance at your most 

desperate hour. The only loyalty you should have is to your own people. One can only escape the 

slavery of this system by transcending it and forcing governments to compete for one's 

citizenship(s) via tax forgiveness, while concurrently hedging all fiat currency holdings (which 

should be kept to a minimum). Those who are doing so are living the Libertarian dream in our 

authoritarian world.  
 

Now, how to avoid this when setting up your post-SHTF city-state? Consider-what is money 

worth? No, really- what is a dollar worth, in and of itself? A dollar note is made of perhaps a 

cent's worth of paper, with a few cents more worth of ink and security features. The value of a 

dollar is not in the thing itself, it is in its ability to facilitate trade, as a medium of exchange. Once 

you understand that, the options open up.  
 

Naturally, our existing currency will continue to be used after the collapse (for a few years at 

least) but eventually, you will begin to see shortages of money not least of which due to the 

skyrocketing prices for most goods that will still be available. You would do well to read of the 

Wörgl experiment, in the town of the same name in Austria during the Great Depression, or 

similar events in history where there was a shortage of currency and the local government 

provided it (almost always with the result that central banks demanded that this be stopped, as it 

cut into their profits). While desirable, it is not actually necessary that this be backed by gold, 

silver, or whatever, as long as it is accepted for the paying of taxes by the issuing authority. 
 

 Savings and Loan 

A major reason for the industrial revolution was Britain's high labor costs and easy availability of 

credit for investments in the 1700's. This spurred industry to automate tasks so that less labor 

would be needed. Despite many inventions used in the industrial revolution having actually been 

created in China hundreds of years earlier, the lower local cost of wages and lower availability of 

credit meant that no industrial revolution took place there. To ensure a second industrial 

revolution despite the reduced availability of post-collapse natural resources, you must ensure a 

similar combination of circumstances. However this brings us to another set of problems- usury 

and central banking. 
 

Allowing usury (aka interest), no matter how low a rate, will inevitably destroy the value of 

money if it is at all permitted, just as it has throughout history. The value of one US dollar was 

1/20th of an avoirdupois ounce of gold until 1933, but the seeds of ruin were planted in 1913 with 

the founding of the private central bank known as the Federal Reserve. Since that time, the 

purchasing power of the US dollar has plummeted, with a US dollar in 2013 buying you what 5 

cents could have bought you in 1913 - a 95% loss of purchasing power in one century. 
 

Central banks are the cause of this problem by loaning out unbacked money. Let's say I am a bank 

and you come to me for a loan. I print off and loan you money, and jot down the details. The issue 

is that the money did not exist before I loaned it to you, yet you have to pay it back with real 

money that you earn through hard work. It is even more obvious today when such things are done 

on computer. A few keystrokes, and I have put a million dollars in your account that did not 

previously exist, and boosted inflation as well, reducing the purchasing power of the money I just 

gave you. I gain repayments at full value, but cheapen what you get before you can spend it! 
 

Certainly, a government bank could also cause such issues, but at least government banks must 

realise that in doing so it will only cripple itself, whereas the internationalized central banks have 

no such qualms- once they have sucked dry a nation's lifeblood with inflation, they can then 

provide bailouts from the World Bank (that they also own)... for a price.  
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One of my major points of contempt for marxism is that this issue went completely ignored by 

Marx, no doubt due to his biggest financier being his third cousin Lionel de Rothschild, one of the 

biggest players in international banking (and a British politician) at the time. 
 

For the financial well-being of your fledgling nation, it is far, far better to completely forbid all 

loans on interest, and only allow profit to come from fees (example: you loan someone Ϫ100.00, 

and charge an additional Ϫ50.00 as a fee. The borrower pays back a total of Ϫ150.00, with no 

interest rate ever being needed.) 
 

As an example of the attitudes to be cultivated, for Benjamin Franklin, the attainment of wealth 

was of little value unless it allowed the wealthy to serve a higher public purpose. Franklin had an 

instrumentalist view of property and saw material gain as a means to an end. Moreover, Franklin 

believed that with citizenship came responsibility to improve living conditions and promote 

opportunities for gainful employment. 
 

 History Lesson 

Now, how to encourage this when setting up your post-SHTF city-state? One way is to allow 

ourselves to be inspired by feudalism. This may require a little history lesson, as sadly people with 

little information about the Middle Ages project the characteristics of totalitarian Renaissance 

states upon medieval feudalism, a viewpoint exacerbated by Hollywood's a-historical portrayal of 

history. The entire notion of absolutism is un-feudal, a fraudulent media-driven attitude towards 

the era that even tvtropes mocks, calling the portrayal "the dung ages". 
 

Rather, in contrast to absolute monarchy based on the "divine right of kings," feudalism rejected 

centralization and authoritarian rule. Evolved in an age when the speed of communication was 

restricted by the speed of a horse or sailing ship, and literacy was limited to a small elite, it was a 

highly decentralized system. Feudalism depended on the local administration of justice and 

taxation, protecting borders and fostering economic growth. It was a system that consciously 

devolved power downwards rather than concentrating it in distant, difficult to reach capitals.  
 

It also recognized the value of collective decision-making and checks on royal power. Obviously, 

this is not the same thing as "democracy", but it was far less arbitrary and far more legalistic than 

many people today realize. Kings and lords had obligations to their subjects. They owed them 

good governance which entailed not just defense but also the administration of justice, i.e. 

maintenance of "law and order." A king who failed to deliver good governance could legitimately 

be challenged by his barons for breach of contract. 
 

A major criticism that came up again and again in English history for example, was the failure of 

a king to consult his barons, i.e. to prefer his "favorites" (who were often men of lower birth) to 

his "natural" advisors, i.e. the great/barons of the realm. This epitomizes the contractual nature of 

feudal oaths: while barons pledged to advise the king, in return he pledged to consult his barons. 

This obligation of the king to consult his barons was the basis of Parliament in England, the High 

Court in the Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem, and the Curia Regis in France, among others.  
 

In short, medieval kings needed to take into account the advice and interests of their tenants-in-

chief, but they were also expected to ensure "good governance" for the lowliest in the land as 

well, even for serfs. Under feudalism, each level of society owed allegiance to those above, AND 

those below. Only the merchant class was (partially) outside this system, which is what eventually 

caused its downfall. 

 

 Guilds and Labor 

In the same way, the small percentage of people who were employed for money in the medieval 

era, were not wage laborers in the way a factory worker today is, to be discarded or hired- that is a 

product of the industrial revolution. A craftsman such as a carpenter in the medieval era was 

expected to be loyal and obedient to his employer, and the employer was expected to protect and 

help the craftsman even should he become unable to work. This was the foundation of the guild 
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system, where both boss and workers cooperated to create mutually-beneficial outcomes for both. 

In such a system, there are no pure wage-earners, but rather, partners of variable social and 

economic standing who all gain income from the profits of labor and mutual social support from 

one another.  
 

Income is an imperative need so it can be used for the exchange of goods and services. You will 

not be able to build your new civilization on wage labor as presently, since wage labor is both 

economically and socially toxic, resulting in employees whose aim is to get as much money for as 

little work as possible.  
 

Further, wage-earners are but slaves to the masters who hire them, whether the masters are 

individuals or the state. They are temporary slaves of course, but this relationship between 

employers and employees is similar under all prevailing conditions in the world today, regardless 

of ownership, or of the nation's political leanings, left or right.  
 

Even publicly-owned establishments whether in the USSR, China, the USA, etc. give workers 

wages as well as other social benefits, thus the similarities between the charity endowed by 

owners of employing corporations upon their workers and government social programs.  
 

The claim that income from public-owned establishments benefit all of society including the 

workers is true, but only if we take into consideration merely the general welfare of the society 

and not the private well-being of the workers. It is not for nothing that citizens of the USSR used 

to joke that "we pretend to work, and they pretend to pay us". In both instances, the producers are 

wage-earners, despite the difference in ownership. Thus, a change in ownership does not cause the 

worker to benefit directly from what he produces, either through society nor through wages. The 

proof is the fact that producers are still wage-earners despite the change to state ownership.  
 

Even under the best-case scenario of an establishment owned by a co-operative, what the workers 

receive directly with respect to their own interests, in the form of wages, percentage of profits or 

social benefits, is generally little more or the same as received by workers in a private corporation, 

due to issues of economies of scale. 
 

The sole worker who benefits directly from what he produces is that most-overlooked and 

underappreciated individual; the small-business owner or tradesman. It matters little if he is a 

shopkeeper, a cobbler, baker or plumber - he is the sole person in today's world who not only 

directly benefits from the sweat of his brow, but can guide and direct his own efforts as he sees fit. 

No wonder he is so hated and taxed by the establishment! Should he gain wealth that the tax-man 

does not steal, he is the one who betters his local community, not merely by spending locally, but 

by teaching the skills of his trade to the next generation, giving to local public works, providing 

employment to those unable or too unskilled to ply their own trade or business, and assisting in 

other ways his peers of the local community. 
 

Thus, we should emulate Franklin's attitude, and demand that those with wealth use it for the 

betterment of the less fortunate, not by handouts and wasteful government-coerced "social 

programs", but through associations and public works eg. the construction of an aqueduct that not 

only provides water to the town, but also provides employment during its construction and leads 

to unskilled laborers gaining a useful trade, thereby freeing themselves from a life of wage-labor. 
 

In a similar manner, you must find ways to ensure that the employer-employee interaction is not 

limited to a mere exchange of labor for money, but becomes a mutually-binding agreement with 

the implicit and explicit purpose to strengthen tribal and social bonds.  

 

 Homes And Land 
It's conceivable that something vaguely resembling a manorial European arrangement might be 

able to emerge on a small scale, but the persistence or widespread adoption of such a model 

requires something to prevent market forces from breaking up large landholdings, like the Law of 

Entail, Fee Tail, or Copyhold did in feudal Europe. Such laws that existed were overturned due to 
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three main reasons - firstly, the taxation of land-holdings, and secondly, the difficulty in selling 

such land for profit to fund the creation of industry by those landholders. Thirdly, land owned 

under such laws could not be confiscated as security to repay loans if the present owner died. This 

brings us to our next topic - that of true freehold. 
 

People lack freedom when they depend on others to fulfil their needs, for need may lead to 

enslavement or exploitation of one person by another. Need is an intrinsic problem and conflict is 

initiated by control of one's needs by another. We can easily recognize that housing is an essential 

need for both the individual and the family and should not be owned by others, for living in a 

house owned by another in the long term, whether paying rent or not, compromises one's freedom.  
 

Acquiring dwellings additional to one's own dwelling or that of one's immediate heirs for the 

purpose of renting is the beginning of controlling the needs of others, because these additional 

dwellings are something that someone else needs. Attempts to solve the housing problem by 

offering the reduction, increase, or standardization of rents, whether it went to privately or 

publicly-owned enterprise, or to government, have so far failed to solve the issue.  
 

No one, including society itself, has the right to control people's needs. This is why the marxist 

principle of state ownership of dwellings is anti-freedom, as it forces the people to permanently 

depend upon government for their basic need for housing. 
 

The ultimate solution is naturally, that people own their own dwellings, and that such ownership 

be free of taxation, rates, fees, etc. - for how can one truly say one owns their own home when 

failure to submit to financial exploitation by government leads to the expropriation of one's home? 

Such untaxable dwelling will in this document be called a "true-freehold", as it is completely 

under the control of the owner, and inheritable also.  
 

Additionally, it should be obvious that a community would be best served by ensuring such true-

freehold land should be limited to one deed per person, to ensure that every family can live and 

own their own home. Ownership of additional dwellings should rightfully be taxed yearly at a rate 

sufficient to disincentivise such additional ownership, but one's own true-freehold dwelling (or 

again, that of one's immediate heirs) should remain untaxed after purchase, with no fees or other 

impositions thereafter.  
 

It would be reasonable to charge a tax for land-ownership transfers, but only as some fixed 

percentage of the unimproved value of the land it sits upon (perhaps say, 15%?), otherwise it 

deters owners from improving the land such as by building or improving a house or other 

buildings, or improvements to soil drainage, etc., and means they will seek to rid themselves of 

the land, or to destructively exploit it. Instead, the suggested policies ensure that the productivity 

of the land continues to grow and that it is well-looked after by the owning family, benefiting the 

entire community for potentially centuries to come. 

 

 The Use of Tariffs 

As long as tariffs are used as part of a strategy to encourage domestic industrial growth in the 

particular industry affected by that tariff and are not open-ended (ie: you have to create them with 

a clear conditional sunset clause) they are useful tools of economic development, especially when 

they force other nations to remove their own pre-existing tariffs. 
 

Tariffs protecting the US steel industry in the early 1800's allowed it to surpass the world's 

previous largest steel industry - the British one. Doesn't anyone read economic history anymore? 
 

I'll give three examples of how tariffs would help protect your nascent industrial base: 
 

1) The US steel industry.  

 At the beginning of the 1800's the USA had almost no steel industry to speak of, while the 

UK had the biggest in the world. The US couldn't even produce steel of the same quality as the 

UK could. The USA imposed tariffs on steel imports, to which the UK objected stridently using 
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some of the same "muh free-trade" arguments used to protest Trump's push for tariffs. In less than 

a century, the US steel industry was the world's largest, and produced the highest-quality steel.  
 

2) General goods manufacturing. 

 In 1950, almost no general household goods were produced in China- almost everything 

was imported. The PRC government embraced capitalism in its industry, simultaneously imposing 

strong import tariffs. Less than 50 years later, China manufactures the majority of the world's 

general household goods, ravaging manufacturing industry in most of the "developed" world. 
 

3) Car manufacture. 

 Again in 1950, Japanese cars were never seen outside of Japan itself. By imposing strong 

import tariffs and incentivising exports, Japan is now one of the world's largest manufacturers and 

exporters of automobiles. In failing to imitate this, Detroit went from the no.1 automobile 

manufacturer in the world to a third-world shithole. 
 

Tariffs are not subsidies- those are a very different thing. The effects of tariffs are long-term, 

subsidies short-term. Think of it like this - tariffs shield industries, subsidies bribe them. 

 

Perhaps most significantly for our interests, import tariffs provide government with income to pay 

for critical necessities such as military expenses without having to tax the income of citizens. 

 

We see tariffs on a smaller scale in late Medieval German town fairs, where merchants were 

expected to pay an assessed percentage of the value of any goods that they brought to the town to 

trade or they were not allowed to sell their goods.  
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A SUGGESTED POSSIBILITY: 
 

"Freedom means responsibility - that is why most men dread it." - George Bernard Shaw 
 

There is a fable of a group of frogs who wanted a king. They prayed and prayed to the Frog God 

who put a log in their pond and called it their king. At first, the frogs were happy to have a king, 

but soon again became upset at the inert lump of wood and prayed to the Frog God to give them a 

king who would do actually do something. The Frog God again relinquished and gave them a new 

king, a stork, which proceeded to eat all the frogs in the pond. 

The moral of the story is that the frogs didn't need a king. But rather than sort out their own 

problems they wanted a leader. Thus the Frog God wrote them off as useless. 
 

Even in groups as small as 4, there is always one wannabe "lone wolf" willing to sacrifice the 

community's good for their own benefit, especially if the decision is implemented via a secret vote 

(((hey, does that sound familiar?))) - this is why a shared, explicit value system is so important: 

consider very, very carefully the individuals and families you let in your community as members. 
 

The "progressive" modern way to implement policy is to immediately make laws at the highest 

possible levels after deciding the desired outcome is a good idea. The older, conservative way 

would be to have small pilot projects over an extended period of time in multiple areas and slowly 

scale them up only once they proved successful and the risks properly understood. This manner of 

performing small-scale trial runs of new political ideas was the entire reason for the multilayered 

design of the US political system - it is essentially the scientific method applied to political 

decisions. Sadly, this does not make politicians powerful and the elites rich, now does it? 
 

This next part will probably earn me some flak, but hear me out. Since representative democracy 

doesn't exactly have a history of working out so well for the represented in the long term, I 

suggest imitating a modified version of the Pashtun concept of a jirga, or council, as the most 

direct form of functional democracy possible. A description of how one works follows, then I 

include an explanation of how to apply it to your group: 
 

"the jirga ... takes its roots from Athenian democracy, although some scholars argue that it 

predates it. The participants arrange themselves in a circle, and everyone has the right to 

speak. There is no one presiding, in accordance with the principle that no one is superior 

[to any other] in the eyes of Pashtunwali [the Pashtun code of conduct]. The decision is 

based on a majority consensus. Those who defy the decision of the jirga open themselves up 

to officially sanctioned arson and murder. It is significant that the jirga does not allow 

representation: it is a direct rather than a representative democracy. It is also crucial that 

the jirga reserves the right to abnegate any agreement previously entered into, making 

treaty-based state-legal relations with the Pashtuns impossible. Lastly, only those who 

follow Pashtunwali can participate in a jirga; all outsiders are automatically excluded. This 

should give you some idea of why Pashtunwali presents an intractable problem for any 

empire that wants to dominate the Pashtuns."  

- from Dmitry Orlov's excellent book The Five Stages of Collapse (emphasis added) 
 

Notice the three most critical points for our purposes: 
 

1 - the jirga does not allow representation: it is a direct ... democracy.  

 You cannot elect someone to speak for you or use a secret vote - you can only speak for 

yourself, while present at the time. Thus you don't end up with a congress or parliament 

that is supposed to work for you, but actually only works for itself. 
 

2 - the jirga reserves the right to abnegate any agreement previously entered into 

 Previous decisions can be erased by the group by forming a new consensus decision - you 

cannot be bound by old decisions, treaties, etc. once they become harmful to your group. 
 

3 - only those who follow Pashtunwali can participate ... outsiders are automatically excluded. 

 You cannot end up with a situation where individuals who do not follow your moral and 

ethical code make the decisions for those who do. The usual things /pol/ whines about are 

impossible, because no matter how talented "da j00z" may be, they cannot take over 
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control of institutions they are automatically excluded from. Think of it as conditional 

citizenship- fail to constantly act as a good citizen, and you stop being a citizen at all.  
 

Now let's talk about how such a thing could be incorporated into your team.  

1 - This one is pretty simple, and you should see why: similarly to Pashtunwali, decisions that 

affect the group should be made by all group members, equally sitting together in council. If it 

affects you, you should be allowed to speak up and must then accept the decision. It is best if there 

is no official leader to bully others into compliance- you don't need a president, or representatives, 

you don't need a Congress or taxes- you only need yourself. The importance is to reach a 

compromise tolerated by the whole group, not simply to vote on which idiot leads- it is 

completely ok to disagree, but the group must reach a decision that is accepted by all members, 

and it is ok if the decision is only a temporary one. The other option is representation, and 

inevitably you end up with the abortion of justice that the US government displays. Instead, under 

this system, if you disagree with the decision, fine go your own way- but you're no longer 

included and are outlawed (in the ancient Anglo-Saxon sense) from the council, and anyone can 

harm you with impunity, so good luck out there. 
 

2 - "the right to abnegate any agreement previously entered into"- so, let's say that let's say that 

post SHTF, the fragments of three states join together and declare themselves the New United 

States of America (NUSA) - your team/tribe/council agreed to become citizens as the NUSA 

declared there would never, ever, ever be an income tax or gun control, and that all your trading 

would be done in the town of Bumfuck. However, NUSA's congress implemented income taxes 

and gun control anyway. You hold a council, and hey presto, screw that agreement, you're now an 

indipendent nation again, and you proceed to go Ghengis Khan on NUSA's lying ass.  
 

3 - This one should also be pretty simple, but here's an example anyhow: let's say you have a 

member, let's call him Joe, who for whatever reason breaches your moral/ethical code by, let's 

say, cheating other members out of money (prohibitively expensive to sue over even now). You 

assemble the council, have the victims and Joe speak, and determine that Joe breached your 

agreed-on moral code, and hey presto, he's now no longer allowed to take part in any decision- 

including the next one, the one that decides his fate. 
 

See how this reinforces in-group bonds and loyalty? See how the Pashtuns resisted all invaders for 

two millennia? The goat sex requires choosing the "islam" package (not recommended).  
 

Remember what I said above: "fail to constantly act as a good citizen, and you stop being one" - 

imagine how this simplifies crime and punishment;  
 

Today in the USA, let's say Tyrone goes out to rob a store and in doing so he kills the clerk. 

If Tyrone gets identified as the perpetrator, and  

if the police decide that catching him justifies the expense, and  

if he is caught, and  

if the DA decides to prosecute, and  

IF there is no plea bargain, and finally,  

IF he is actually found guilty after an expensive trial at taxpayer expense, then maybe justice is 

done, at least until Tyrone gets released early for good behavior and does it all over again  
 

Under conditional citizenship, the process is much simpler - citizens from the town or 

neighborhood where the crime happened hold a council and let Tyrone speak, as well as any 

witnesses and families involved. Tyrone's guilt and punishment are decided - perhaps he must pay 

a blood-fee to the clerk's family, perhaps he must pay by indentured servitude for a fixed period, 

perhaps he is declared to be outside the law's protection and given an hour to run for his life - 

whatever the council decides is final, with no further appeals, and the decision is not bound by 

precedent, though it may use precedent as a guideline if it wishes. 
 

Could this suit your law & order needs? That is for you to decide- I suggest you discuss it. 
 

Note the similar system laid out in Muammar Gaddafi's "Green Book", for use on larger scales. 
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Chapter 5 - Selecting Personal Equipment 
 

SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL ARMAMENT  

 

One very important point is owning firearms - anything is better than nothing. If you're unarmed 

and cannot provide for your own security, then you will labor for those who do.  
 

Firearms are perhaps the greatest equalizer ever invented. With a firearm, a petite 100lb woman 

can fight off a 300lb linebacker attacking her - without one, even the strongest man will end up 

being lorded over by his country's former police and military personnel - they end up as the ruling 

class of a new feudal system, and you get to be the lowly serf slaving away in the fields for them. 
 

Owning firearms may be difficult in your country- certainly there are many countries where 

owning a pistol, rifle, or shotgun is difficult, and even a few where it is completely illegal. In such 

cases you may need to find a way to procure an illegal weapon, study how to obtain them from the 

military or police, or even make a crude example of your own. Being arrested for this may lead to 

lengthy and severe punishment, but it is something that you must at least consider. Notice that I 

am not suggesting you go out and do this now; I am merely pointing out that it may become a 

reasonable measure in the case of societal collapse. 
 

If you cannot own a firearm at all, then one possible alternative before complete collapse is to 

own a powerful crossbow. Why a crossbow in preference to a bow? Because a crossbow can be 

carried loaded and ready to fire by anyone with a few minutes of basic instruction, whereas a bow 

cannot, and requires months or even years of practise. One can also manufacture a powerful 

crossbow with a little mechanical skill, using spring steel such as a leaf spring from a junked car. 
 

Notice there's no shotguns on the list of suggested firearms - tyrants will grudgingly tolerate 

plebs like us owning things like shotguns because they're useless for overthrowing tyrants.  
 

Shotguns also are extremely loud and with anything other than slug rounds, they have excessive 

spread for our needs after about 15yds (~14m): it's just too easy to hit bystanders, etc. with stray 

pellets. If you choose to get one anyhow, I suggest a 12-gauge pump rated for steel shot with a 3in 

chamber - this enhances durability and lets you use scavenged 3in ammo, but only stockpile 

2.75in ammo. After SHTF, avoid using it for outdoor defense or to hunt for food (even when 

you're hunting for birds, use slingshots, traps like the versatile 330 conibear, air-rifles, or a .22).  

 

If you have kids, get 

each of them an airgun 

or a BB gun once they 

reach an age where 

you consider them to 

be responsible enough 

for it, and then teach 

them to use and 

respect it as if it were 

a full-size weapon. 

This will not just teach 

them to act in a 

responsible manner 

around firearms, but 

means that after SHTF 

the kids can help by 

hunting small game 

for food with it. 
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A very important point for you to keep in mind is that you will not gain fire superiority by 

yourself with any sort of rifle unless you're a character in a Hollywood movie, period. Fire 

superiority is not determined by how many weapons you have. It is determined by sending 

accurate rounds downrange, at every threat, nonstop, while accurately eliminating the suppressed 

threats that are firing back at you. You will not do that alone, with one rifle, regardless of how 

many magazines you have or how good a shot you're- it is best done with fully-automatic 

weapons, preferably belt fed, supplemented by accurate rifle fire to take advantage of that 

suppression. Semiautomatic fire alone is best suited for well-aimed shots and you should plan for 

that by making yourself lighter, faster and more maneuvrable.  
 

You should definitely train and train under stress to take shots between 50 and 200 yards (timed 

obstacle course shoots if you can set up such a training range, perhaps take part in 3-gun matches, 

2g-ACM matches, or even pay for proper tactical training). Don't expect to win any such 

competitions - you're simply there and competing in order to improve your own skills.  
 

Do it in full kit and you'll see the wisdom in cutting back on gear and weight. A lot of people, 

military and otherwise, start out with a dozen magazines, etc. but as we actually use gear in the 

field, we all come to the same conclusion- less on you is better. If you're ever in a prolonged 

firefight and need all that ammo, you'll find you have time to pull mags from your pack. Mags on 

your vest or belt are usually for running and gunning and the thing about that is that you need to 

be able to actually move fast. No one successfully wobbles and guns. Speed and accuracy are key 

and you'll find you lose both as you increase your loadout. Stick to no more than around 8 mags in 

your webbing, and if you're not expecting immediate combat, as few as 3 total is fine. 
 

Remember that all the ammunition suggestions in this document are MINIMUMS. If defending 

yourself against a larger or more skilled group, your team could use over 1000 rounds in as little 

as 5 or 10 minutes! (Picture 8 people firing 4x 30-round magazines each, that's just under 1000 

rounds) Stock up now, as well as basic spare parts and a few spare mags, and cache it in safe 

locations in your expected AO. Don't expect it to be possible to transport ammo & supplies with 

anything more than muscle-power, human or animal, in a severe grid-down type of scenario. 

However, there is also no need to constantly carry 1000 rounds on you at all times, so cache it! 
 

Practice loading and operating your weapons not just normally, but also using your non-master 

hand (if you're right-handed, that'd be your left hand). You should expect less-optimal accuracy 

and speed when using your non-master hand, but remember that you're training to fight on in 

desperate straits. Once you can do that, tuck your master arm away as if you'd been injured there, 

and operate the gun upside-down on the ground, magazine well facing you. Then once you can do 

that, do it with a weapon that has a different manual of arms- things can and will go wrong and 

you may very well end up having to pick up a weapon from a dead enemy to continue the fight.  

 

I suggest using a scope or some kind of optic on your firearm, I would suggest something of about 

4x power or an adjustable sight if possible. Your scope should have a reasonable eye relief "sweet 

spot", and enough eye relief to avoid it smashing into your eye on recoil, even if you're holding 

the weapon loosely (one serious criticism I have of ACOG sights is their tiny eye relief). 

Remember that scopes don't help you shoot better; they help you to see better. Along with dot 

sights, they are faster to acquire than iron sights. Always have backup iron sights on any scoped 

weapon, and practice occasionally with the backup sights as well as with the optic. 
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THE FOUR GENERAL SAFETY RULES OF FIREARMS 

(Originally created by Col. Jeff Cooper of the American Pistol Institute, Paulden, Arizona.) 

 

No machine has a will of its own; guns never fire unless someone causes them to. Guns are safe, 

it's the people around them who are dangerous. You will never have a mishap with a gun if you 

follow these simple rules. 

 

1.) ALL GUNS ARE ALWAYS LOADED. 

This includes if the safety catch is "on". No Exceptions. Don't pretend this is true, you need to be 

deathly serious about it - it is the shooters responsibility and obligation to prevent careless shots. 

 

2.) NEVER POINT A WEAPON AT ANYTHING YOU DON'T WANT TO DESTROY. 

This rule applies even while "indexing" during searching or challenging. This also includes if the 

firearm is supposedly "unloaded" - refer back to rule 1. If you intend to perform "dry" training 

with your weapon, remove the bolt and magazine first! 

 

3.) KEEP YOUR FINGER OFF THE TRIGGER UNTIL YOUR SIGHTS ARE ON 

TARGET AND YOU HAVE DECIDED TO FIRE.  

Just like with a handgun, your finger is the ultimate safety you have - by keeping your booger-

hooks off the bang switch until you're aiming a shot, the weapon cannot go off accidentally. 

 

4.) BE SURE OF THE TARGET, AS WELL AS THE SURROUNDINGS AND BEYOND. 

You will be considered responsible for every bullet you send downrange, even in a SHTF 

situation: historically about 25% to 30% of casualties in fire-fights were caused by friendly fire. 
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Notes: ► Items marked with an asterisk (*) should be carried in your backpack.  

 ► Optional items are marked with a hash symbol (#).  

 ► Items marked with a caret (^) may be carried in greater amounts if you want.  

► Items marked with a cross (+) are critical items. They must be in good condition, 

properly fitted, and sturdy. Keep these on you or in your webbing. Failure to possess 

critical item/s may result in harm, illness, injury or death to the person and endanger the 

team. Members who lack or lose a critical item, should be punished by the team.  
 

Please note that the colors Black and Blue should NOT be considered subdued! 

Examples of subdued colors include: Khaki, Brown, Tan, Green, Gray, Sand, or variations. 

Camo patterns are desirable, but not vital. Avoid vivid colors (e.g. red, orange, purple, etc.). 

If your knives etc, have brightly-colored handles, dye or paint them a subdued color! 
 

YOUR RECOMMENDED SHTF FIREARMS IN SUGGESTED ORDER OF PURCHASE: 

> 1 - a .22LR rifle in the action of your choice (not a single shot) - scope optional.  

 (a threaded muzzle to fit a suppressor after SHTF would be a good idea) 
 

> 2 - a full-size pistol in a common caliber, such as 9mm or .45 (no rare/meme calibers) & holster. 

 

> 3a - a sturdy scoped bolt-action rifle in .308 or a similar common full-power caliber. 

 (something like a .308 Ruger Gunsite Scout stainless would be superb if camo-painted.) 
 

AND / OR  
 

> 3b - an AR-15 in 5.56mm or AK in 7.62x39mm (whatever you can get in your area), with lots 

of spare magazines. (AR's with a .223 Wylde chamber spec are ideal btw.) 
 

> 4 - a smaller backup pistol, in the same caliber (and from the same manufacturer) as the first.  

> 5 - more of any of the above (especially 3a & 3b) to be used by family members, etc. 

 

NB: your rifles should be camo-painted. They are field tools, not safe queens. 
 

A compact carbine that shares ammunition with your pistol, or a fuddish-looking lever action in a 

reasonably common caliber (such as .30-30) might also be suitable in a pinch, or if you need to 

keep a lower profile during events. Remember their ammo may be hard to scavenge after SHTF, 

so these should be additionally to the basics above, not instead of them. 
 

If you have a rifle with no backup iron sights (especially bolt-actions), I strongly urge you to get a 

set fitted by a good gunsmith. No matter how tough modern optics are, there may come a day 

when your scope breaks or fails and if you cannot get a replacement, what good is that rifle then? 
 

Having multiple magazines (at least 10) for each weapon is VERY strongly recommended, as is a 

large stockpile of the ammo types you'll need. Weapon standardization is also very good - better 

to limit yourself to a few types (eg: two bolt-actions of the same model and six ARs, with 

everyone using the same pistol) rather than 8 different rifle types each needing unique parts, 

magazines, and calibers. Avoid over-penetration in home defense - use hollowpoints. 
 

Put a light on any firearm you use to defend your home to ensure you know what you shoot at 1am. 
 

While operating the following firearms and munitions are suggested for carry: 

 Your rifle in a common caliber (such as 5.56x45, 7.62x39 or 7.62x51mm), with sling,  

  with a minimum of 4^ loaded magazines for the rifle in your webbing, plus;  

   a minimum 180^ rds of additional rifle ammo (bagged, boxed or in mags) in pack*  

 Optionally, your pistol#, with two or three mags for the pistol (no more), and;  

   ammo in your pack to fully refill the pistol magazines you're carrying once. ^#*  
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PERSONAL EQUIPMENT:  
 

NB: Ensure gear is durable as well as lightweight - you may not be able to easily replace it! 
 

 + A sturdy backpack made of synthetic material, 30L to 45L capacity, in dull/subdued colors 

(or spray-painted), a model with a waist-belt is recommended, able to fit more pouches 

externally if possible. Where possible, it is better to use a "grey man" approach by using a 

heavy-duty non-military backpack and throw on a camouflaged water-resistant cover once you 

hit the woods. (NB: this is your daily-use bag, not your duffle/large pack to arrive at the AO.) 

Read section on pack selection below! 
 

 Webbing set (personal preference, but a belt rig is recommended for dismounted use) 

 + 2x water-bottles (4 recommended^) with pouches to fit on webbing and/or pack.  

 Camelback (or equivalent, wide filler cap recommended)  

 Fixed blade knife (or knife-bayonet to fit your rifle) - MUST BE SHARPENED.  

 + A folding knife or multitool from a reputable brand, with around a 3in blade.  

 + Personal first aid kit including at least: two wound dressings and bandages  

 + Water purifying tablets and/or passive water filter (ideally, have both).  

 + Sleeping bag* (NO DOWN-FILLED BAGS) rated to suit your environment and/or a poncho 

liner * and/or a wool blanket *  

 + Mosquito Net or "bug nest" (for sleeping - to maximise rest and prevent disease) * 

 + Triple-redundant fire-starting methods (eg: a lighter, a ferro-cerium rod, and matches) 

 Large metal mug to eat from and a metal spoon or utensil set to eat with 

 + Eye protection- either ballistic sunglasses or workman's safety glasses (suggest having one 

set tinted for day use, and another with clear lenses for night use, to avoid eye injuries.)  

 Compact, powerful LED flashlight or headlamp (with a red or blue/green filter!!)  

 Spare batteries for flashlight (the more the better) 

 Personal anti-mosquito head net (depends on your AO, but recommended) # 

 Minimum of 30yd/m of rope or cordage (e. g. : 550 cord/para-cord)  

 + tarp or military poncho* (and 4^ elasticized bungee straps to make a shelter) 

 Bivvy Bag (only in addition to your tarp/poncho, never instead of) #*  

 Sleeping Mat (closed cell foam or the self-inflating ‘therm-a-rest' style)  

 Cleaning kit and lubricants for weapon/s*  

 Compact camping stove and fuel canister *# (recommended)  

 Toiletry set* 

 Folding shovel, entrenching tool, or other portable digging tool *#  

 Compact but large towel (full-size microfiber type is recommended)*  

 An umbrella that folds down fairly small, spray-painted to match AO. * (yes, really!) 

 Toilet paper and baby wipes (lots) 

  

 A large duffel or sustainment pack to carry and cache equipment not used daily. 

 

Your toiletry set should include: 

Shaving gear (as compact as possible), a travel mirror, tooth-brush & tooth-paste, floss, soap, a 

nail trimmer, tweezers, foot powder, and blister/foot-care items.  

Also throw in some toilet paper tablets for emergencies in your gear.  
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CLOTHING: 
 

WARNING: wearing full camo will immediately identify you as a threat to any hostiles.  
 

Note: In cold climates stick to wool or synthetics, in hot climates light cotton or linen are better.  

Jeans should only be considered acceptable if your AO is urban! (Area of Operations). 
 

 Undershirts, 3^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, with excess air squeezed out*)  

 + Socks, 8^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, with excess air squeezed out*, 1 in webbing)  

 Underwear, 4#^ (sets not being worn in ziploc bags, excess air squeezed out*)  

 + Shirt & trouser sets, 2^ (subdued colors, sets not being worn in Ziploc bags, with excess air 

squeezed out*) Note: if a member chooses to wear jeans in the field (you're a dumbass if you 

do), they must be dyed or painted to a suitably subdued shade.  
 

 + Boots (durable hiking, military, or work type) (with a set of spare laces in your bag)  

 Spare insoles for the boots *# (recommended)  

 + Hat (‘boonie' hat type recommended, baseball or patrol style is less ideal but ok)  

 + Heavy-duty trouser belt (‘riggers' type suggested) (no, NOT the one from your webbing)  

 + Identification documents & cash (e.g.: driver's licence, etc. - may need to be cached)  

 + Cold weather jacket (recommend with liner)* and/or: Fleece or wool jumper, to wear under 

your outerwear when cold (eg: during fall/winter or on desert nights) *#  

 + Waterproof wet-weather shell jacket (Gore-Tex/eVent type material) in subdued colors 

(inside ziploc bag, with excess air squeezed out*) (alternatively; a spare poncho) 

 Wet-weather trousers # (Gore-Tex/eVent type material) in subdued colors (in ziploc bag, 

excess air squeezed out*) and/or gaiters.  

 Gloves # (to protect your hands –strongly recommended)  

 Helmet & body armor # (if available) (with camo cover and elastic foliage strap on helmet)  

 ‘Thermal' under-pants*#  

 Shower flip-flops or (better) Teva-type sandals*# (sandals are also good for stream crossings) 

 Scarf or neck gaiter (subdued) #  

 Balaclava or beanie (subdued) #  

 Ear plugs or other hearing protection #^ (very strongly recommended, especially active noise 

reduction earmuffs like sordins or peltors). 

  

CLOTHING NOTES: if you can't get your team to standardize on some sort of actual uniform 

as such, then I recommend sticking to mostly drab natural tones where possible and using a 

distinctive patch or armband to identify your group for recognition and legal purposes if 

applicable - wearing uniforms will allow you to present as a trained security force, and may 

enable you to gain official status with post-SHTF authorities by presenting a "quiet 

professional" attitude. It is better to wear a camo top and drab pants than the reverse. You 

should also carry a set of civilian clothes, in grey or neutral tones, for urban operations.  
 

Wet fleece retains warmth much better than quilted synthetic insulation, and drains faster than 

wool. Wet down is totally useless. Use waterproofing spray on your outer shell clothing items, 

and the outside of things like your bivvy. Bring spare socks and change socks at least daily - if 

your feet are miserable, you'll be miserable. It may be a good idea to glue your insoles into 

your boots with shoe goo if they tend to move around excessively when your boots get wet.  
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CONSUMABLES TO BRING ON INITIAL ARRIVAL AT YOUR AO:  

 + 48hrs^ of pure drinking water (90oz/3L is the absolute minimum recommended)  

 48hrs^ of food (suggest canned foods, a bread loaf and a small quantity of snack or Clif bars) 

(For use until resupplied) alternatively, dried peas, beans and/or rice in resealable containers.  

 Spare fuel for camping stove (if used)*#  

 Heavyweight large bin bags for waterproofing your bag contents (alternatively, dry-bags)  
 

TEAM EQUIPMENT: 

 

(SPLIT THIS STUFF BETWEEN THE TEAM's MEMBERS, AND CACHE IF NEEDED)  
 

 + Group First Aid Kit *  

 + At least two folding shovel/entrenching tool per team* (with sharpened edges) 

 + At least two graduated compasses (preferably in mils and degrees, Silva-style suggested)  

 + Maps of your AO and of the surrounding areas, laminated and carried in waterproof cases.  

 A compact GPS device as a backup system # (keep switched OFF when not checking grid.)  

 A spotting scope or good full-size binoculars, and a DSLR camera # (for reconnaissance) 

 additional water purification filters and tablets, as well as insect repellent and bug spray 

 A frying-pan (good) or a wok (better) * 

 Cooking pot for group meals (excellent for turning wildlife into hot tasty stew) * 

 Folding bow saw and/or smaller folding saw(s) * 

 At least one large chopping knife (8in+), machete, or billhook to cut down saplings for camp 

tasks and wood collection, as well as; 

 A full-sized but lightweight ax (a larger ax is much safer to handle than a hatchet, FYI) * 

 1set of gardening hand-shears for every 4 men, to cut leafy branches for camouflage 

 A jar of mixed spices, Tabasco sauce or similar, and plenty of salt (important!)* 

 Scourers and detergent in a sealed screw-top bottle, and all-purpose laundry soap (in holder)*  

 some kind of way to recharge batteries, such as a portable solar panel 

 Notebooks and pens  

 Sewing/repair kit including a ‘speedy stitcher' sewing awl (if available) and "shoe goo". 

 Whistles and portable radios for communications.  

 wire cutter tool, small pry bar, and lockpicks 

 knife sharpening device(s) 

 Heavy-gauge metal wire, spare paracord or similar, large zip-ties, and duct tape. 

 Nails and screws and the tools to use them. 

 heavy-duty "contractor" rubbish bags 

 camouflage net or hunting blind fabric (check for camouflage effect in IR spectrum) 

 animal traps, snares, fishing gear, and other food-gathering and preparation equipment 
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MORE EQUIPMENT IDEAS 

 

Ensure you have some redundancy, especially in ways to start a fire - preferably have 3 different 

ways to start one. You can make a sort of "synthetic fatwood" by melting paraffin wax or Vaseline 

and soaking strips of dry balsa wood or dry compressed cardboard in it for awhile while the liquid 

is hot. You can do the same with cotton balls or similar too. A small pencil sharpener makes it 

super easy to create fine tinder from twigs. 
 

A useful way to stop the noise of a large knife rattling inside it's sheath is to cut up a plastic juice 

or milk bottle forming a strip of it into a liner that can be inserted into the sheath. The liner serves 

to take up space and hold the blade securely- with a little test and fit, you will be able to determine 

the correct size, and a few drops of suitable glue on the outer surface of the liner will hold it in 

place inside the loose sheath. Just don't glue your knife to the sheath- give the knife a coating of 

vaseline if it must stay in the sheath to hold the liner in place as the glue bonds. 
 

One additional (preferably waterproofed) bag or container is suggested to be brought by each 

person during deployment to your AO, to be cached in a hidden and secure location until needed.  

This is to store gear which is not needed during the deployment season, but which will be needed 

should the situation continue longer than expected (eg: you headed innawoods in summer because 

SHTF happened, but you find yourself still there when winter arrives).  
 

I suggest caching at least 10,000 rounds of .22 ammunition, in lots of 1000 or so, and similar 

amounts of ammo for your other rifles as well. It does not need to be purchased in a single go, and 

can be bought and cached a little at a time as your funds allow. Cache ammunition should in such 

a way that it will have long-term protection and remain dry and waterproof. You would also have 

other ammunition (separate to the cached ammo) handy, both for the .22 and the other rifles, for 

practice, hunting, etc. use. 
 

Groundsheets, if used at your long-term base, are best made of a material like heavy shade mesh 

so any water that lands on it will go straight through, rather than nylon fabric which will let water 

pool and flow into your shelter.  
 

For your purposes as a semi-militia-like group, trekking poles will be essentially useless, since it 

removes the ability to hold your weapon. The need for them will be reduced by packing light and 

travelling at a slower speed where necessary. If crossing streams they might come in useful, but 

are easily improvized by cutting some stout, straight branches.  
 

Consider bringing bear spray if you're in the USA or Canada. This is of course useful against 

bears and saves ammunition, but can also be used to prevent urban youth enrichment in a genuine 

SHTF emergency.  
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Communications 

Even under ideal conditions there are limitations to cell phones and landlines, not least of which 

being that everything you say over a phone is listened to by the NSA's ECHELON system - so it's 

a good idea to have back-up communications. Old-fashioned military field phones are one useful 

item, at least when static positions are involved, but their availability is uncertain at best, so until 

your technical people can pull one apart and figure out how to replicate it, your main non-

telephone system of communication will be radios. There are many types of two-way radios on 

the market today. They work on either Family Radio Service (FRS) frequencies, General Mobile 

Radio Service (GMRS) frequencies, or dual mode models that can transmit on either set of 

frequencies. Such radios generally work on line-of-sight, meaning the more obstructions between 

the transmitting and receiving radios, the worse the reception will be, and therefore these devices 

don't often work very well in urban areas due to interference. They are certainly a step up from the 

toy walkie-talkies you may have played with as a child, but they aren't going to always be as good 

as the package they come in claims.  

 

Portable CB radios are another option, particularly for vehicles. However, the range isn't going to 

be very far without a powerful transmitter. A couple of miles is about average for range, though 

this is adequate for most of our likely needs. Amateur radio, commonly referred to as ham radio, 

is definitely worth considering. It does require a license to transmit, but the cost is minimal. Ham 

operators have a long history of assisting with communications during disasters. Not to mention, I 

have yet to meet a ham who won't bend over backwards to help someone who is genuinely 

interested in the hobby.  

 

Your choice of any mobile radio should be made on the basis of battery use/life and availability, 

not radio weight. Modern radios are already very light. Also look into AM Citizens Band as it's 

almost unused these days, as well as Single Sideband (SSB) transceivers, for post-SHTF 

information gathering and transmission. Follow the strelo/k/ guide to radios for more detailed info 

on the subject. 
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Pack selection for TEOTWAWKI: 

Whether you call it a bag, pack, or ruck, it does not carry your gear- it only holds your things- you 

carry them. This part is not for the ruck full of supplies and backup equipment that you will leave 

at your base camp, bunker, or home, but for your everyday Assault/24hr/72hr pack you will carry 

basically every single day, post-SHTF. The two are not and will not be the same thing. 
 

Technically, a person in reasonable physical condition (whatever that means) can carry up to 

~30% of their body weight, in theory. However, the only way to get in condition to carry such 

loads over long distances is. . . . to carry heavy loads over long distances regularly (duhh).  
 

Yes, yes, you're not geriatric (yet) but be honest with yourself- you're not some hyper-fit 19-year-

old green beret halfway up an Afghan mountainside with a fuckton of heavy fire support on call 

either. You need to keep it light so you can run like hell in case you bump into the guys who do 

have heavy fire support on call. Carrying 30% of your bodyweight will end up with you in agony 

or worse, breaking your neck, shoulders and spine, with feet covered in blisters, and your mind so 

fogged up you'd stroll right into the most obvious trap or ambush. So how to avoid that? 
 

The solution is twofold: 1) training, and 2) travel light.  
 

Training - Start with a light pack of small capacity, (around 30 liters/1800 cubic in. is good), and 

load it with no more than 10 lbs/5 kg of kit. Unless you have super-ultralight gear, you'll find that 

a water bottle, a packed lunch, a sweater and rain jacket/poncho, phone, a set of spare socks and 

underpants, and your usual EDC shit will quickly add up. Go /out/ or even just around your town 

and cover some ground. Walk. Even if you're a runner, don't run yet- that will come later. Vary 

your route, up and down hills, on trails and sidewalks. Walk. Increase the weight little by little. 

Walk. Do some of this at least two-three times a week. Remember to always keep your head up 

and looking around, to maintain your situational awareness.  
 

Don't push hard too early or you will injure yourself and set your training back by weeks. After a 

couple of weeks, pick up the pace, but still pay attention to your body- if you're already a runner, 

you'll find that with extra conditioning, you can also run with a properly-fitted pack. Slowly start 

increasing the weight, distance, and speed - but only one at a time! 
 

When you can still remain alert while you carry ~20 lbs (10kg) and proceed at 5 mph (8 km/h) for 

a couple of hours on reasonably level ground, you're better conditioned than 95% of civilians. Do 

the same with 30 pounds over broken ground, and you're in the top 1% of civilians and at least as 

fit and conditioned as an average grunt. Always listen to your body- if you start to get sore, ease 

back on the weight, distance, and/or speed for a few weeks.  
 

Even if carrying a "bug-out bag" on foot to a secure location, or escaping a disaster on foot, is 

unlikely to ever happen to you - train - after a while you'll know exactly how much weight and 

how large a pack you can carry while still being able to move well and stay alert, and will be able 

to equip yourself accordingly. Your fitness will also improve and that too, will help you survive. 
 

Travel Light - Even if you're a well-conditioned endurance athlete or sneeki-breeki SF operator, 

(or if you actually do the suggested training) it is best to carry the most compact and lightest load 

possible that includes your critical gear (which should still be of durable construction). The 

specific pack capacity you choose will depend on your environment, your physical size and 

condition, and your projected mission.  
 

You will have no trouble finding a decent pack that's comfortable to carry if you're an average-

sized person and don't overload it with shit. If you're larger than average (yes, that includes the 

fatties as well as the faggots ahem.. bodybuilders) it may be more difficult to find a comfortable 
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pack. Comfort does matter: walking 10 miles with a loaded pack that doesn't fit will provide a life 

lesson you will never forget. When buying one, ask if there are weights to simulate a load, and to 

test it load it up and then run on the spot, jump and move your body as if climbing or negotiating a 

steep hill. Top-loading packs are usually lighter, simpler and more reliable, and be aware that the 

so-called "water-resistant" zippers are especially prone to breakage, so avoid them.  
 

In 99% of environments, a sturdy but lightweight 30 to 50 liter (1800-3200 cu. in.) pack will hold 

enough gear to allow for extended survival in comfort when using lightweight modern equipment, 

even when you're away from your base-camp. Your empty pack will be one of the heaviest items 

of your gear as percentage of weight. It's easier to cut weight from heavy items than it is from 

small items. Going lighter also means going faster and farther. 
 

A nondescript 30ish-liter pack is about the size of a schoolbag or computer backpack and thus 

provides a low-profile gray man appearance, enabling you to insert by simply walking through 

city streets or using public transportation while wearing civilian clothes. It will also enable you to 

move about in public and manoeuvre through crowds without bumping into people and drawing 

unwanted attention that way. If you can't sit your pack on your lap or between your legs on a bus 

or train - it's too big.  
 

Smaller bags aren't just lighter and easier to carry, they're also easier to move with through close 

or difficult terrain and allow for better balance and situational awareness while you do so. Unlike 

people in the military, you're allowed to think for yourself, and are unlikely to be carrying a 50lb 

four-foot-long missile tube, or thousands of rounds of HMG ammo. Be sensible, and leave the 

backbreaking loads either in a vehicle or cached.  
 

Arctic areas or high mountains where bulky clothing and shelter gear is needed may be exceptions 

but otherwise for combat, personal survival and travel, even for very long periods, you simply 

don't need a 90-liter pack stuffed with 80+lbs. (40+kg) of crap. Other exceptions might be if 

you're setting up your initial base-camp deep inside some wilderness where there are no trails, or 

if you're carrying gear for others. In either instance, you'll need to be in top physical condition, or 

just use a light vehicle, handcart or travois to take the gear to your chosen location for drop-off.  
 

Brightly-colored packs will draw some attention, but this is one instance where a black or blue 

color is acceptable, even a dull red if it blends in with whatever the hippies and college kids are 

carrying around your area, but remember to bring a camouflage cover for use in the boonies. It's 

easy to improvise one, otherwise buy a cheap 

one online. They're never waterproof.  
 

Remember to check the quality of material 

and stitching, and that it 's a good thing if it 

doesn't look too military - you want to be 

inconspicuous while training and while 

getting out of dodge.  
 

You don't want to overload yourself like the 

poor fucker in the image here. Unlike him, 

you don't have a dumbass LT ordering you to 

permanently bust your knees carrying 90lbs 

of dumb shit.  

So only take what you actually need.  
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Example of what your thought process should be when selecting gear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More gear selection thoughts, borrowed from a comment on another site: 
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Choosing LBE and why body armor isn't that great: 
 

When choosing LBE, first you need to consider what you're going to be doing. If you're going to 

be operating vehicle-mounted or going to frequently get in and out of one, use a chest rig (eg. the 

US Ranger RACK). They are difficult to overload because you run out of space quickly, but they 

can make it hard to go to ground and crawl if poorly set up, such as when using triple-stacked 

magazine pouches - I've seen it. They're best when set up to carry limited amounts of ammo.  
 

Depending on the threat level, you may need body armor - a chest rig can be attached directly to 

your armor by adding some fastex clips to the armor, and stowing the shoulder straps of the chest 

rig elsewhere (eg. in your pack), this lets you reduce the load while for eg. digging trenches. Vests 

may also be an option, but some models may cause issues with heat retention, so be aware of that.  
 

However if you're operating dismounted, an old-school belt rig set up similar to the British Army's 

system and worn on a padded belt adjusted to sit low on your hips is the best and most time-tested 

method - "It just works".  
 

When using a British-style belt rig, your pack can sit on top of the "shelf" formed by the rear 

pouches of your belt webbing, and while it sits there, the top should not sit significantly higher 

than the bottom of your neck. This transfers the majority of the weight from shoulders to hips, and 

removes the need for a big waist belt on the pack, which you will need with other types of rigs.  
 

 
 

A belt rig can also be used with body armor if you select thin shoulder straps similar to Blue Force 

Gear's low-profile suspenders. It is a good idea to use a water bladder on a pouch in the back of 

your LBE - tuck it under the top flap of your pack when carrying a pack if it gets in the way.  
 

Any major manufacturer is likely to provide decent equipment, however avoid Blackhawk and 

Condor as their gear is at best suitable for airsoft. 5.11 may make great clothing, but their gear is 

not. London Bridge, Crye Precision, First Spear, TYR Tactical, Blue Force Gear, Eagle Marine, 

SORD, and Tactical Tailor are all good companies to buy gear from in the USA, even though it 

can be expensive. If you don't care about color matching your gear, look for Black Friday specials 

or Clearance items, perhaps around tax time. Always check the stitching and materials. 
 

To test whatever you end up using, fill it full of your equipment and go for a 1km run, then low-

crawl for 50-100m, then move anything that got in the way or snagged to where it won't. As long 

as your gear is made of modern materials, its camouflage can be improved with a little spray-paint 
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to match your local area's colors, and if needed some tufts of suitably colored cloth or netting can 

be used to further break up your outline around your shoulders. 
 

The author certainly advises having and using a modern helmet such as the MICH whenever 

possible - during the Vietnam War, 50% of all wounds and 60% of all fatal wounds were on the 

head or neck - clearly, protecting your head is important, but excepting helmets, you'll notice a 

certain ...hostility dislike for body armor in this document. This due mostly to its weight, which 

(apart from destroying your joints and spine) removes your ability to move tactically for any 

length of time as it causes fatigue, no matter how fit you're.  
 

What's that you say? "Do more PT?"- ok, sure, but the lightest plates available on the market still 

add 20lbs, and what if your knees are already fucked from the military? How is Afghanistan going 

btw, last I heard the USA is pulling out and the Taliban are still there? Remember that back in 

1776, lightly-equipped, fast-moving colonials used the asymmetric guerrilla warfare tactics they'd 

learned fighting the native tribes to run rings around and finally defeat the heavily-equipped 

British regular infantry, who were further slowed by their heavy supply wagon trains.  
 

Armor weight also means you're more likely to be hit, there are studies that show that armor 

weight over a certain percentage of body mass all but guarantees you will end up shot in combat! 

On the other hand. good use of cover and concealment negates the effectiveness even of accurate 

fire when dug-in, something not much practiced now. 
 

Once you've worn plates for a living, it's not something you look forward to doing. In other words, 

if you can fulfil your mission without them, do it. You won't be wearing plates while farming or 

day-to-day after SHTF, but you can farm with a rifle slung on your back or within arm's reach, 

and you can always throw armor on if you raid a warehouse for canned goods or when a horde of 

zombies is approaching your village.  
 

Look at how SF do things - they only go full kit when they kick in doors. Out and about they keep 

it simple and low profile. I know of Tier 1 operators who went on raids without wearing body 

armor, because it was not needed for their specific task on that mission. This was thanks to not 

having overbearing risk-averse leaders as found in regular units. Before you ask, no, I was never 

SF/SOF myself though I met plenty of them, and that's all you need to know. 
 

If you're wearing armor on a task then you shouldn't need to carry a pack. Just because the 

military does it doesn't mean it's smart, or that you should do it too. Cache packs when you're 

moving fairly short distances and can return. 
 

Your M.O. should basically be something like- set up a home base at the start of the SHTF 

scenario, whether you're bugging in or bugging out doesn't matter. In this home base is where you 

will drop off the main part of your kit, especially the various heavy items not in constant use, such 

as cast-iron cookware and your long-term shelter setup. From there, infiltrate to where you're 

planning to scavenge, raid or ambush, carrying only your loadout and daypacks. On reaching the 

area, set up your covert patrol base/cache site where you drop off any sustainment gear. Perform 

your mission. Return to the patrol base, collect the gear you cached and head home.  
 

Plates don't magically prevent you from getting shot or dying, proper cover and maneuver do, not 

a relatively small piece of ceramic/steel. Save the armor for urban or vehicle ops, not innawoods. 

If you run low on ammo, break contact and come back with explosives, or think asymmetrically 

and avoid getting into a direct fight in the first place. 
 

Weight saps speed, and the slower you're, the more likely you're to be caught/killed or worse! 

While you should certainly own a set of body armor, I suggest you save using your armor only in 

urban or vehicle-mounted situations. An E-tool weighs less and protects you more - think about it.  
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Other Gear: 
 

Bring and use an unscented soap like ivory. It's cheap, keeps forever and can be used as catfish 

bait for fishing. Scents can be detected by animals (both 2- & 4-footed). At least once a week, 

wash your clothing with minimal soap and plenty of water. Even without soap, washing removes 

sweat, dirt, and gritty particles that degrade the material's performance and damage the fibers. 

Take advantage of modern fabrics and materials like Gore-Tex to make life easier, and I strongly 

recommend the use of waterproofing spray on outer clothes, boots, packs and sleeping bags. 
 

If you can afford it, any non-IR-emitting night vision gear will be worth its weight in platinum, no 

matter how old or limited it is. Even if it one day wears out, while it lasts it gives you a game-

changing advantage against any hostiles. 
 

Remember to store spare eyeglasses in your current prescription if you need them - the semi-blind 

are at a huge disadvantage in SHTF. Use a hard case to prevent them being damaged. If you're 

broke right now, you can still replace your old glasses with new ones every three to five years on 

most insurance plans, and the old ones should go into your BOB/SHTF kit as backups. 

 

HILLBILLY MAD MAX - DIY BODY ARMOR 

What if you're too poor to buy body armor plates or you live somewhere shitty where it's illegal to 

own body armor (gayyy)? Well, you can download and follow this video's instructions to roll your 

own: http://yewtu.be/watch?v=_7jiIQOgwtI  
 

If you can't get plates to shape the laminate you're making, you can watch his other video here: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=3tiSGslFKjg and use that information to make a pair of molds. 
 

If you add a layer of small ceramic tiles in the laminate at the strike face, it should cause rifle 

rounds to fragment. Remember: make a test plate and thoroughly shoot it until penetration to 

determine its protection abilities, before relying on this to potentially save your life. 
 

According to one commenter, "the best combo I found is a fiberglass cloth strike face (anti-spall 

and fragmentation coating), then ceramic tile, double layer of 1/8" mild steel (performed better 

and deformed less than a single 1/4" layer), and additional fiberglass at the back. All fixed 

together with epoxy and backed inside of a plate carrier with a trauma pad." 
 

Something like this: / Fiberglass / Ceramic / Steel / Steel / Fiberglass / antitrauma pad / 
 

Polycarbonate or thin UHMWPE might substitute for the steel layer, and oven baking aluminium 

makes it extremely hard (info from a former automotive industry toolmaker), so you might be able 

to use 1/8in or thicker aluminum as a replacement for the steel if you do that.  
 

According to the comments of a fiberglass specialist with 8yrs experience: "you should roll out 

the air bubbles between each layer of fiberglass, turn each layer of fiberglass at a 45-degree 

angle, wax inside of both outer plates, and don't clamp the plates so tight you press the resin out." 
 

And from yet another expert, one in composite molding, "You only want the total product to be 

about 30% resin by weight for optimal strength. Also, epoxy resin is preferable to polyester resin 

(Bondo). You get a little more pot life, and the epoxy takes longer to cure, but it's much stronger. 

The ideal situation would be to vacuum bag it, but if you don't have a vacuum set up, clamping is 

good enough. The main thing is to not have any voids."  
 

Author's tip: closed-cell foam like neoprene or even polystyrene in a layer at least 3/4-inch thick 

makes a good antitrauma pad especially if you add a cloth cover for abrasion resistance. You 

won't need a trauma pad for uses other than wearable armor - for those, the Ceramic + Fiberglass 

(+Steel/etc.) will be enough. 
 

Good luck - you're probably going to need it if you're forced to rely on this after SHTF! 
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SELECTING EQUIPMENT: 
Give a good deal of thought to selecting the right equipment. If you're even slightly unsure of an 

item you have not used, test it in an overnight backyard camp environment or perhaps in your 

local woods before venturing further with it. Ensure that any military surplus items you buy are 

new or in excellent condition, otherwise stick to top-end civilian outdoor products. 
 

While you may be planning to bug-out to the wilderness, you will likely have to start from an 

urban location, cross through an urban location at some point during your escape, or you may 

even have to re-enter an urban location for example to forage for supplies. Therefore it is 

important that your dress and equipment can be tailored with the situation to make you appear to 

be just another civilian nobody trying to get by. 
 

Regarding your "Bug Out Bag"; it should be a personal project reflecting your personal needs. 

Good equipment at good prices can be had at camping stores, surplus stores, gun shows and even 

better deals can be had by mail order or online on places such as amazon, ebay or the actual 

product manufacturers, if you inform yourself first. It is a terrible idea to buy some cutesy pre-

packaged "survival kit/bag" dump it in a closet and forget it until "the big day" comes - it will be 

full of mostly junk, and most of what you paid for it was mark-up. Instead, assemble your own 

based on needs and skills, test it out by camping and hiking and then adjust the contents 

accordingly- more important than having something, is knowing what to do with it. 
 

I recommend watching this video by a former Green Beret laying out his items for an "ultralight 

bug-out bag" which weighs a mere 18lbs. (~8kg): https://yewtu.be/watch?v=5EJQQPKHtJw 

I also recommend watching this rather long 45min video for more info on equipment ideas: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=x7nq7UqsJv4 
 

You should scrutinize each and every single item you pack and pick the lightest available gear 

that still fits your intended use and need for durability to minimize total weight. Backpackers, 

especially ultralight backpackers, have a lot of useful tips on reducing the weight of equipment.  
 

Lighter stuff means you can use more of your weight budget for ammo, water, etc. While not 

everything backpackers do will apply to your situation, and much of their gear is far too flimsy for 

our purposes, do some research, copy whatever you find relevant to your needs, and your knees 

and feet will thank you.  
 

For this reason, avoid carrying a tent unless you're in the arctic or high mountains, and use a tarp 

or poncho instead. This also provides you with better situational awareness of your surroundings. 

If bugs are an issue use a mosquito net and in the jungle, use a lightweight hammock.  
 

One item where the lightest option is not the best would be your sleeping bag- while down-filled 

sleeping bags are the lightest, and squash down to the most compact size, they have a major issue 

for our needs: if the insulating down fill gets wet even a little bit, all its insulating properties 

vanish. Therefore, your sleeping bag should ALWAYS be synthetic-filled. DO NOT USE 

GOOSE DOWN SLEEPING BAGS. If (when) it gets wet, you will freeze. You freeze, you die. 

Clothing can also be used as part of your sleep/shelter system- by wearing some of your clothing 

at night, you can use a lighter sleeping bag, and won't have to change into cold clothes in the 

morning. If you can't avoid your day clothes getting wet, carry a dry set of "sleep" clothes. 
 

If using a mosquito net, take it and loosely put it inside the largest plastic trash bag you can find, 

then spray a whole can of permethrin or any long-lasting outdoor surface spray insecticide into the 

bag. Close and tie off the opening, shake the whole thing around for ~10 min, and leave in there to 

dry for a week or so. After that, keep your net inside a plastic bag to avoid losing the insecticide 

coating during storage. When the mosquito net gets used, you'll be amazed at how many dead 

mosquitoes and other nasties you'll find dead on the ground around it in the morning. The coating 

will last for many months of use if you keep it reasonably dry - just don't lick the net! 
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LOOK AFTER YOUR FEET: 

 

Footwear is one item where pinching pennies can literally kill you when SHTF - civilian hiking 

boots are almost always far superior to military boots, that's why SF guys wear them.  
 

"Waterproof" footwear will eventually fail, since water can enter through the top whether it 

splashes in when you step through puddles, or by running down your legs in the rain, therefore 

ensure that the boots you choose are quick-drying once they do get wet. Most experienced 

backpackers consider waterproofed boots or shoes to be more suitable for cold weather and winter 

conditions, where the risk of cold feet from outside moisture outweighs the risk of wet feet from 

interior perspiration. In warm weather or in dry climates such as the Midwest, select footgear that 

breathes well - one type that comes highly recommended are Merrel's unlined MOAB boots. They 

were extremely well-thought of by USSOCOM in Iraq. 
 

Rather than attempting to keep your feet dry at all costs via waterproofing, ensure that your 

footgear dries rapidly once it gets wet. Gore-Tex gaiters will help keep water out of your boots in 

the rain or when walking through wet grass and undergrowth. 
 

Note that lightweight boots make it easier and less tiring to walk in them all day long- as Horace 

Kephart wrote in his 1906 book, Camping and Woodcraft, "Weight is even more important on the 

feet than the back… in ten miles there are 21,120 average paces. At one extra pound to the pace, 

the boots make you lift in a ten mile tramp, over ten tons more footgear." (if you don't believe 

Horace and I, then see "Energy Cost of Backpacking in Heavy Boots" by S. J. Legg and A. 

Mahanty, published in Ergonomics, Vol. 29, Issue 3, 1986, pages 433–438).  
 

If the boots aren't comfy right out of the box, or if the ones you like weigh over 2lbs (~1kg) per 

foot, try again with a different and lighter pair (ideally, they should weigh under 1.5lbs each). As a 

rule of thumb, your footwear should ideally last for an average of about ~500 miles (800km) of 

hard walking. To extend their life, fortify their most common blowout points before use with shoe 

glue (not superglue!) or additional stitching, based on your past shoes' wear-&-tear. 
 

Learn to recognize the warning signs of blisters, and pre-empt them. Keep your toenails short and 

rounded, and keep your feet clean, warm, and dry. Wash your socks daily (you don't even need to 

use soap if you're on the move) and rotate between them at least once a day, leaving the previous 

set to hang and dry on the outside of your pack. When you stop for meals, take your socks and 

boots off, turn the socks inside out, and let them dry for a couple of minutes. Use foot powder or 

talcum powder to keep feet dry. At night, put on a separate set of clean, dry, sleep socks. When 

your feet get wet, such as by crossing a stream, stop and dry them ASAP- your mission (and 

survival) will fail if you end up a casualty from infection. 
 

Synthetics wick water poorly, but they do resist water absorption. This can be a desirable 

property, especially if you're using a non-waterproof system where you expect your feet to get wet 

and then want them to dry out quickly. Thinner synthetic socks, such as those made with polyester 

(e.g., Coolmax), tend to dry very quickly. Synthetics are somewhat effective insulators and lose 

little of their insulating properties when wet. 
 

Wool socks are warmer than synthetic socks and do a much better job wicking water away from 

your feet. Wool does take a while to dry when wet, but wool socks generally feel drier to the 

touch and less clammy than synthetics. In addition, the reaction of water molecules during their 

adsorption to wool fibers results in heat storage—and release upon evaporation—that makes thin 

wool socks quite comfortable in warmer temperatures. Most of the wool hiking socks available 

are actually a blend that includes synthetic yarns as well. When buying wool socks, select those 

with merino wool fibers. Merino wool fibers are finer, itch far less than traditional “ragg” wools, 

and wick moisture better. 
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CARRYING IT: 

 

Backpacking guides and manuals contain good advice in how to pack your backpack to ensure at 

least some comfort when walking long distances with heavy loads cross-country. 
 

Ensure things like food and medicine are broken down and divided amongst the team, so that if 

one bag is lost, it doesn't turn a problem into a catastrophe. When packing kit always distribute the 

weight evenly. Remember someone besides an adult male (eg: your wife or kids) may be forced to 

start travelling without you. This includes cross-loading equipment and supplies within your team.  
 

Don't overload one guy because "he can take it" - eg; if you're lucky enough to salvage an M240, 

then EVERY team member should carry at least a 100-200 round belt for it during operations, in 

addition to the 600(+) the gunner carries.  
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TACTICAL TRAINING: 

Don't buy gear to post pics of it on instagram, buy it to use it. You need to put it through its paces. 

The absolute worst time to be doing a gear shakeout and figuring out what works and what doesn't 

is when your life is depending on it. Go to the range and shoot in the prone with it. Put it on and 

get some miles of running and hiking done while wearing it. Put a pack on over it. Climb into the 

back of a truck wearing it. Run an obstacle course. There's a lot of things that look cool but are 

functionally terrible and the only way you'll know is by doing. It will do you no good if the first 

time you put it on is when SHTF, and you tear a muscle because the load sits unevenly, or your 

lower back goes out because you weren't used to the weight. How awesome will it be to find out 

you can't holster your pistol on your belt with your vest set up the way it is, or your rifle catches 

on a pouch every time you move, or if every time you bend over you lose half your shit? Testing 

gear (and yourself) in training is a MUST.  
 

Your rifle, boots, and webbing should ALWAYS be within your arm's reach (or at least that of one 

of your buddies such as when you search a captive). 
 

Cold War or WW2 training videos like some of the old US or UK ones that you can find on 

youtube are a good place to start for the hands-on how-to of tactics, since military manuals rarely 

show you how to actually patrol and behave in the field. Gather your team, watch and discuss 

what you saw, then practice it together with rifles (with the bolts removed!) or even simple planks 

to use as "guns". Have one or two guys play OPFOR, and use a "if I can hold aim for three 

seconds, bang-bang you're dead" method. This lets you flexibly try what actually works for you 

rather than be limited to military doctrine written for armies with tons of artillery and air support. 
 

Here is a video of the most basic tactics used by German squads in WW2. This is perhaps the 

most applicable initial tactics system for your group to use due to the relatively low rate of fire of 

the weapons you will have available, and your lack of heavy weapons such as mortars or artillery: 

https://yewtu.be/watch?v=-rKRt5zVZgw 
 

You and your group should consider buying some airsoft guns and run training in your home base 

area occasionally - camp out there for a day or a weekend and practice attacking your defenses, 

then think of ways to improve them, as well as your tactics.  
 

The leaders among your force should be encouraged (as long as power and other facilities last) to 

play realistic tactical videogames, specifically, the Close Combat series by Atomic Games, on the 

hardest possible settings. As related by Major Brendan B. McBreen USMC in his article in the 

Marine Corps Gazzette (Sep 2004) while student at the School of Advanced Warfighting; "I have 

learned more about small-unit infantry tactics from the "Close Combat" simulation than I have 

from thirteen years of Marine Corps infantry experience." He goes on to say: "'Close Combat' 

permits a player to fight hundreds of scenarios, make thousands of tactical decisions, experiment 

with different tactics, and learn from his mistakes." - and all this far more cheaply than live-fire 

exercises. Once militia leaders have understood and internalized these blood-free platoon-level 

tactical lessons, then comes the time to practise them with men, hopefully to push into the future 

the day iron and blood are used to prove if the lesson was truly learned. Having played one of the 

series, I can honestly say it would definitely help teach even grunts some valuable skills. 
 

On youtube look up ex-military guys like Brent0331 - he's an ex-crayon eater who actually goes 

into some tactical stuff that might be useful to you, such as setting and reacting to an ambush. 

Channel is here: https://yewtu.be/channel/UCl1a1FOUwxh5pOsGOZw37Cg 
 

Forming your bases or overnight hides in a Y or X shape (rather than a circle, triangle or square) 

forces any enemy to walk into an L- or V- shaped ambush, regardless of what direction they 

approach from.  
 

Team leaders & scouts should carry a magazine or two loaded only with tracer to designate targets 

if possible. Mark the magazine with colored tape to avoid confusing it with the rest. Get your team 

to practice Rhodesian ("Drake") shooting - ricochets can kill, but overs are just wasted. 
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Divide your group into permanent teams of three to five men, preferably by getting them to group 

themselves once the members know each other. Don't be afraid to give the teams specific and 

clearly-laid out tasks, whether it's a recon/observation mission or an infiltration/ambush. 
 

Learn the technical solutions applied by the US military to its recent conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, or older conflicts such as Vietnam, and think of low-tech ways to counter them- the 

movie Blackhawk Down should inspire you to a few possibilities. You're unlikely to fight the 

government post-SHTF (if ever), but regional post-collapse actors will likely use similar methods. 

 

HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE OUT FIELD: 

The old adage goes, the more you know, the less you take. With first aid, the opposite is true- you 

can take more if you know how to use it. Only take things that you have been professionally 

trained to use, so get out there and (as mentioned earlier) take a first aid course or two - youtube 

videos are not training! 
 

Always, always, ALWAYS carry a bottle of Loperamide aka Imodium to field with you. The 

biggest historical killer of soldiers before WW2 was not being shot/stabbed, it was disease, 

usually dysentery, cholera, typhoid, etc. all of which cause diarrhea. Diarrhea takes just three days 

to kill you by dehydration. Having said that, the best medicine is prevention - wash your hands, be 

disciplined when making cat holes, and prepare food & water properly. Just because your last 10 

canteens from the river were fine don't mean the next one will be too. Just because you wipe your 

ass and don't wash your hands at home doesn't mean you can do that innawoods. Same goes for 

anything your buddy touches with his hands: 

Wash your hands - don't shit yourself to death. 
 

Depending on the climate in your area, your level of physical exertion, diet, and fitness level (or 

lack thereof) you may need an additional source of electrolytes, such as powdered Gatorade or 

similar (this is also useful if someone doesn't wash their hands and comes down with diarrhea). 

Especially if you're fat and unfit, you will sweat heavily when trying to move tactically on a warm 

day, causing you to become electrolyte-deficient which will make your muscles cramp. If you're 

deficient enough, your heart can stop beating. Even salting your food may be insufficient to 

replenish the sweat caused by such a lack of fitness, and therefore a level teaspoon of powdered 

electrolyte supplement in your canteen cup and mixed with water may be necessary to prevent 

fainting or worse. However, do not add electrolyte drink powder directly to your canteens, as I 

know from bitter personal experience that this will permanently leave a taste similar to that of dirt 

or mold in your plastic canteens, which even bleach and drain cleaner can't get out. 

 

LOOKING AFTER YOUR GEAR: 

Set yourself two dates each year (eg. in fall and spring) to go over the contents of your kit and 

make sure that everything is still good to go. Things do go wrong and batteries leak, seals fail, etc. 

This would also be a good time to clean your gear and fix any loose stitching, worn camo, or other 

issues. During these two dates, verify all expiration dates to ensure everything has at least some 

time left before going bad- eg. medicines often last up to 20 years past the expiry date, however 

some medicines become toxic after the date marked. Learn which does which, and store 

appropriately. 
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Chapter 6 - Tips And Tricks (in no particular order): 
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